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BOOK I

GENERAL

Foreword
NITIUM" is the first Year Book to be published
by the senior classes of the professional schools
of Howard University. Sponsored by the class of
1922, it IS not only a record of school days, such
as the professional student appreciates, but also
an effort to create a closer and more cordial relation among the professional students as they leave Howard to begin
the toils of their profession.
It is hoped that the labors which this book represents will be
measured not solely by our imperfect attempt, as the pages that follow m a y indicate, but more by the spirit of its purpose to enrich the
lives of professional m e n and w o m e n who met at this c o m m o n
study place to prepare themselves for greater usefulness in rendering service, the supreme commitment of life.
THE

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF.
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The Professional Schools
' ' 11_\- \\AL,TEK H, M.\ZVCK, Law '22.

The Professional .Schejols of f-foward L'ni\ersit_\- are trtily schools of
sjiecialization.

Theirs is a setting of oi.)portunity as well as of instruction.

T h e y offer to the Negro not merely training in religion, law and the healing
arts, but also the chance of viewing that terrific field of research which forever fascinates unusual aliilit}-, turning it from old circles of learning, along
tangents that reach toward the infinite and u n k n o w n .

T h u s the hope of

Professional I loward is to fashion her laboratories, her research departments, her libraries and her policies to meet e\'ery legitimate crave of yor.th
and to develop every special talent.

H e r ultimate task is to give to the worlel

an everlasting otitput of highlv trained e.x]Derts, equipped to soften and
relieve the ills of mankind,
Historically, 1 loward

.Such was the spirit of her founders.

L"ni\ersitv—Professional

and Academic alike—is

tlie answer to the prayers e:if a few patriots w h o believed in the intellectual
and s])iritual emancipation of the .N'egro, O n M a r c h 2, 1<S()7, a charter v/as
granted by Congress which "established in the District of Columbia a university for the education of youth in the liberal arts and sciences under tlie
name, style, and title of "The H o w a r d Cni\ersitv,'"
T h e materializatifin, however, far excelled the concept.

Instead of being

restricted to the ])reparation of youth for the ministry, as w a s intended, the
curricula of the University was m a d e coterminus with the field of h u m a n
knowledge.

Instead of being confined to the education of the Negro alone,

its doors were oiiened tei the h u m a n race,
/Mthough the training of ministers was the prime object for the creation
of H o w a r d

University, nevertheless, the first of the Professional Schools

to be formally openeel was the School of Medicine (.\pril 3, 1808).

The

first class was c(im])osed of eight students, se\'en in the College of Medicine
and one in the College of Pharmacy.
until four years later.

T h e Dental College was not added

In 18(i!) the Freedirien's Hospital was placed under

the charge of a m e m b e r of the Medical 1^'aculty.

In order to m a k e the

Medical College modern and u\) to 'W" standing in all associations of Medical Colleges of .\merica, the Hospital was mo\-ed to the University Campus
and afterwards re-erected at a cost of .$(iOn,(iOO.

.\t present the .Medical

Faculty, represented as it is by some of the ablest authorities of the country,
practically composes the Hosijital Staff".

L'nder their skilled supervision,

the students have full advantage of the clinics, wards and operating chambers of the Institution.
At the beginning of thefifty-fourthannual session m October, 1921, the
Medical School had graduated 1,!)(!!) students, l.KH medical, ."iP] dental,
and ;322 pharmaceutical.

The School is rated among the highest, being

recognized and placed in class ".A" by the .American Medical .Association.
Six months after the formal o])ening of the Medical School, the L a w
School, which is the second oldest in the District of Columbia, was organized (October 12, 18(i8),

For a number of years this School held all of

its sessions in the Main Building on the University Campus.

In 1887, after

moving first into a building occupied by the .Second National Bank, and then
to Lincoln Hall at Ninth and D .Streets, itfinallyselected the present L a w
lUiilding as its permanent home.

This building is a large brick structure

of three stories, containing the offices of the .School, an extensive law library
of approximatel}-fivethousand volumes and the William M , Evarts Lecture

Hall.
Within the last few years many changes have been made in the courses of
the School tending to raise its standards.

Classes now meet everv night;

standard of admission has been raised; number of subjects pursued increased ; students classified into those eli.gible for degree, and special practice courts organized upon a systematic plan—in fact, everything is being
done to bring this department up to the high standards of the University and
the L a w Departments of other Universities of note.
Although the University was originally planned to give training for the
ministry, it was not until 1870 that the Theological Department, now the
School of Religion, was opened. This Department has always remained an
integral part of the University campus life. Today it is the only Professional School so closely a part of academic Howard.

Regardless of its

unique position in the life of the University, because of constitutional limitations, it can receive no aid or support from the National Governiuent.

This

School has an unrivaled record in training Christian ministers for the millions of colored people in this and other lands.

Its students are drawn from

many countries; it is in contact with a large colored population; it is interdenominational and enjoys all of the facilities incident to its proximity to a
great University,

These all tend to promote the primary purpose of the

Department which is to make effective preachers of the Word, successful
pastors, and wise leaders toward a higher spiritual life.
Like the School of Law, this Department has been strengthening its
entrance requirements.

It has also established an extension Department,

which by correspondence courses is carrying educational opportunities to
many who cannot attend the School in person.
These three Professional Schools may be justly termed a triumvirate of
professional advantages opened to the youth of the country.

They have

more than justified the unfaltering faith of their founders by training
thousands in the professions of Theology, Law, Medicine, Dentistry, and
Pharmacy, and thereby answering the cry of the greater throng of colored
people who are struggling toward the light, to live their own lives with
equal opportunities of all other men and determine their own destiny under
free government and protection of the law.

Commencement Address, Howard University
June 10, 1921: A Plea for the
Reign of Law.
By THE LIONOR.ABEE \YILLT.\M H, LI";\\''IS, of Boston, Mass.

Mr, President, Distingui.shed Gttests, Alembers of the Faculty, Graduatmg
Class, and Friends of the University:

^

A s we mortals measure time and space, we are now in the twenty-first
year of the century.

The twentieth century is therefore of age, AA'hatever

stirring events may ha])pen before the cycle is comi^lete, we know that the
two decades past, are as amazing as any in the annals of mankind.
This small segment of time may not compare with the immortal age of
Pericles ; but of those who died in the World W a r it may be said of them,
as the Athenian statesman and orator said of those who fell in the first
Peloponnesion W a r , " W e have received of them a free state,"

" W e have

compelled every land and every sea to open a path for our valor, and have
everywhere ])lanted eternal memorials of our friendship,"

Nor is this period

to be compared with the Italian Rennaissance, when Florence and Venice
were the eves of the world.

But the age that gave to the world Columbus,

and Copernicus, can never look askance at the achievemnets of Peary,
Ammundsen, and Einstein,

Peary and A m m u n d s e n explored the ends of

the earth ; Einstein re-made the world—or our conception of it. The Elizabethan age, which produced the great explorers like Drake, Raleigh, and
Frobisher, and gave us the illustrious names in literature of Shakespeare,
Sidney, Spencer, Ben Johnson, defeated the Spanish Armada.

But the battle

of the British and Germanfleetsoff Jutland will exert a greater influence upon
the world's history than did the .Armada.
The crowning point of the nineteenth century was the organizing of The
Hague tribunal, to jnit an end to war; but in less than two decades the most
stupendous war in history had been fought, won, and lost. Sixteen nations
were contending in arms on the one side or the other.

Alore than a hundred

billions of dollars were spent in this gigantic struggle.

Seven millions of

precious human lives were sacrificed to the grim visaged Moloch of war, and

twenty luillions more, maimed and wounded in this unholy ceremony,

1 hey

fought upon the seas, and beneath the ocean's de])th; they fought tipon the
earth, and in the heavens above.
A s Senator Llenry Cabot Lodge, one of the greatest statesmen of his
time—or of any time—has said of the war with deei)er significance, as I
think, "Others things, the impalpable possessions of the mind and heart, have
in like fashion been wounded and cri])pled."

Indeed, the human intellect

was prostituted as never before to baser purposes.

Science itself, which has

added so much to the comfort and hapjiiness of man, was turned to his
destruction.

Not only was chemistry com])elled to contribute her share, in

poisonous gases, deadly bacilli, and meire terrible ex])losives ; but the aeroplane, the autocar, and wireless telegrajihy, twentieth century develoimients,
must pay their tribute also to the God of W'ar,
W h a t shall be said, too, eif the debasement of the higher man, the lessening
of all moral restraint, the practical denial of the teachings of the Christ?
The great war was an eclipse of the moral world.

Alight became the sole

test of right. "The impalpable possessions of the mind and heart" have
suffered most.
W h e n I stood here last, I did not hear the peaceful hells calling men and
w o m e n to the recitation hall, or chapel for a ])eriod of study and meditation;
but this campus resounded with arms, with the tram]:! of marching men.
I heard the Inigle call to the assembly, and there [lassed in review the
Students' A r m y Training Corps, 457 men, the very pick and flower of our
schools and colleges, Howard University, nestling within the .shadow of the
Ca])itol, supported increasingly, by the Nation itself for the education of the
colored youth, could neit fail to answer the countr_\'s call for trained leadership and itnselfish service. The spirit of her great founder and ins])irer,
that great Christian soldier and patriot, (^,eneral O. O. Howard, a name
worthy to stand in history by the side of Godfrey de Bouillion and Sir Philip
Sidney, keeps its vigil here.
the war.

In his s]iirit the men of Howard went forth to

The University will e\er cherish the memory of Fairfax, Proctor,

Davis, Summons, Cork, and Carter, whei gave their all to country and
humanity
"To make the next age better for the last,"
In the words of another line of Lowell's commemoration ode,
" W e welcome back our bravest and our best."

1 o our living heroes, _\-oung Dent, Goodloe, Curley, Jones, Long, and
Lleslip, be e\'er the pride and glory of .Alma Alater,
I (lej)recate the recent attemjit in soiue quarters u]K)n a jilea of sincerity
and truth to elestroy the splendiel idealism with which the American youth
went forth to war, by asserting they were "afraid neit to fight," I rather
cherish the idealism of the great leader w h o said, "That our object is to
vindicate the principles of peace and justice in the life of the weirki, as
against selfish and auteicratic peiwer;" that the}- went forth to fight "for
democracv. fe.ir the right of those w h o stibmit tei authe)rity to have a voice
in their o w n governments, for the rights and liberties of small nations"—as
well as the great,

Victeiry of the .Allie.i w a s a triumph, in part, at least, of

those great ideals.
Have we colored .Vmericans a right to claim a share in the fruits of victory?
H a v e w e a right to s])eak of the lessons of w a r ?

\Mien the age-long conflict

l;etween the Teuton and Gaul for dominion and penver and glory had once
m o r e set Euro])e aflame, and the conflagration w a s extending wider and
farther tei other nations, and the whole structure of our mexlern civilization
menaced, w h e n the honor of .America w a s assailed, her ]irestige a m o n g nations
challenged, the rights of her nationals ttpon the high seas violated in contem])tuous disregard of all law, the coloreel American asked emly for a chance
to prove hisfidelitv,loyalty, anel devotion to ,\merican institutions and ideals.
Half a million m e n filled the ranks of eiur armies; two thousand went over
the seas to serve in France and Italy,

Whether with Depe)t brigades, the

Stex'edore regiments, the luigineers, so-called, doing the menial work of the
army, they did not comjilain, they were happy in such service,

Alemg that

"far-flun.g battle lines," from the \\ser to the Marne. with the fighting units
of the arm\-, they bravely met death in every conceivable shape.

Their

blood and bones, mingled with the sacred soil of France, will nourish a tree
of lil)ert\- for a thousand years, and m a k e "liberty, fraternity, and equality a
thing weirth fighting for, and, if need be, worth dying for,"

I^et us believe

that in falling u])on the field of battle, "their ujilifted eyes catight the vision
of a liberated world," in which "ecpial justice and democracy shall rtile," not
for some m e n , but for all m e n ; not tor white m e n alone, but for lirown, black,
vellow, and all the children of m e n .

The problems of the world today are not only economic readju.stiuent, the
reconstruction of devastated regions, the restoratiem of iniblic order—these
follow naturally in the wake of war; but the rebuileling of our civilizatiejn
along lines which give hei]ie of its permanence, and iierpetuity.
The Academic classes of 1021 go feirth with an opportunity for service
such as comes to few generatiems of college-bred luen and women.

The les-

sons for the hour, the lesson that I would have you go forth this day and
impress upon vour fellows, is the lesson taught by the great World W a r , that
the maintenance of the supremacy of the laws is thefir.stduty of man.
W h e n William the Third a.scended the threme and proclaimed himself ruler
by divine right, he exclaimed, " H e who opposes niy will I will crush him."
His will was to be the lex .suprema.
There is none so low todav as the all-highest of yesterday.

No single «'(//

C071 rule the world today: the collective i^'ill of all alone may make the law
for all. The German Empire, built upon "blood and iron." perished by
"blood and iron," because she thought that might made right, and that the end
justified the means.

The command. "Tliou shall not steal," applies to nations

as well as individuals.
The war taught us that the law of co-o]ieratiori of friendship and good will
among nations is essential to the |)eace and hap])iness of the world.

Order is

thefirstlaw of heaven, and mtist be made thefirstlaw of earth, or there cati
be nothing but social chaos and anarchy in the world.

Individuals and

nations must learn to obe}- the laws, which they themselves have made for
their own protection and happiness.

If there are anywhere classes of m e n

outside the pale of the law, none are safely within its walls.
violence produce lawlessness and violence.

Lawlessness and

L a w is universal, and if it is not

everywhere, it is nowhere.
From the earliest times, when the shepherds gazed upon the stars at night,
through all the ages from Ptolemy to Copernicus, Gallileo, Kepler, Newton.
Herschel, and Einstein, men have been trying to disco\'er the laws of the
universe.
Out there in that vast and empty space we call the sky are many worlds
besides our own.

There is no war, or clash of worlds, because each obeys

the law of its being.
orbit.

The sim])le law of gravitation keeps each planet in its

The attraction of each for the other keeps it in the path marked out

for it in s])ace.

//( Cod's idii^'erse there is room

because (nit there is law whicli none may disregard.
of law is complete.

for millions of worlds,
There, at least, the reign

Otir jilanet is safe, because in obedience to an imnratable

law, it revolves around the sun. jireiducing the seasons—springtime

and

autumn, seed time and har\est, svmbolizing the jieriods of birth, of love, and
of death.

It tin-ns upon its a.xis, giving us day and night, for labor and rest.

W e k n o w that all life ttpon this planet, from a blade of grass to the highest
vertebrje, follows a certain order of existence, and cannot escape Nature's
laws of growth and deca}'.
In those far-off ])rehistoric titues, before the earth becatue thickly populated, there w a s little need of law, because there were no conflicting interests
of m e n to be harmonized,

W ith the de\elopment of the famil\', tribal life,

settlement of villages, towns, founding of great cities, and the establishment
of mighty states, and the rise of what w e call civilization, m e n fottnd that the\'
could not live together in the same neighborhooel, upon the same soil, without
certain rules, or laws, which all must oliey.

These laws were either imposed

from without by some su]ieri(jr p o w e r — a despot or a conejuering foe, or
from within by the ])eo]iles themseh'es, directly or through their chosen
representatives.

T h u s grew up a body of mtmici])al law.

In time, with the dotting of the globe by m a n y nations, it w a s necessary
that there should be established certain laws of intercourse, and even laws of
war, resting upon the c o m m o n

consent.

Just as a municipality

cannot

prosper unless m e n are comjielled to keep the ]ieace and settle their disputes
by arbitration, so nations cannot endure, and there can be no jjeace a m o n g
and between separate states unless governments recognize the obligations of
international law,
Tliere can he no law in the true sense, unless there is equalitv before the
law.

The humblest indrvidual m the conimuiiity is entitled to the due and

equal protection of the /ati'.s". The weakest nation in the fauiilv of nations
is entitled to its complete soz'ereigntx, just as the strongest and the most
powerful.
T h e population of the earth is 1,7112,.520,.'i(i(i.

T h e A r y a n race, including

white Semitic, and ;S1."'),()0().(>()0 of East Indians, numbers 870,000,000.
yellow, black, brown, and the red constitute 82r).0O(),O0O.
population is 2i) persons to each square mile.

The

T h e density of

A t the Peace Table there sat

36 different states (?). Obviously, these mdlions cannot live together upfin
the same planet, hostile, and jealous of each other, nation against nation, race
against race, every man's hand uplifted against his lirother. The reign of
peace will never come among men until the reign of law is established, Ottt
of our social chaos must come a social cosmos, or the race of luan is doomed.
I believe in the endless progress of the huiuan race. Our civilization will
yet reach a finer state. The kingdom of heaven will yet come upon earth.
I believe with Tennyson, that "some diviner force will guide us through the
days 1 shall not see."
"AA hen the schemes and all the systems. Kingdoms and Republics full,
Something kindlier, higher, holier—all for each and each for all?"
"All the fuH-brain, half-brain races, led bv Ttistice, Love, and Tr'Mh;
All the millions one at length, with all the visions of m y you<-h?"
"Earth at last a warless world, a sinele race, a single tongue,
I have seen her far awav—for is not Earth as yet so voting''"
"Pobed in universal har^-est up to either pole she smiles,
Universal ocean softlv wa.shing all her warless Isles."
The greatest servant of the human race in all the ages has been the law.
.All the great inventions that have added to the convenience, comfort, and
hanniness of civilized man, from the wheel to the autocar, have been the
result of the discovery and a]:i])lication of Nature's laws to the needs of the
human race, Alan has taken the lightning from the .skies to turn his machinerv, and to carry his messa.ces tei the utmost parts of the earth.

H e has

made fire and water, the two most destructive elements in Nature, serve his
puriiose through the a])j)lication of steam to the wheels of industrv, and by
rail and heillow boat to carry the commerce of the weirld,

.All the laboratories

of the world, every worksho]), is trying to find new laws, or some application
of old laws to serve the ])ur]X)se of man.
The Duke of Argyll, famous Scots scholar, was not far wrong when he said :
"The Reign of L a w — i s this, then, the reign under which we live? A'es,
in a sense it is. There is no denying it. The whole world around us and

the whole weirld within us, is ruled by Law,"
of L a w within us.

1 here is no denying the Reign

Conscience and consciousness fejilow certain rules of law.

Said St, Pattl: "I see another law in m y members, warring against the law
of m y mind, bringing m e into captivity to the law of sin, which is in m y
members,"

W e cannot escape the laws without us.

ine.xoralile as Fate and Destin}-,

Nature's laws are as

Huiuan laws alone, w e question and defy.

Plence, the sorrow of m a n .
T h e rtile, as stated bv Herbert S])encer, is so simple and easy of recognition.
"Everv man," says Herbert Spencer, "is free to do that which he wills, provided he infringes not the equal freedejtn of any other man."

"The liberty

of each is limited only by the like liberties of all,"
T h e rule is simple.

If each individual keeps to his o w n orbit; if each

nation keeps in its o w n jiath, there can be no friction, no clash, no strife.
T h e action of the individual, and the nation m a y be limited and circumscribed
by law, but there will still be freedom of motion sufficient to insure the individual, collective progress and development eif the h u m a n race.
I cannot doubt that, out of the noise and din of the present conflict, the
harsh, discordant sounds of battle and strife, will come a purer harmony, a
symjihony divine, in which all the children of m e n m a y rejoice.
Education is discipline.

A s educated m e n and w o m e n you have passed

through the great disci]iline, bringing your minds and bodies into subjection
to the laws within and without.
first, obedience to the law.

G o forth, then, and teach your fellows,

A s teachers you can perform no higher duty to

the State, A s medical men, teach them to obey the laws of health, as
essential to a useful and a hap]n- life. A s ministers, teach them that the
spiritual world is ruled by law, that "love is the fulfilling of the law,"
lawyers, the people will look to you, the state will lean upon you.

As

Let your

service c o m m a n d respect for the law,
I give you in parting a personal word.

It is n o w more than twenty-five

years since I sat with the graduating class in a little N e w England college,
with the same thoughts throbbing through m y brain, and the same emotions
filling m y heart, whence I went forth to face a world which I felt was none
too svmijathetic.

A s long as m e m o r y lasts, I shall not fan to recall a word of advice given
to m e by m y friend and benefactor. President Seeley, one of the most saintly
and Christ-like m e n I ever knew.

H e said, "Dear Lewis, wherever you

settle down, in the North, or the Sfiuth, remember that the g«v_)el for }o.i.'
race, as for any race, is the gospel eif salvation, not condemnation ; rememl^er
that the greatest teacher of mankind said that H e came into the world not
to condemn the world, but that the world through H i m might be saved; and
while you cannot ignore the wrongs of your race, as terrible as the}' ma\" be,
yet I hope that you will always cheer yourself, and cheer them with the lively
hope of their redemption."

I have no other creed, no other faith.

I have

tried to cheer in the darkest hour, and believe that the redemjit on is near
at hand.
In that spirit m a y you go forth this day, with sanity, and poise, v/ith true
humility, spread the gospel of good cheer, in that faith which ennobles a
life's work.

A n d you will bv your labors hasten the dav when

"(There) the c o m m o n sense of most shall heild a fretful realm in awe,
A n d the kindly earth shall slumber, lapt in universal law."

BOOK II

SCHOOL OF RELIGION

St;itr. School of Keli2:ion

.James A . H a y w a i - d , iVjsine.ss Ahinager
Jlicliafd AV. Keinliei-t, Sec'.\-'I'reas.

Alillai-el 1J. BrcH-eliny, KelitcnK d w a i d K. .JciJin.-^cin. ("irculatiein Manai;"ei-

The School of Religion
HOWARD UNIVERSITY owes its inception to the effort of a few
Christian m e n to found "a theological seminary having in view the training
of colored m e n for the ministry."

Instruction in the Bible began in the

first year. In 1871 the department was fully organized. In 18SJ7 an evening
class was established to "aid preachers and workers in Sunday Schools, Christian Associations, City Missions, and other branches of Christian activity."
This evening class, being ungraded, was dicontinued in 19Hi. In 1919 an
Evening Department was organized with the same standards as the day
school. About 12 years ago instruction began to be given by correspondence.
Today the School of Religion maintains three departments:
I. The Graduate School, for college graduates, offering a course of study
for three years and leading to the degree of Bachelor of Divinity.
II. The Theological College, for high school graduates, offering a course
of study for four years and leading to the degree of Bachelor of Theology.
III. The Extension Department, for those who can spend only a limited
time at the University in residence study. This Department offers a wide
variety of courses of study for postgraduate work, gives credit for work done,
and assists a large number of ungraded students.
Four hundred and seventy-four have been regularly graduated from the
school, ninety-six received certificates from the old "Evening Institute," and
approximately twelve hundred more have taken one or more courses of study
in the school.
Standards of scholarshii) have been raised as fast as the constituency would
warrant, and the School of Religion is in line with other departments of
H o w a r d University in demanding the best, and n o w off"ers to those w h o
desire to prepare for the Christian ministry courses which take rank with
those of the best institutions in the land.

The Academic and Professional Life of
D. Butler Pratt
Graduate of Nichols Academy, Dudle\", Alass, Teacher of (ireek and
Mathematics in Nichols Academy one year. Graduate of Williams College.
Assistant in Harvard University .-Astrfinomical Observatory one year arid
summer of following year. Graduate of .Andover Theological Seminary.
Fellow of Andover Theological Seminary two years, 1887-89. Part of the
two years of the Andover Seminary fellow.shi]) were spent in Columbia University and Union Theological Seminary, N e w York City. Pastor, Brooklyn,
N e w York, 1889-1900. Pastor, Springfield, Mass., 1900-1908. Professor of
Biblical Literature and Dean, Theological De])artment, Talladega College,
1908-1913. Professor of Church Histor\- and Sociology, The Howard University School of Religion, 1913, to present. Dean since April, 1917. Honorary Degree of Doctor of Divinity, 1914.
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R E V , C H A R L E S H. B U T L E R , A. B„ A, AI,, B, D, A, B„ Columbian
College (George AA'ashington University). A. B., Amherst College.
Theological studies in Washington Lutheran Theological Seminary, Gettysburg, Pa. Senior year and graduated at Union Theological Seminary, N e w
York, 1887. O n e year in travel and study abroad. Pastoral work in Washington from 1890 to present time. For sixteen years on Editorial Staff of
the "Lutheran Evangelist." Instructor in Hebrew forfiveyears in Howard
University Theological Department. Later, instructor in the night school of
the Department forfiveyears more. A n additional year instructor in Hebrew
day class. Instructor in Ethics and Psychology in the reorganized eveningclass for nearly two years. At present pastor of Columbia Heights Lutheran
Church.

J A M E S D. B U H R E R was born in 18(58 of Swiss parentage, in northern
Ohio, Calvin College of Cleveland graduated an A, B. in 1889. The following three years were spent at Heidelberg University for the degree of
B, D,, whereupon he pursued a postgraduate course at Heidelberg and Chicago
Universities, Received his A. M , from his Alma Mater in 1896. 1896 to
1903 pastor of the Reformed Church in Tiffin, Ohio; and at intervals professor at the college; 1903 called to the First Reformed Church in Washington, D. C. In 1917 die received his Ph, D, degree from the American
University, For the past two years has been engaged also in the School of
Religious Education at Howard University.

R E V , J A M E S L U T H E R F I N N , Educated Washington High and Normal Schools, Howard University School of Religion, HowarcLUniversity
•Teachers' College, and Central University. Assistant Principal, Manassas
Industrial School, 1896-97. Ordained to ministry, Washington, D. C , 1901.
Pastor, Bethany Baptist Church, Syracuse, N. Y,, 1902-16. Executive Secretary, Onondaga Baptist Association, Onondaga County, N . Y., 1908-16.
Pastor, First Baptist Church, Washington, D, C , 1916 to present time.
Instructor in Bible History and English Exegesis, Howard University School
of Religion, 1918 to present time. Honorary Degree of Doctor of Divinity,
Howard University, 1921.
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RE\', STh:RLlN(^, N, BROWN, D, D, (Graduated from College, 188."'),
Graduated from Seminary, 1888, Received degree of A, M., PS!)]. Received
deo-ree of D. D., PiOd. Pasteir at Clevelanel. ()hio, 188.'3-1889, Pasteir in
Wa.shington, 1), C , nearly 2.-) years. Professor in Howard University
School of Religion for 30 years, .At iiresent Professor of Bible History and
Introduction, Director of Extension A\'ork and Correspondence Study.
Graduate of Fisk University and Oberlin College. Ex-Member of the Beiard
of Education of the District of Columbia.

RE\', WTLLLAM ORL.ANDO C.ARRINGTC )N, born at Georgetown,
British Guiana, .April .'lO, ISPI, Trained for the Wesleyan Methodist ministry, into which he was duly received P»02, Came to the United States,
j90."i. Joined the Tennessee Conference of the .African Methodist Episcopal
Zion Church, 190(i. Pastorate charges at .Athens and Maryville, Tenn.
Transferred to the A\'estern N, C, Conference, Sent to Grace Church, Charlotte, N, C , PJ08. Dean, School of Theology, Livingstcju College, P.) 10 to
1920; and Pastor, Jeihn Wesley .\, IM. E, Zion Church, and Instructor,
School of Religion, Howard University, from 1920 to present time.

P R O F , G E O R G E O, L I T T L E , D, D., was born in Madison, Indiana,
M a y 2d, 1839; graduated at Kimball Union Academy 1856, at Amherst
College in 1860, at Lane Theological Seminary 1863. For thefirstten years
of his ministry he was pastor of two churches in Indiana. H e was then
called in 1873 to the Assembly Presbyterian Church in Washington, D. C ,
of which church he was pastor for twenty-five years.
A s Howard University was then in its infancy, the School of Religion
called upon the Washington City pastors of different denominations to her
aid as professors for many years. Dr. Little as Professor, during his pastoratefilledevery chair in the School of Religion for one or more years.
While still Professor, he was the author of "The Royal Houses of Israel
and Judah," an interwoven history and harmony of Samuel, Kings and
Chronicles, in parallel passages, line for line, showing at a glance the omissions, agreements or disagreements of the different narratives, which was
published in 1900 by Funk & Wagnalls Company, N e w York City. At the
beginning of the twentieth century, it was decided that the President of
Howard University should no longer teach the Senior Classes of the different
departments, as he had done for many years. Dr. Little was appointed to
take his place in teaching these Senior Classes, which as professor in College
of Arts and Sciences he continued to do for about ten years. H e then was
appointed Professor of Greek, which he taught until his resignation in 1920,
when he was made Professor Emeritus.

C H A R L E S N O B L E , A. B., Williams College, 1866 ; D. D., Grinnell C o L
lege, 1907, Ordained, Franklin, N. Y., 1873. Pastor, Congregational
Church, Franklin, N, Y,, 1873-1876. Service of American Missionary Association, Montgomery, Ala., 187^18";8, Stated Supply, Presbyterian Church,
Hyattsville, Md., and occasional Lecturer on Church History, Howard University, 1879-1880. Pastor, Congregational Church, Woodbridge, N. J.,
1881-1888. Pastor, Congregational Church, Charles City, Iowa, 1888-1893.
Professor of English, Grinnell College, Iowa, 1893-1919 (Emeritus), 1919-.
Publications; Studies in American Literature, MacMillan Co.; The Story of
English Speech, R. G. Badger; Grinnell Vespers: The Abrmdant Life, The
Torch Press, Cedar Rapids; various pamphlets, magazine articles, etc.

B.ARTON, D O N A L D B E N J A M I N .
Commonly called "Bisho]) of the M. E. Church."
Born at St. John's Antic|tia, B. W . I. Graduate
Preparatory Denomination Training School of
IVnn.sylvania. Graduate School of Religion, Lincoln University, Ptl9, H e is the Secretary of
Livingston Missionary Society of the School of
Religion, Tennis Critic, His motto is: "I live
to serve," His ])ro.si)ective location for practice
will be in Illinois,

H A Y W A R D , JAMES A B R A H A M ,
Sometimes called "President," was born in Huntsville, Texas, Finished High School of Houston,
'i'exas, I'lUi, Admitted to Howard University in
the year 19U, in the School of Religion, Alember
of Mt, Moriah P.aptist Church, D, C, Treasurer
of 4'rustee Board of Mt. Moriah Baptist Church.
Eureka Lodge, No. ."), F, A, A, M.; Eureka Lodge,
No, I.")(i2, G. U, O, O. F,; American W'oodman
Caiup, No, 3 ; all of Wa,shington, D, C, President
of the Commonwealth Bldg, Assn. Member of
the Board of Directeirs of "The Sentinel" Publishing Corporatiem, and proprietor of the Union
Grocer)- Store, "JAS w e learn the things that are
right and best for us, let us do them; at least for
our own good."

BREEDING, MILLARD LEANDER.
Of the State of Alabama. Graduate of Miles Memorial Colle.ge, P.irmingham, Ala,, 1913; Payne
Ccjllege, Augusta, Ga,, PM.j, During the great
World A\'ar he represented the C, M , E. Church
in the Ur-iited States Food Administration for two
years. H e has been a pastor in Washington,
D, C , for seven vears. /At present tii-ne [lastor
of .Miles Meiuorial C, M , E, Church, and he
ex])ects to remain in Washington for an indefinite
period, Plis motto is to "Rise by lifting others,"

R E M B E R T , RICHARD W A R N E R .
Of the State of Alabama, a graduate of High
School at Salem, Ala. ITis motto is he is "Saved
to serve," H e expects to practice his endeavor
somewhere South or West,

JOHNSON, E D W A R D EMANUEL.
Jamaica, P. W , L, where he graduated in the ]utl)Hc
.schools and served as as.sPstant teacher. H e is
Treasurer of Maynard Literary Society of the
School of Religion. His motto is that "True success depends on heroic toil and self denial," His
future pastorate will begin at Denver, Col,

Class Gossip
In the face of many disadvantages and adverse circumstances, these few
w h o graduated bear the stamp of excellence.
A m o n g the five there are four denominations represented—Congregationalist, C. M . E., A. M . E,, and Baptbst, The Baptist overwhelm in majority,
as usual, of course.
Being asked their opinion of attending an Interdenominational Seminary,
they said that it was an advantage to meet and discuss face to face with men
of diversified opinions, thereby learning to love and to understand and better
ajipreciate the value there is in all denominations.

Again they represent

various types of thinkers: O n being asked their opinion of Solving the Race
Problem.

Mr, Breeding answered: "To make advantages and opportunities

equal for all, backed up by some one organization of the whole apart from the
Government."

Mr. Rembert said: "It is the duty of the church to engage

itself in the affairs of men, to the extent that the right m e n be elected to office,
and just laws enacted and enforced, protecting the rights and interests of all
people alike."

A n d in the midst of his gesticulations, it is doubtful whether

Jack Johnson would be willing to face him in the ring,
Mr. Johnson replied : "Amalgatuation of races, that all races should go to the
.same church and the same school. While Mr. Haywood said: "Bring the
colored people up morally, educationally and industrially, to the highest standard by efforts largely of their own, then the economic, commercial, political
and sociological problems of the colored race will be solved ; give the job to
the party who is capable and best prepared to do the work; thus preparedness
is the secret."
Mr. Barton believes in the resume of the whole, adding that a dra.stic
change should be made in the ecclesiastics and doctrines of the church, making
him Bishop, with universal jurisdiction.

Mr. Barton enjoyed the distinction

of being unmarried and had less res])onsibility, while the responsibilities of
Mr.

Hayward were the greatest, having a wife, five children and an aged

mother.

For two and a half years lie had only three and one-half hours out

of twenty-four at home, in which to console his family, study, rest, sleep and

eat; and b\' his btisiness ingenuity and organizing abilit\- it w a s possible for
him to pull through ; but the poor fellow was tard}' every morning, some
days sleeping on the street cars a mile ]iast the school, not being able to
produce an extra fare, had to hoof it to the Uni\ersit\'.
His skill and advice in the real estate anel comn-iercial worlds are sought
bv those w h o k n o w him.

.Mr. Breeding, with a wife and daughter, and

jiastor of a large cejngre.gatiem found it very difficult to keep all his promises
with res])ect to xisiting his members,

M r , Johnson, with his wife ai-id three

children, elid exceedingly well to maneuver his affairs tej the extent to be
able to graeluate ; and if _\-ou would ask him h o w he did it, his answer would
probably be, by the ])rinci])les of Jesus Christ.

.And Air, Rembert, having

a wife only, found it not as burdensotue
N o w , in each indi\ielual case extraordinary ability w a s

demonstrated.

T h e n as they are ftirther k n o w n , .Mr. [nhnson represents the ])ious m a n , M r .
Breeding the humorous. Air. Ren-ibert the emotieinalist, M r . H a v w a r d the
])ractical, anel M r . Piarton the theoretical critic; all haxing a conservative dis])ositie)n, a rationalistic tendency fron-i a ])reigressi\'e viewpoint, emerging out
into the phenomenal anel metaphysical ])lanes, hanging both to Arthogeneses
and Heterogeneses, with the audacity to claim for their motto, "That character is the onl\- true diploma,"
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BOOK III

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

Staff, School of lr*h_ariiiacy

Pedi-o T, de Pinna, Bu.slness Manager
Katie E, Gee, Sec'.v-Tr-eas,
J^3t-ic P. lAlason, liditcuLorraine' F, Jones, Circulaticm .Alanagi-iPluUip E, Panne-lk Advei-tisinu- Alyr.

PKOr ST l.tMO BKfVDlJ, PH D

PROF. i;-B K C C M E R , PHAK-D

PKOr. K.C SCURUOCK, A.M,,M.D.

titi.

PROF B H, SMITH, PHAR. C.

FACULTY <JF THE SCHOOL (.)P P H A R M A C Y

The Pharmaceutical Year Book
The object of this book is to reflect the deep and noble spirit of the college
life of the Pharmaceutical Class of 1922 in H o w a r d University School of
Medicine. This spirit m a y be so broad in its scope, so sheer in its nobleness,
so incompletely understood by the class itself, that this work m a y fail in
its object, IjUt our concentration of effort is to m a k e it more than a poor
reflection.
This book though essentially a task of the entire class is necessarily performed by a small group. It is these loyals whose diligence and fortitude
have played the greater part in the production of this work, that I must
here introduce.
M r . Pedro T. de Pinna, Business Alanager, is a stttdent whose ei-itire
college career has been one of initiative service and loyalty to class projects.
Lie is trustworthy and dependable.
M r . Philip Pannell, Advertising Manager, a bright student whose services
were efficient and highly remunerative to this publication.
Miss K . Ester Gee, Secretary-Treasurer, is the amiable, hard-working
girl w h o took care of our records and moneys. She is an ean-iest, capable
lady, always identified with class progress,
M r , Douglas J, Henderson, Biographer, a remarkable student whose work
always savors of intelligence and ability, and whose loyalty and support could
always be relied upon.
Miss Maybelle Butler, Social Editor, did excellent work, for which I must
say a word. S o efficient is this lady that it is sad that reactionary influence
]-irevents us from smiling on her face in the biographical section of this work,
William E , Arm.strong, Sport and H u m o r Editor, gives us smile after
smile in work that shows his gift of observation and ability to present the
same to another. H e is a fine lad of noble traits, loyal and reliable.
Last but not least is our o w n Lillian R, Woodyard, Assi.stant Editor,
w h o did valuable and efficient work in assisting the Editor-in-Chief
with his m a n y duties. She is energetic and determined. She w a s author of
the reactionary choice that prevents us from viewing her in the biographical
section.
W e are trusting that this publication is a true reflection in every detail
of the spirit of H o w a r d University. Public expectation is high—it should be.
K n o w i n g this, w e have done our best—can angels do more?
E R I C P. M A S O N , Editor.

Class Officers
Parker, Creed W

President

Woodyard, Lillian R

A'ice President

Gee, K, Ester

Secretary

Hughes, W . Sherman

Treasurer

de Pinna, Pedro T

Business Manager

Sumner, M . Stanton

Sergeant at A r m s

Class Roll
Armstrong, Wea.x Elmore

Jones, Lorraine Elijah

Boone, Jtihn Royal

Mason, l{ric P.

Butler, Maybelle E.

Nance-Johnson, Willa B.

Corom, Albert

Nixon, Theodore F.

Costen, W m . Luzerne

de Pinna, Pedro Tavares

Davis, George Walden

Parker, Creed Winston

Gibson, George Harold

Pannell, Phillip E.

Gee, Katie Ester

Smith. Russell I lamilton

Hei-idersoi-i, Douglas John

Stuart, Je-ise()h Wilford

Hughes, Sherman Leonard

Snn-iner, .Mervin Stai-iton

Jones, James A.

Woodvard, Lillian Rachel

The Modern Pharmacy
By ERIC P. M A S O N ,

The modern pharmacy provides for the community it serves not a place
to buy cigars, sodas, cream, toilet articles, use the telephone, etc, only, but
above all a real apothecary shop where all drugs comply with U, S, P, purit)i
rubric; a place where jirescriptions are carefully comjDounded and laljeled;
a place where there is no toleration of the unlawful sale of alcoholics and
narcotics ; a place that is safe for a ])hysician's prescription to be sent.
In connection with its jjharmaceutical laboratory, the improvement in the
science of the practice of medicine make a bacteriological laboratory quite
imperative. This in the microscopic analysis of urine, feces, sputum, blood,
and other excretion and extracts from the human l)ody, renders an invaluable
service to busy physicians in the diagnosis of diseases.
It is a house that recognizes the call for thoroughness, care, efificiency, and
trustworthiness.
The above, coupled with courteousness, a strict system of good business
methods, and vision, insures its success.

Class Vote
Girl.

Boy.

Shortest

Nance, W , B.

Costen, W . L.

Tallest

Woodyard, R. L.

Boone, J. R.

Prettiest

Gee, Ester

Handsomest

. .

Quietest

Smith, R. H.
Nance, W. B.

Jones, J. A,

Sportie.st

Butler, M. E.

Hughes, L, S.

Slowest

Woodyard, R, L.

Costen, W . L.

Most loved . . .

Gee, K, E.

Mason, E. P.

Indiscreet

Nance, AV. B.

Sumner, W . S.

Scholarly

Woodyard, L, R.

Mason, E. P.

Most vain ....

Butler, M. E,

Henderson, D. J.

Most courteous

Gee, K, E.

Costen, W , L.

Nerviest

Woodyard, L. R.

de Pinna, P. T.

When it came to talking and giving out "hot air" it would seem from the
class vote that Miss Butler and Mr, Sumner held the monopoly. If you
could have seen those jaws in action when Miss Butler and Mr, Sumner
were exercising their gift, and it seems to have been always, you could not
help but wonder what kind of jaw lubricant they used.
When it came to "down-right" hard study, de Pinna and Miss Woodyard
are peers.
W e form a line now for the fashion review, all of the latest frocks and
frills and cuts: Miss Butler, girls! Mr. Hughes, lads! Oh, yes, they were
the best dressed among us, with 1 lenderson a close runner-up to Hughes.
And don't forget that the same two people were the class' vamps. Those
eyes of Mable's! That smile of Hughes'!
For the most noted kickers the class names Miss Woodyard and Mr, Sumner,

They can kick.

For the most clever and diplomatic we have Miss Woodyard and Mr.
Mason polling the majority vote.

A R M S T R O N G . W ^ E.
. , r^, • T^ U
Nicknamed "Reds," is a member of the Chi Delta
M u Fraternity, and comes from the State ()t
North Care)lina. Armstrong attended Albion
Academv and Shaw University, "Reds' " favorite s])orts are tennis and baseball. His motto is;
"Fortune favors the brave," H e shall locate m
Rockv Mount, N , C,

B O O N E , J O H N R,
Known all over town as "Freck," W^ashmgton,
D, C, is his heime. He is a member of the Tan
Sigma Beta Fraternitv, Graduated from Dunbar
HTgh School in 1918, Attended Howard University in 1918-19. "Freck" served in the S. A.
T. C.'at Howard University. He was Vice President of the Pharrnaceutical Class '22 during th year P)P»-20. His favorite sports are football anel
baskediall. His meitto is "Cosmo."

COSTEN, L U Z E R N E W M .
Known to himself as "Cos," but to the fellows as
"Pete's Boy." He comes from the State of Connecticut. Costen is a graduate of the Crosby High
School, Waterbury, Conn. H e is a great lover eif
all .sports, but has a special affinity for tennis, anel
is somewhat of an expert with the violin. His
motto ; "Self-reliance is the secret to success." H e
expects to practice in Connecticut.

History of the Senior Class in

Pharmacy

To review our adventures and accomplishments of our three years in this
great fountain of knowledge would be to recall deeds which are m o r e
l)recious to us than diamonds.
Having com])leted a cycle of three revolving years of hard w o r k in the
scientific laboratories of this historical school anel achieved m a n y trium]ihs,
w e have, at last, reached the highest ]iinnacle in the jiharmacetitic course.
W e have attained the high rank of seniors, which is the desired geial of every
true student.

W e m a y claim fame, honor, and glory, soon, as our rightful

heritage as n-ierited li\- all those whose struggles have been faithful.
In the fall of P)19 w e entered this g;-cat school thirtv-six in nun-iber. W e
realized the great need of serxice in this jirofession, and therefore began
preparation for this nolde task.
First year, under the leadershi]i of our first President, M r , .Sumner, w e
succeeded in laying the great foimdatiem cif our course which w a s sei essential
tei the succeeding years.

We

closed this xear with great victory, every

m e m b e r of the class was advanceel tci the junior class.
()ne of the greatest events of this first and harel year w a s a rece])tion at
the close of the Near.

It served as the jubilant celebration of our triumphant

\ear and an ei]i]icirtitne tin-ie tei e\])ress our good wishes to each other for the
s u m m e r vacation.
Seconel year, under the able leaelership of Stuarts anel Alason, w e started
the \-ear with a receiition in honor of the freshmen class.

This resulted in

the formatiem of a close tie eif friendship which has been enjoved and appreciated by the m e m b e r s of both classes,

A\'e hope that said relationshii)

remains throughotit our iirofessional career.
W i t h determinatiein to repeat the deeds of our lirst year, w e worked anel
studied to the extent that w e were t-ateel as seniors at the end eif the year.
W'e closed this great year with a grand rece]>tion for the men-ibers of the
senitir class.

W e felt it eiur dut)- to m a k e it ]ileasant feir the outgeiing class.

W e maele them feel that they were weirthy of honor and pi-aises from their
fellowmen.

T h e third, eir our senior year.

This is yet unfinished, and w e can only

review a ])art and think of the remainder.

Under the leadership of Parker,

Woodyard, and ele Pinna great things are expected.
This year was begun with great enthusiasm.

A s seniors w e have marched

victoriously in every phase of the undertakings.
W e are proud to i-nention the fact that a greater percentage of our class
has passed the District of Columbia Board of Pharmacy during the senior
}-ear than any other class in the history of this University.

Twenty-three

per cent of us have taken the Board and successfully passed it.
W e have conducted ourselves as true students in every respect.

W e feel

sure that w e have gained and retained the respect and admiration of the lower
classmen of our department; the respect and confidence of our instructors.
W e hope to reach the height of respect, confidence, and honor a m o n g the
leaders of our (profession ; obtain and retain confidence of our neighbors and
influence of the communities where w e practice.
A s w e look back over these three happy years, w e realize fully the development received and a].)])reciate deeply the ins])iration received from our instructors and fellow students.

CORUM, ALBERT,
Nicknamed by himself as "AI," is a Washington
boy. Received his high school education at the
D u n b a r High School, graduating in 1918. ".\l" is
a staunch believer in the eild saying, "Live and let
live." H e expects to practice in N e w Jersey.

M A S O N . E R I C P,
K n o w n as "Si)eckle Brown," breezes from the
great State of Texas, H e is a member of the Chi
Delta M u Fraternity and of the Chi Rho Sigma,
Research Society. Mason is a graduate of the Giddings H i g h School, Giddings, T e x a s ; of the Prairie V i e w . tate College of Texas, and holds a degree of P.. S. from the C. .A. and N . University
eif Oklahoma. M a s o n is a genius. H e ])assed the
District Board of Pharmac}' during his junior year
in pharmacy, making th^highest average. H e has
taken the lead in all his c^^ses. .Mason w a s a 1st
Licit, in til • :Pip^t \I.'(vi P;iT'.,,,anel si-rveel v.-ith the
A . E , F, in Franc^j fie w a s tlfe President of the
Class during the yc'ir 1 ill'1-20 and 'i'rea.surer during P)20-2L and is the lvlitor-in-l1iief for the
Pharmaceutical De])artment of the Professiejnal
Schools' "S'ear Eoeik. Ihisiness M a n a g e r B. V. P.
U . H e is a lo\-er of all snorts ai-id somewhat of an.
e:-:iie:-t in font ra-.-ing". His motto is: "There is no
rei\-al reiael to sitccess." H e will practice in the
.M'iclellc West.

D A V I S , Cd<.()RGE AV,
K n o w n to himself as "Crug," but to the boys as
"Shag," is a Washingtem lael, and a m e m b e r of
the Chi Delta M u Fraternity. "Shag'' received his
high school edtication at the yArmstnmg Technical
High. H e served in the S. A . T. C. at H o w a r d
Universit}-. Passed the District Board of Pharmacy in his senior }-ear. H e is a lev,er of football
and baseball. H e is also an exjiert marksman.
Davis "smiles regarelless of adversities." H e expects to practice in one of the Colemial States.

GEE, K A T Y E S T E R .
Popularly known as "Es." comes to us from the
city of Richmond, \'a. She is a member of the
Delta Sigma Theta Seirority, lister atteneled the
Dunbar High School of Washington, D. C , freim
which she holds a dinloma. Miss Gee pas.sed the
Dbstrict Board of Pharmacy in her senior vear.
H e r favorite si)orts are rolp-r skatio";, ice skating,
with considerable attentier.-i to liask(-tb:ill and ^-win-lming. She believes that ' ])ower dwells with cheerfulness,"

G115SON, G E O R G E H,
Known ;;s "Gibby," or "Bill S])i\is," came tei us
fron-i the State of New Jersey. He holds a diploma froi-n the Chenney Traini;ig School. Chenney. Pa. He has attended the School of Commei-ce
at Howard University. "Gibby" was the Vice
President of Pharmaceutical Class '22 during the
year 1!)20-21. H e was a m e m b e r of die S. .A. T. C.
at llo-.vard University, P)]8, "Spivis" is a great
leiver of ba,sel.all and football. H e staunchly believe-- in: "Kee]) ]ilug-ging away," H e expects to
locale in the great State of Pennsvlvania.

Class "'22''
Armstrong with his reddish hue.
Heads the list of the "jiill rollers" crew.
He's a jolly good fellow with scholarly ways.
His motto is "studying," he says it pays.

Boone, John, and Butler, M, E..
C o m e next into discussion :
They get their "stuff" froiu day to day.
A n d do it without fussin'.

Heads up as Corom "A"
Moves on with "Buick" rush.
While Costen passes quietly, as
Though someone said, "Hush,''

Davis, George, with a Pharmacist's grace,
A cigar, too, to kee].) in ]3ace;
Gentle though, he never kicks.
His hobl)y is Pharmaceutical Arithmetic,
Gibson, George, and Katy Gee,
The latter studies with decisive glee,
While Gib.son follows on this questful trail,
Ever mindful of his work's avail,
Hughes and Henderson, our soldier boys,
Dodged the ]iills of the Germans because they made noise.
They like them here, though, and they make them well.
M u c h more they'll do later; that, time will tell.

Jones, J, A,, ai-id Jones, L, E,,
Both lads are full of joyous glee.
These twins, too, are putting up our famous prescriptions.
More accomplishments will be realized.
W h e n they meet desired restrictions.
Mason, Eric, a clever chap,
Can solve all problems with ease and knack.
H e plays baseball, he even twirls.
A n d a popular fellow with all the girls,
Nixon and our Willa Nance,
These two w e can't forget, 'cause
"Nix" plays on the slide trombone
A n d Nance will tell us something soon.

De Pinna and Parker, Creed,
With Pannel in the boot.
These boys can tell a thing or two
W h e n "examinin' " a root.

Stuart, Joe, and Russell Smith,
With Sumner all in line.
T o have these boys as chums and such -^ ,
Just makes our work sublime.
Woodyard, Lillian, the last, but not least,
She must not be omitted from the feast;
She's studious, friendly and sentimental, too.
This ends the lines of " '22."
G. H. GIBSON.

HENDERSON, JOHN DOUGLAS.
Is jiopidarly known to his fellow-classmen as "Cow
Ptmcher," and to the ladies as "Doug." He hails
from the wild State of Oklahoma, H e is a member of the Chi Delta M u Fraternity, "Doug'' received his early training at the C. A. and N. University of Oklahoma. Henderson was 1st. Lieut,
in the 368th Inf,, serving with the A, E. F, in
France. "Doug" is a regtdar fellow. H e ]jartakes
of all s])orts, and is a sjiecial ])articipant in baseball and feiotball. His motto is; "Treat others as
you wish to be treated." Pie will jiractice in the
Middle West.

H U G H E S , L E O N A R D S.
Is popularly known as "Mr. Do Love," comes from
the State of West Virginia. Is a member of the
Chi Delta M u Fraternity. Pie received his high
school training at the West Virginia Collegiate
Institute. Ceimpleted one and one-half years of
College work. " M r . D o Love" served with the
U. S. forces in France as sergeant in the 351st
F. A. Hughes is a star football jslayer. H e w o n
his " H " with the Howard University team. H e
is also famous in the game of baseball. "Mr. D o
Love" believes in: "Per.severance clears the road
for jirosperity." I le expects to practice in the
State of Missouri.

JONE,S. L O R R A I N E E.
1 las a ])o])ular synonym arnong the boys as "L. E,,"
but more commonl\- called "Ihg Turkey." H o m e
vState, South Careilina, Jones is a graduate from
the Brainerd p-istitute, Chester, S, C and attended
Piieklle University, Charlotte, N, C, H e was a
member of the S, .\. b, C, at Piddle University,
"L, E," has the reimtation at Howard University
of being a tennis shark. Llis motto is ; "Success
is the restdt of hard work," His ]ireis])ective location for the practice of his profession is South
Carolina.

PARKF.R, C R E E D W ,
K n o w n to the beiys as Creed, came to us from the
District of Columbia. Received his high school
education at the .Armstrong High School at Washington, 1), C, .Attended Howard University
School e)f .Art anel Science, 1918-19, Creed was
President of the Pharmaceutical Class '22, during
the year 1921-22. H e served in the U. S. .Arn-iy
Postal Service Parker's sports are baseball and
basketball. Llis motto is; "Stickteiitivei-iess," H e
expects to practice in Washington, D. C.

P A N N E L L , P H I L I P E,
Is known as "Shipley" and "Ready Monc}',"
Comes froiu the State of Virginia. Pannell attended Stauntem Hi.gh Scheiol, Shaw University,
and Virginia Uniem University. H e was a sergeant in the 3(;')th Inf., serving with the .A. E. F.,
anel recei\;<l the Crcii.\ ele Guerre. H e is a lo\-er
of man}' snorts, and his saying is: "Kee]) your
mciuth shu.t anel saw wood."

L E PINNA. P E D R O T.
Known to the fellows as "Pete." Came to us from
Bra-va, Cai)e Verde Islands. H e received his early
cducatiem at the Downing T o w n Industrial School,
P)l 1-1."), and at Virginia Union Universitx', P*!")P.i, Pete is a clever fellow, and lielieves stronglv
in the n-|ottei; "To succeed in s])ite of obstacles,"
Pedro expects to jiractice in the State ot Massachusetts.

SMITH, RUSSEL H A M I L T O N .
Known as "Smittie," but better known as "Powdered Ipecac." "Smittie" comes from the State of
A'irginia. H e is a member of the White Ele])hants'
Clnl). Smith received his high school training at
the St. Paul's Normal and Industrial School of
Virginia.' H e was 2d Lieut., U. S. Army. H e is
a regular felleiw and loves all s]iorts, with sjiecial
interest in baseliall. "Smittie" is both a scholar
and a gentleman. H e ]ias.sed the Di.strict Board of
Pharmacy during his senior year in pharmacy.
His motto is: "Ambition seeks more work and
less talk." H e expects to practice in the State of
Virginia.

STUART, JOSEPH W .
Is iioinilarly known to his fellow-classmen as
"joe." H e is a member of the Chi Delta M u
Fraternity and of the Chi Rho Sigma, Research
Chemical Sejciety. Stuart is a representative of
the State of Texas. "Joe" is a graduate of the
Alarlin High School of Texas and of the Prairie
View State College of Texas. H e has done special
work at Howard University. Stuart is a scholarly
kind of a chap; he ]3assed the District Board of
Pharmacy during his Junior Year in Pharmacy.
Pie served with the A. E. F. in France. H e was
the President of the Class during the year 1920-21.
H e believes in the motto: "With o])en eyes I have
dared it, and now 1 cherish no regret." H e expects to practice somewhere in the West.

SUMNER. MURVEN STANTON
Known to Dr. Purdy as "Seemore," but to the
class as "Windy" and "Disagreeable." H o m e
State, North Carolina. Sumner attended Livingston College, N. C. ; Jose])h K. Burk High School.
N. C. ; Fisk University, Tenn.. and Howard University, D. C. H e served with the A. E. F. in
France'as Private 1st Class, 3.51st F. A. H e is a
lover of all s])orts. H e believes in: "Push, pluck,
and get something for nothing." Pie expects to
return to North Carolina to practice.

sport and Humor
By WILLIAM E. ARMSTRONC.

Si)ort and Humor Editor.
The editor is sorry tei say that due to the fact that being members of a
class e)f the ])rofessional school only a few hours of recreation are found.
Air. Leonard Hughes, being the star athlete of the Class, is worthy of
being honorably mentioned.

H e was a member e)f the West Virginia foot-

ball squad before entering Howard,

.\fter registering as a student here,

he became a memlier of the Howard Varsity Squad in 1919, jilaying halfback.
Not since the days of '12 and 'l.'i has such jxisition been so neatly filled.
Several times his .shoulder was disi)laced, and having undergone the suffering and hardships of most oversea men, it did not weirry him.

H e only

asked his ce)ach for time to have it reset, and then back in the game with
more energy and force than liefore
Mr. Boone is a great basketball enthusiast, and his name is familiar to
those who visited local games.
Mr. Creed Parker played baseball with a local team during hisfirstyear.
Mr. L. E. Jones, a great tennis lover, ])layed in several tennis tournaments.
Mr. Co.sten and Mr. Sumner are also tennis enthusiasts, but Costen plays
chiefly when he has the blues.
The young laelies of the Class have been too busv fostering engagements and
getting married to jiarticijiate in any s]iorts other than the game of leive
Creed Parker—A certain Brown says that she absolutely refuses to go
out in Creed's car any more with hirn. W e wonder if Creed was naughty.
Stuart, Jose])h W . (thinking of his many conquests without a failure in
lady land) ; "Boys, when I .shoot m y barrel at them, if they don't fall, I go
around behind theiu and kne)ck away the i)ro]i, for something must be he)lding
them u|).

M y line is irresistible."

Woodyard, Lillian (to prove that love is blind; in the ladies' room about
and .soon after twelve); "Say, girls, have you seen m y folks?"
thortgh iilural, means Rod Brown.)

(Folks,

Sumner (to D e Pinna) ; "If an irresistible force lueets an immovable
body, what happens?"
D e Pinna; " W h y a balance of forces and actions ceases."
Sumner; " N o , that can't be, for that is contrary to fact; the irresistible
force cannot be stopped and yet the immovable body cannot be moved."
Costen, Luzerne—In the shank of the evening Costen breezes on to the
playground of P. T. D e P., and "Smitty" coming from the drugstore on the
farm in Georgetown, discovers him making his get away. Costen believes
that "heights by great m e n reached and kept were not attained by sudden
flight; but they while their companions slept were toiling upward in the night."
Corom, Albert (looking at Mabel, w h o is just a little embarrassed when
she comes to class room and finds M r . Weaver jollying along with the fascinating Miss Woodyard) : " A w , Gee, but I a m jealous! Pajsa love M a m m a ?
H o w come, Pajia ; h o w come ?"
Gibson, G. H.: "Yea, bo, Howard football team and the ponies got m e all
out of the barrel. U m g o n n a swear off n o w ; ain't gonna jilay no mo."
Mason, E. P. (to "Smitty") ; " W h a t in the
stretch you Jack around here."

you think you can't
j

Jones, L. E. (looking into the mirror) : "As ]ioor as I a m I would not take
a million dollars for m y height. Look at that form! y\m I not stately?
Gar-r-rd dog!"
Henderson, D. J. (after reading an article in Tattler about his alleged
attempted suicide) ; "I'd just like to know w h o put this in here so I could
bend m y '45' over his head."
Gee, K. E , — (Costen calling subseciuent night to D e Pinna's call.)
Mother Gee cautiously approaches door and peeps in. Costen and Katie's
heads are in close proximity as they seriously discuss the extreme frequency
of calls that will not be a breach of social propriety. Mother Gee makes
noise outside door and hears a mighty swishing noise inside (said noise was
the business of Miss Katie turning jiages in the text they are supposed to be
studying). Mother Gee enters and addresses Katie; "AVhat are you studying?" Katie; "Chemistry, m a m a " (looking up from her text). Mother Gee:
"I see. But, when did you learn to read with the book bottom side up?"
Katie gasjied and tried to hide behind nothing.
Dr. Purdy: "Parker, from what do w e obtain ]iepsin?"
Parker, C. W . ; "From the excresences of the bull."
Smith (looking very deep) ; " N o sir. Doctor; w e obtain pepsin from the
belly of the pig."

Stuart, J. W.—Demejnstrating his jjrowess at generating and catching
hydrogen gas by ]}lacing metallic sodium in water and inverting a distilling
flask over the angrily racing, sputtering, and spewing sodium. Naturally his
classmates in ap]ireciation of his skill congregated about him. Stuart, however, failed to take cognizance of the fact that Mr. Sodium in the vigor of
his reaction with water sends forth sjjarks occasionally. Suddenly there was
a miniature but terrific and businesslike explosion. W h e n the dust cleared
and the noise subsided caused by his classmates' feet involuntarily rushing
away with their bodies to distances more remote and surroundings more
healthy, and all, including Stuart, were breathing hard and fast, chests heaving like sea billows after the storm, visages registering expectancy, alertness
ai-id ])ent-up energy that would readily assert itself in gathering distances
most remote, if anything like a cracking stick, or the falling of a ]iin would
furnish the stimulus, Stuart gave us a mean "laff," meant to be careless,
and indicative of nothing unusual in this incident. But, friends, the extreme
blueness around his gills and ears, the remoteness of his jxisition from that
prior to the businesslike bang, the dryness of his throat and mouth indicated
by his continuously unsuccessful efforts to swallow (and he was not eating
anything either), spoke louder than his "laff'" (laugh).
Smith, Russel (every time you meet him) ; "Let's have a little game of
whist."
Butler, M . E. (ujion being informed that Henderson had drunk concentrated nitric acid because she had mistreated him) : " A w , ain't that awful ?"
Parker (speaking to Boone one day when the sun was very hot, and gee,
it was dry!) ; "Boone, su]j]iose you would die tonight, and 1 would come to
your cold corj)se and say ; Boy, you are going away to a land with woi-iderful
rivers of Scotch and rye, and where there is no such word as dry?"
Boone's reply: "I'd say to you, cut out that gush; nail down the lid, and
mark m e 'Rush !' "
Prof, of Chemistry quizzing J. A. Jones: "Jones, what is it in some chemicals that produce new compounds when they are brought together?"
Jones' answer; "Why, Prof., it is the male and female cells that produce
these new compounds."
Prof., to Sumner: "Into what does chloroform enter?"
Sumner: "Several jirejiarations; also the hospital."
Stuart (after Smith had removed his coat) ; "Look, Sumner; Smith wants
to show you his shirt."
Sumner: "Don't show it to m e ; better show it to the Elite Laundry."

"The Lab"
From the time we enter,
Till the time we go away,
There's a jingle and a dingle
From the fellow cross the way.
The funny thing about it though.
H e says he hears the same.
If that is so. then all's in fault.
In fact, who is to blame?
Sometimes we get our weights mixed up
A n ounce and then a gram.
There's sorrow then to a fellow's mind.
H e knows he's in a "jam."
A n d if there isn't somefixin'done
At the latest by three-thirty.
There'll have to be some talking done
T o dear old Doctor Purdy.
Amid it all there's pleasure though,
And even graceful skill,
W h e n all the "Pharms" ju.st do their best
And make some compound p'lls.
Then all at once, as if by force.
We're thrown into cemvubsirns,
A n d one by one the nills are d m c ;
W e start right on emulsions.
We get these through, yes, just these two.
A n d then we all do rover.
Then clean away and hear Doc, say,
" 'Tis good now, all is over."
N o w for our wraps with our books afloat
A n d clamoring mouths of grdi.
This ends the day, we usually say,
"In that tiresome, tedious 'Lab
G, H, GIBSON,
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Society
BY MISS JVIAYBELLE E. BUTLER

FIRST ANNUAL SOIREE
Pharmacy Class '22 of H o w a r d University gave its first annual Soiree
at the Capitol City Cleft Club, Washington, on Wednesday evening, Ajiril
28th 1920.
M o r e than fifty ladies, elaborately gowned, gracefully danced with their
escorts to the crooning melodies furnished by the Cai)itol City Cleft Club
Combination,
A well-laid, polished, hardwood floor, admirably smooth, was a most
delightful surface for gliding feet.
A sheet of bristol-board inclosed the dance ]-)rogram, bearing the latest
numbers, and provided a small ])encil to which a silk cord was attached.
These were offered from a silver tray as the guests entered the dance hall.
The siaacious auditorium was tastefully decorated with swaying and bunting
palms, standing out under the shaded lights, which served to completely carry
out the color scheme of green and rose.
The guests, including rejiresentatives of Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and N e w A'ork society, were su])i)lied from trays laden with unic]ue
delicacies of the season. Favors, noisemakers, and great showers of confetti were enjoyed by the gay-hearted set.

' '

' ' SOCIAL WELCOME TO FRESHMAN

The Freshman I'harmacy Class '23 of Howard University was socially
•welcomed by Class '22 at Spaulding Hall, University Camiius, oti Friday
evening. October 29th, 1920.
Class colors of gold and blue artistically drajjcd from the ceiling fon-ned
the decorations.
. .,
.. „ .

The special event of the evening was the breaking of a gypsv ]iie, which
had been tasteful!}- ])re])ared by the young ladies in the class, and consisted
oi tokens of all descri])tions.
Never before has the Si)aulding Hall been the scene of a more congenial
gathering of young ])eo]ile.

S E N D OFF T O SENIORS
The Pharmacy Class '22, Howard Universit\-, entertained at the Ca|iitol
City Cleft Club on Thursday evening, Alay 2(ith, 1921, The recejition was
largely attended, and was the most brilliant affair iti the history of the class.
The honorary guests were the faculty members, and Drs, C, R. Beckley,
C, A, Carter, J, E. Dixson, W , B, Hall, N, M , Scott, E. A, Villate, and
Misses 1. T. Fennell and .A. Sampson, all of the Pharmacy Class '21.

RX

APOTHEKESPROM

The Prom given by the Rx Ajxithekes at the AVashington Conservatory of
Music on Friday evening, March 3d, 1922, which was attended by abotit one
hundred .guests, was one of the smartest affairs of the season.
The hostesses were Misses Esther Gee, Lillian Woodyard, Maybelle Butler,
and Mrs. Willa Nance Johnson, all of the Pharmacy Class '22, Howard
University,
The special feature of the evening was the exhibition of esthetic dances.
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Class Prophecy
Michigan, June, 1932.
Dear Esther:
I cannot ex])ress m v delight w h e n I met the ]xistn-ian Friday meirning with
your long looked for letter.

O n observing the stamp I w a s glad tei see the

m a r k of the dear old U . S. A . after yemr absence of ten meinths.

I'm sure

that you and Dr. de Pinna and children enje)yed every minute of yeiur visit
on the Canary Islands.

All of yeiur letters were full of ecstacy eiver the

delightful scenery and es])ecially the deictor's amiable family.
were treated like a (]ueen.
you on yeiur next vovage

I k n o w you

I gladly accejit yotir invitation to acce)m])any

If nothing ])revents Dr. B r o w n will travel with us.

I a m delighted te) kne)w that Dr. de Pinna kee])s in teiuch with the classmates of '22. I w a s not at all surprised tei kneiw of the Stuart and Alason
D r u g Stores, which had their beginning in Gary, Ineliana, anel have been
rajiidly established througheiut the W e s t anel South.
be sticcessful with

Stuart mana.gin.g and

Mason

They cannot heln but
head of the chemical

laboratories.
Dr. and Airs. Loomie Johnston—you will remember M r s . Jeihnston as Aliss
Willa Nai-ice—are feirttinate to be li\-ing in the same city with former classmates.

I envy them, feir I k n o w they have some very hapi)y times talking

over their vears sjient at lleiward.
lust last week I received an interesting letter from C^icorge Davis.

He

and .\rinstre)ng have ()i)ened a first class drug steire in AX'ashingtem and are
doing fine. Their r.-iotto is; "Efficiency in i)rescri])tion work."
S u m n e r travels extensively.
Salisbury, N . C.

For five years he managed a large firm in

In his letters tei a frienel eif mine living near m e , he says

he has devoted a year to the stage.
the leading con-iedy ceim])anies.

Pie is doing comeelian we)rk for e)ne eif

In his travels he has met several of our old

classmates.
Yeiur goeid frienel. Co.sten, has as neat a little drug steire in W'aterbury,
Ce)nn., as von weiuld want teifinela n v w h c r e

Nixem has given uji ])harinacy

to devote his time to the trombone.
fame from coast to coast.

His wonderful inlaying has brought him

News has reached m e that Boone and J. A. Jones

are socializing as usual after store hours.
Miss Piutler has a practice worthy of note in her home town, Baltimore.
She seems to have taken a great interest in the health of her community,
and needs to be commended on her stand for a healthier city.
The Parker, Corom and Pannel Syndicate seems to be mono]5olizing all
the drug trade in Anacostia.
Indirectly I have heard that Henderson is a multi-millionaire somewhere in
Oklahoma,

They say he is one of thefinestmanagers in the country and

everyliody wants him.

The L, E, Jones and Gibson Co. gave him a large

sum to look after their sales interests in the middle and far west.
I was fortunate in meeting Hughes while he was spending a few days in
Pittsburgh.

H e is doing nicely in West Virginia.

Hughes told m e that he

read in the Druggists' Annual of Virginia that Smith had perfected a comI^ound of ipecac.
I could write a long time about the various hap])enings, but it is impossible.
Remember your jjromise to visit us as soon as time will ]^ermit.
M y very best love to the kiddies, I'm sure you find N e w Bedford, Mass.,
a lovely jDlace I'm sorry I can't write more, but the bell is buzzing and I
must answer, as the doctor is expecting an important call. Accept m y best
wishes for success in your drug enterprise.

Lovingly,
LILLIAN.

The Pharmacist and the Public Welfare
By DR, E. B. KI;I-;MEK, Phar, C,

The ])ul)lic and the medical profession often .show a lack of appreciation'of
the .services of the ]3harmaci.st which is worthy of consideration.

This, I

believe, is due to a lack of knowledge of the m a n y functions which the pharmacist actually ])erforms,

I have in m'ind, of course, the iirofessional jjhar-

macist and not the [lurely commercial one.

T h e enumeration eif s o m e of his

activities m a y be of value in this ce)nnection.
In m a n y res]5ects the effect, on the i)atient, of the ])hysician's treatment is,
to a great extent, dei)en<lent on the qualifications and scrujiles of the i)harmacist, w h o pre])ares the medicine for administration.

If he be im]jroi)erly

trained, he m a y .so combine the ingredients of the ])hysician's prescrii)tion as
to completely alter its ]ihysiological action.

H e m a y overlook a dangerous

incomi)atil)ility, or a jwisonous dose (some prescri])tions c o m e to him with
doses which would kill).

If he is unscru])ulous, he m a y .substitute a cheap

drug for an ex]-iensive one without the ki-iowledge of either the physician or
patient.

In either case, the jxitient suffers, the ])hysician loses, and the

pharmacist is resijonsible.

Neit only is he morally responsible, but should a

death result from the use of the i)re.scri])tion, he is u.sually held legally resjwnsible for the jihysician's mistake.
But these things very seldom ha].)i:ien.

T h e ca]5able jiharmacist (and there

are m a n y of t h e m ) has had i)ro])er training to meet these conditions.

He

.studies the prescrijitions ceiming tei him and conscientiou,sly com])enmds them,
so as to in.sure the patient full benefit of the drugs prescribed.

H e consults

the i)hysician concerning overdoses of i)e)i.sonous drugs, rather than send
them eiut as called for, and thus endanger the ])atient's life.

In so doing, he

]5erfe)rms a real service to humanity, and he deies it gladlv, withe')ut Ixjasting,
and without the kne)wledge of the community.
W h e n information of a scientific or .semi-scientific nature is wanted, the
public usually goes tei the nearest drug store in search of it. There thev
exjiect to finel a regular bureau eif information, city and telei)hone directorv,
and a su])])ly of jxistage stam])s, and the drttggist furnishes these without
financial ]5rofit to himself.

In the event of accid-ntal i)e)ison!ng eir attetuiitcd suicide, the pharmacist
in the absence of the ])hysician, very often gives emergency treatment which
m a y save a life. T h e ])ublic ex])ects him to k n o w what to do, and tei be
willing to do it, usually gratuitously.

W h e n street accidents ha])])en to h u m a n

beings, you will find them being carried to the nearest drug ste)re, where
m u c h is deme to alleviate the ])ain or aelel to the comfeirt of the injured.
This, too, is service of a most im])e)rtant ty])e, and the cejinmunity benefits,
at the expense of the ])harmacist,
Rece)rds will sheiw that numerous discoveries of a scientific nature have
been and are being m a d e bv ]jharmaceutically trained m e n .

A s an exam])le,

I m a y mention the discovery of morphine, the first k n o w n alkaloid. A n d
n o w w e receignize the alkaloids as the most active of all grouj^s of medicinal
substances.

This first alkaloid w a s discovered by a G e r m a n

apothecary.

N o t emly are they finding n e w anel valuable substances, but they are constantly imi)re)ving the old ones and synthetically building n e w e)nes..

The

manufacturing ])harmacist jilays an im])ortant jiart in develo])ing the n e w
materia medica.

Likewise he is ce)ntinually improving the pharmaceutical

prei:>arations of these drugs, making them m o r e ])alatable, m o r e sightly, m o r e
l^ermanent, and m o r e easily administered te) the ]mtient.

This, too, is a

service worth while, for the mental effect which the sight, or taste, or eidor
of the medicine has m a y greatly alter the jihysiological action of the drugs
O r a ])harmaceutically elegant pre])aration m a y have a beneficial effect not
justified bv the ingredients it contains.
W e have iiharmaceutically, trained m e n w h o are holding responsible positions as government narcotic ins])ectors, food insj^ectors, bacteriologists,
and analysts of various nature.

These are services of the highest tyjae, purely

scientific and services which benefit not e)ne individual alone but add to the
comfort and health of the comiuunity as a whole.
It is evident, then, that the i)harmacist constitutes a cog-wheel which is
absolutely necessary to the sme)oth running of the machinery of the community.

This is especially weirthy because it is the machinery concerned

with the life and health of the h u m a n being.

Prof. J, Herve Purdy
PHAR. D.
DEAN OP COLLEGE OP PHARMACY
The Editors of the Year I'ook have requested a curtailed synopsis of my
business experience, as students naturally have a desire to k n o w the history
of their instructors.
I was born in the town of Moundsville, West Virginia, July 8th, 18.53.
T h e town having been laid out and founded by m y father in 1831, upon a
tract of land inherited from m y grandfather, and which bordered the Ohio
River twelve miles south of Wheeling, West Virginia. The town of Moundsville having derived its name from one of the largest k n o w n Indian mounds,
which was on the land. This m o u n d was constructed by a race of prehistoric
people w h o have left no clue as to their identity, though they are not related,
however, to the present-day Indian race.
My father died when I was sixteen years of age, at which time I left
Moundsville to attend the State Normal School of Fairmont, West Virginia.
Afterward I took a course at Duffs Business College in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and then entered a drug store with the full intention of learning the
drug business, which had always been a subconscious desire from boyhood.
In Moundsville there was located an old typical German druggist of whom
I stood in great awe. Being sent to his drug store from time I recall him
perfectly, always with skull cap and white ajjron, busily at work with mortar
and jaestle, surrounded by various mysterious implements amidst gold lined,
glass labeled shop bottles, with varied colored contents. His ]:)ersonality m a d e
such a deep impression upon m y mind that no doubt the love of the profession originated from these early imi^ressions. W h e n about five or six
years of age, a portion of m y body, including m y arm, was jiaralyzed, consequently being an invalid, I was com]3elled to take quite a variety of medicines
compounded by m y old German Apothecary. O n e of the remedies by its
taste and odor has left such a lasting psychological im]:iression upon m y
mind that I can apparently smell it distinctly, though I have never been able
to identify it.

Strange things eicctir in erne's life. A\ hen a boy little did I dream that
this ejlel C.erman Apothecary, at some future day, weiulel a])i)ly to m e for a
clerkshi]) in m y o w n store, which strange fate decreed should c o m e to jjass
.After having hael two }'ears' exjierience in a drug store in Cameron, W e s t
A'irginia, and being just twent}--one years of age, I ])urchased the store I
had enterefl, the ])ro])rietor having to remove to another part eif the country.
W i t h the aid of a clerk I continued in the business for two years, w h e n the
county declared jirohibition, and having no competition for m a n y miles it
resulted in throwing so m a n y liqtior ])rescri]:itions into the store (no bootleggers in those days), that conscientious scruides and the impression that
1 was not conducting an ideal, ethical ])hanuacy (even if all liquor w a s sold
seilely U])on ])rescri])tions), I determined to .sell out and locate in M o u n d s ville, m y native town, which ga\e m e the o]ii:)ortunity for o])ening a n e w
store throughe)ut, a thing that had ce)me to jiass as a very i)leasing event.
At the ex])iration of a little over two years a tem])ting offer was received,
and the .store was sold, which gave m e the oiJ])ortunity for fulfilling a long
cherished desire to increase .my pharmaceutical knowledge, and I entered the
Philadeljihia College of Pharmacy anel w a s fortunate in securing a position
with S. P. Wright while in attendance. T h e college at that time had night
sessions only, twice a week.
In looking back I can see that the ex])erience gained in this store w a s
incalculable. This leads m e to advise students by all means to get into a
drug store for practice and exi^erience, since knowledge ])ertaining to the
profession cannot ]X)ssibly be e)btained frorn any e)ther .source T h e most
im]X)rtant qualifications to be acquired liy drug .store ex])eriences are such
as can never be acquired through college instruction alone, nor can the
knowledge and skill be acquired by other means than continued experience
of the right kind in a well conducted and well equip])ed and busy pharmacy
in active and varied daily ex]Derience.
Leaving Philadel])hia, I sto])i)ed over in W^ashington and liked the city so
well that I concluded te) remain.
T h e Medical faculty at H o w a r d at that time w a s composed of some very
brilliant m e n . and the lectures delivered were as m u c h of an entertainment
as a study te) the students. T h e white students greatly jjredominating during
this ijeriod, |)robably in the ratio of six to one.
After coming to Washington, I clerked in a drug store for a while, until a
position under the government w a s secured, which in some w a v apjiealed to
rne, and in the fall entered the Pharmacy School at H o w a r d University,
graduating the next .s]iring (1881), and in July of that year, the vear and

m o n t h President Garfield w a s assassinated, e)])ened a n e w store on the ceirner
of ith and Q Streets, N . W . , and eventually bought the Reinlein store at
9th and P Streets, which w a s run in connection with the 7th and Q Street
store; continuing in business until 1903, w h e n a slight breakdown in health
warned m e that a rest she)uld be taken, and 1 retired fre)m business.
S o m e years jirevicjus to this, in lS9(i, I had b<een called by the Board of
Trustees of Lloward University to occujiy the chair e)f Pharmacy.
In eirder to she)w h o w the city has g r o w n since I first entered the college
building, I would state at that time it w a s the only building east of Georgia
A v e n u e and north of T Street to the University buildings on the hill. It
presented f]uite a lonely and solitary sight standing out alone surrounded by
vast fields of une)ccui)ied ground given over to the jmsturing e)f the city
cows and horses. During the time I have been connected with the College,
m a n y interesting incidents have taken ])lace, and several high achievements
have been m a d e by some of the students, one of which is worthy of mention
in order to show what can be accom])lished by devotion to study. M r .
Sylvanus Jones, in ce)nnection with his sece)nd-year course and without any
previous knowledge eif ])harmacy, entered the corres])ondent cour.se of the
Pharmaceutical Era, which nun-ibered P O P V anel w o n the scholarship ])rize,'
assuring him a com])lete scholarshi]) in any ]3harmaceutical school in the
United States or Canada which he might select, covering all college ex]5enses;
he continued in eiur college and graeluated with high honors. M r . Jones
w o n .several either jirizes, a m o n g which was one gained by writing 3],00(1
words on a ])e)stal card in shorthand. I wish some of eiur students ceiuld
have seen some of the examination ])ai)ers turned in 1)\- him. It might ])rove
an incentive to emulate his clean, neat work and care in writing.
It will be eif interest tei eiur stuelents, also, I an-i sure, of .some sur])rise
to the jiharmaceutical we)rld, that Oscar Olelberg gave hisfir.stlectures in our
school, anel he eventually achieved high honors and w a s recognized in ])harmaceutical matters as being a ])harmacist and instructor of the highest authoritv and international fame. Preif. Oldberg w a s a])])e)inted Profes.sor of
Pharmacv at the session of 18';i, and in connection teiok U]) the study of
medicine, which from some cause continued only one year. H e at that time
conducted a drug store at 832 3d Street, N . W A , anel shortly after entered the
government service, and in 18";^ w a s a])])ointeel Chief Clerk in. the U . S.
Marine He)s])ital Service, and in IS"; 7-9 was Purveyeir in the .same service,
after which he entereel wholly intei teaching and writing.
I a m asked sometimes if 1 woulel cheise jiharmacy again feir a ])rofession.
In answer to this I do not hesitate to .say, in loe)king back over m y career,

that 1 have neit the slighest regret. W e hear from time to t i m e — a n d especially from young m e n — t h a t they regretted ever having adopted pharmacy
fe)r a i)rofession. N o doubt these discontented m e m b e r s of the profession
did ne)t fully ce)nsider whether ]Dharmacy w a s really the profession they should
have cheisen. O r i)erhai)s, they m a y have been led to enter it simi)ly to earn
a living with little and easy work accom])anied with very large profits. If
this was their e)l)ject, of course they have m a d e a great mistake, as there are
odier employments quite as remunerative, if not more so, and less arduous
anel dangerous than the drug business. W e frequently have students w h o ,
w e can see, have lost interest, and w h o show ])lainly that the calling no longer
ap]:ieals to them even before they have com]:)leted their course. Unless one
starts with a love fe)r the i)rofession, and this love is maintained, it will be an
everlasting regret that it was ever entered into.
N o w , what are some of the qualifications for the practice of ]5harmacy?
First of all he must be intelligent and of good habits, orderly, systematic,
and animated bv the desire to attain a high degree of ])rofessional knowledge,
always continuing to be guided by an earnest devotion to his calling.
H e should have all his ])hysical senses in sound order; a ]3erson w h o is
color blind, deaf, or unable to distinguish differences in taste, w h o cannot
discern odors, or w h o has not ])erfect hands and fingers, or is poorly educated, cannot be considered a fit person to take up pharmacy.
It is to be regretteel that w e have from time to time, students w h o have
not counted the cost of acquiring a jjrofession, nor looked forward to the
effort and amount of study necessary to gain a thorough ])harmacy education.
A s in other i)rofessions, m a n y consider all they have to do is to take the
course and be filled with the instructors' ideas without effort on their ]3art.
In order to elin-iinate an\- such ideas formed by prospective students and to
give some idea of what studies the pharmacy curriculum comprises, would
n a m e the following branches that must be mastered; Chemistry, Taxicology,
Urinalysis, Botany, Materia Medica, Posology, Pharmacy, Pharmacology,
Pharmacogonsy, Microscojn', Physiology. Therai^eutics, Bacteriology, Pharmaceutic Arithmetic, Commercial Pharmacy.
F r o m the foregoing it will be noted that long hours of close, arduous
study is required.
T h e road to the acquisition of a i)rofessie)n has its difficulties, but has its
rewards. There is no "royal road," and the student must travel the road
himself, since no one can do it for him. I advise all young m e n and w o m e n
to ce)nsider well the adoi)tion of a profession that they m a y have no regrets
from not chosing wisely.
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JUNIOR PHARAIACEUTICAL CLASS
Banks, Robert—"A very jolly fellow."
Beason. Ele)ise -"Duty lirst. then ])leasure." P * 0
Black, Robert—"Studies all of the time." X A M
Brooks, Florence—".A good athlete." P * <!*
Dixon, Henr_\-—"Still water runs deep," (Chap,)
Gibbs, Pliram—"Should be a senate)r," n * 0
Harris, Chas.—"A thinker and a worker."
Howard, Percy—"The social king,"
Jackson, Marvin—"Our Treasurer."
Jackson, Chas,—"Noisv but not o\-erbearing,"
King, Alae—"A dainty little miss," P * <!>
Jones, Henderson—"A regular fellow,"
Knox, Samuel—"A quiet, reserved young man."
McSham, Mansell—"Determination and will ])ower,"
Adams, Beverley—".Artistic tem])erament," X A M
.Adams, Marjorie—"Looking forward to a better day," P * $
Budham, Bessie—"A studious girl," (Sec) P * 0
Fountain, Bernard—"Our honorable President," X A M
facobs, Fred —"Least in statue, bait not in class sjjirit,"
Mason, Sadie—"V, Pres, The soul of goodness," P * <I»
Matthews, Arleigh—Tall and stately, young until forty." P * $
Neelv, .Alexander—"There is mischief in his eyes,"
Patton, Irene—"Where there is a will there is a way," P * O
Stevenson, Bessie—"Gentle, modest as a flower," A K A
Washington, James—"One who goes and gets it."

Pharmacy Class 1924
The Freshman Pharmaceutical Class was organized Oct, 12, P)2L

Stu-

dents from nearly every State in the Union ce.)n-ii)rised the class. At the
beginning of the scheieil year there was an enreillment of -M .students, but as
time reilled on the class has diminished tei 4:! in number.

The remaining stu-

elents have firmly resolved tei have the present class be erne eif the most
rejjresentative that has ever geme from the ])e)rtals eif the Pharmaceutical
College of Howard University,
CLASS OFFICERS.
C. Clifford Bruen
Maceo Burch
Carlotta J, Smith
Richard A, Greene
Harry O, Bright
Jimmie W , Philen
Charles Travis
Alexander Galvin
Shejjard Acree

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Cha])lain
Critic
Sergeant at .\rms
Jeiurnalist
Chairman eif Social Ceimmittee

BOOK IV

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

Staff; Sclioc:>l of Dentistry

.Jdse^pli .A. .Teilmsem. lUisine'ss Miina.iici'
H o r a c e I. Hanile't, Se>c'y-Tre'as.
.leihn Cliileis, Elitor
Alvin tJ. Tliorntein. Circulation y\'^i\
Fe-rdinanel 1). W i l l i a m ^ . .-\e]\-i'i-ti'-iiiii- .Mu'C

E D W A R D A. BALLOCH, A. M., M. D.
Dean of the Medical School, Professor of the Principles
and Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, and
Head of Department of Surgery.

DANIEL S. L A M B , A. M., M. D„ LL. D.
Vice-Dean of the Medical School, Head of the
Department of Anatomy, a n d Professor of
Anatomy for forty-nine and onedialf years.
He has not only served faithfully in these Departments, but has refused several alluring offers
from some of the largest universities kno-wn to
remain at Ho-ward.
He is loved and honored by all Ho-ward students
of Anatomy, for his devotion, faithfulness and
fairness.

A N D R E W J. BROWN, D. D. S.
A ice Dean, Dental College, Professor of Ojjerative
Dentistry and Oj:ierating Technic.

FRED P. BARRIER, D. D. S.
Su])erintendent Dental Infirmary and Lecturer on
Dental Anatomv.

HWlliiPHT StJUliLOCK, A. M., M. D.
Professor of Physiology and Phy.siological ClieMiiistry

M. J. .D. W I S E M A N , U. D. S.
Demonstrator in Dental Infirmary

AUTllPR L. t'P^RTIS, M. D.
Lecturer on Physical Diagnosi.s and
Anesthesia

H. PORTER D.AViS, D. D. .S.
Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry,
Dental Metallurgy, Prosthetic Technic
and Head of the Department of
Prosthetic Dentistry

V E R N O N J. LOHR, D. D. S.
Lecturer on Crown and Bridge We^rk

A D O L P H U S W A L T O N . U. D. S.
Lecturer on C r o w n . Bridge and
Prosthetic Dentistry

R.\\ .\H).MJ B. THO.M.VS, D. D. S.
Demonstrator in De-ntal Infirmary

History of Senior Class
By GiLBiiKT N, THOMAS.
Eeiur vears ago the class of 1922, fifty-five strong, started out on the first
la]) eif its professional journey, the end of which has been reached. H o w
swiftly have those years flown! They are gone beyond recall; but to the
class, the event which marked them will always be remembered, for those
happenings in a great measure have helped to m a k e up four years of the
life historv of each member. Bitterness and sacrifice, failure and defeat,
success and triumjjh. ha\-e all been crowded in those years.
In the fall of the year 1918 the class eagerly ventured forth on the first
la]) of the journey. Unl)ounded o]jtimism and faith in the future transformed the dull stretches of a scientific w a y into delightful boulevards of
pleasure. Inexperience and ignorance concerning the trail ahead caused the
rank to imagine that the whole journey would be one triumphant progress.
T o the majority it seemed as if mastering the heights and slippery places of
professional technic and skill would be accom])lished in some mysterious
w a y or the other. It was indeed a hai)py march. Excluding one or two
w h o were lame or halt the class ])ranced and cavorted throughout this lap.
Onlv two were left by the way.
The second lap began with a class the number of which had l)een diminished to — , quite a few ha\'ing been lured away by the seemingly primrose
pathway of medicine, Frorn the very outset the nature of the ground in
this lap proved somewhat rough and uneven. T h e delightful boulevards of
pleasure gradually merged into hilly and broken country. T h e rough going
produced in even the very strong marchers signs of ])anting, ])rancing and
cavorting changed into scrambles. These difficulties, however, failed to discourage the band. In previous years m a n y had traversed the same route
and had finished victoriously; therefore the class could and would finish
victoriously. T h u s nei lessening in the amount of enthusiasm and no lack
of faith and ho])efulness were manifested; but it was necessary to call in
aid all the vigor and perseverance of which the class was cajmble in order to
climb over the difficult places. T h e last stages of this lap presented a slough
which required the utmost strength e)f the well-nigh weary ]iedestrians ; but
assiduity and courage insured its successful ])assag-e, although m a n y sank
shoulder deep in the struggle. Every one welcomed the rest and recui)eration
vouchsafed at the s u m m e r recess.

With renewed vigor the class, tiie number of which had dwindled to — ,
commenced the third lap of the journey. T h e nattire of the country through
which the pathway led not only construed rough and uneven but also became
steep and hilly; but inasmuch as new and strange sights presented themselves
at every step, such added interest served to lessen the irksomeness of the
progress. Also, the hardship encountered during the two previous lai)s
proved valuable in that the rank and file were trained to walk warily. A s
the marchers climbed higher and higher the difficult heights, their footsteps
resounded louder and firmer. T h e wayfarers gained considerably in selfconfidence and wisdom.
A t this stage the hand of death, like an ambushed enemy, snatched from
the pathway one of the valiant ones. N o more for him the weary route.
Hereafter his footsteps will traverse the trails of mystery the great beyond.
Along the upward pathway the travelers scattered themselves—the swifter
ones forged ahead while the ])lodders brought up the rear. All moved
forward, ascending higher and higher. Far ahead they could discern the
mountains of achievements and endeavor up which those w h o had gone
before were climbing. The class had reached only the foothills of these
mountains.
T h e beginning of the fourth and last lap discovered the class — in number, ready and actually impatient to m o v e upward, to win its way to the very
base of the great mountain. Thus finishing the journey. It seemed to a
few that the trail, which wound over steep hills and ])assed over deep pits
and fissures presented no great effort to conquer; but to the majority it
required the utmost caution and watchfulness to advance. All wished that
it were possible to proceed in a more speedy manner to the mountains; but
according to the rules which govern the route along life's highway no provision is m a d e for swift flight or ride. These rules are as unbreakable as
fate All w h o travel must go afoot, as it were, and advance step by step.
Some, it is true, could proceed by leaps and bounds, but these were endowed
with greater skill and strength. It has been observed, however, that even
ahead of the speedy ones "the race is not always to the swift."
The end of the trail loomed nearer and nearer; but the trails of the way
did not lessen. M a n y doubted that they could finish at all. S o m e were
bold and confident, others timid and afraid. A s they looked backwards
along the winding and hazardous pathway over which they had traveled they
experienced not joy and gladness but relief that the end had come, .Aft^r
four years re])lete with sacrifice and discouragement and scanty in success
it was indeed a blessed relief to them from the ten.sion of uncertainty.
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MEMORI^M

G E O R G E ELLIS FAIRCLOUGH.

By LEWIS FAIRCLOUGH.

George Ellis Fairclough ("Zem") died on the field of
battle, not on Flanders' Field, where ]Doppies grow, but on
the great wide field of the universe where beautiful h u m a n
lives spring up and bloom, and ofttimes for the watering
hand of a kind, big heart, withers and dies. His was the
fight on this great field ]jreparing himself to relieve his suffering brothers from pain. H e was ambitious, clean and
strong; a true friend : a hard, conscientious worker; ready
to plunge into the place where there was work and a chance
for usefulness.
H e came to H o w a r d University in the fall of 191.5, H e
finished the cotirse in the Academy in 1918 and entered the
Dental College of the University in that fall. While in the
Academy he served as Business Alanager of the Academy
Year Book of '18, Class Critic 1915-16. Senator at Large
Academy Senate 191(i, Class Quartette 191fi-17-18. At the
time of his death he had attained the third year in the Dental
College, H e was at that time President of his class.
H e was called through the Great Transition on March 28,
1921. H e lives ever fresh in the m e m o r y of the members of
his class and of his m a n y friends.

A L E X A N D E R , P. H., A 0 A ("Alex").
Bridge])ort, (Ahiej. Pre])ared for Howard Dental
College at Bridgei)ort ITigh School. Western Reserve University. W a r work. H o m e Guards.
End on So])homore Dental Football Team. M e m ber of Aljjha Phi .\l])ha Fraternity. "Get yours
while you can." Will practice in Ohio.

C A N A D A Y , E. M . ("Jean").
Norfolk, Va. Prepared for Howard Dental College at Norfolk Alission College and Heiward University College of Arts and Science W a r work,
S. A. T. C. Will practice in Virginia.

C A M P E R , D. J., $ B S ("Bug").
Baltimore, Aid. Prepared feir Howard Dental Ceillege at Baltimore Colored High. Alorgan Ce)llege,
A. B. Meml)er of Student Council Medical Sche)ol
1920-21. Member of Baltimore Club of H. U. and
Athletic Manager. W a r work, shi])l)uileler. S. A.
T. C , Howard University. Varsity Football Team
1919-22. Manager Medical School Football Team
1918. Cajrtain Medical Football Team 1919.
Manager Class Team 1919. " H e can who thinks
he can." Will jiractice in Newark, N. J.

C H A T M A N , G E O R G E ("Chat").
Philadelj^hia, Pa. Pre]3ared for Howard Dental
College at Virginia Union University. War work,
S. A. T. C. "Do everybody before they do you."
Will i)ractice in Ohio.

CHILES, J., X A M ("Ghost").
Staunton, Va. Pre])ared for Howard Dental College at Staunton High School and Virginia Normal
and Industrial In.stitute. President Athletic Association, U. N. I. L, 1917. Vice President Junior
Dental Class. Vice President Chi Delta M u Fraternity 1921-22. Editor of Senior Dental Class
1922. Secretary of Senior Dental Class. War
work, S. A. T. C. Football, Basketball, Baseball,
Band and Orchestra at V. N. I. I. "Let your
work ])rove your manhood." Will practice in Virginia. Editor of Colored Collegiate Football
Record.

C O W A N , H A R V E Y S., A O A ("Roundy").
Cleveland, Ohio. Prepared for Howard Dental
College at Western Reserve. Alember of Alpha
Phi Al])ha Fraternity. AVar work, S. A. T. C.
Member of Dental Football Team. "What's the
use of worrying." Will practice in Ohio.

Observations
By A. R. ll.\RKis.
Dentistry at the i)resent time is a j^rofession difficult te) elefii-ie

Why?

If one were to assemble facts for as .she)rt a perie)el as fe)ur years, the strides
which dentistry has taken would answer the (]uestion.

But woifld this in-

formation permit one to give a conclusive definition?

N o , for dentistry is

still in the rnaking and years will c o m e and go before it develojis intej a
mature profession.

It has been .stated that denti.stry will seime day be the

leading profession, and the i)hilose)])hy e)f the statement is well fe)undeel.
Hygiene supports the issue and with the advancement e)f civilization the laws
of sanitation advance.

Consequently the i)re)gress of dentistry is inevitable.

Each one of us is a contributing factor tei its ])rogress and each must jilay
his part.
W e are indebted to the Dental Faculty of H o w a r d University and their
co-workers for their efforts in ])rej3aring us for a .greater weirk; for the
profession has set a tremendous jxace and their struggle has been hard. If,
however, one would com])are our first year in the Dental School with the
present year, it would be evident that the race was neit lost. T h e facilities
were somewhat of a handicap due to an unex])ected influx e)f students, but
that onlv served to m a k e us m o r e zealous.

W e are, however, hojjing that

the congestion m a y be disposed of ai-id that better conditions will sti])]3lant
those of the present.

W e are certain that the existing cemditioi-is are only

temporary and soon the Dental School will claim its o w n .

W e only regret

that the opportunities which are soon forthce)ming have not been in e.)ur
time, although the experience eif our yesterday will ser\e us well today.

If a female duke is a duchess.
Would a female sjjook l)e a s]3uchess?
A n d if a male goose is a gander,
Then would a male moose be a mandcr?
If the ]ilural of child is children.
Would the plural of wild be wildren?
If a number of cows are cattle.
Would a number of bows be battle?
If a man who makes ])lay is a ])laywright.
W o u l d a m a n w h o makes hay be a haywright?
If a person w h o fails is a failure.
W o u l d a person w h o quails be a quailure?
If the apple you bite is bitten,
Would the battle you fought be fitten?
A n d if a young cat is a kitten.
Then would a yotmg rat be a ritten?
If a person who s]^ends is a spendthrift,
W o u l d a person w h o lends be a lendthrift?
If drinking too much makes a drunkard.
W o u l d thinking too much make a thunkard?
But why pile on confusion?
.Still, I'd like to ask in conclusion.
If a chap from N e w A^ork's a N e w Yorker,
W o u l d a fellow from Cork be a Corker?

—Life.

D A S H , A R D E N E Z E C , A 0 A ("Dish").
N e w York, N . Y. Preliminary education N e w
Yeirk High and N e w AA)rk City College, Member
of Al]iha Phi Al])ha Fraternity, Coach and m e m ber of Lighten Five Basketball Team. Letter m a n
at D e Witt Clinton High School and City College
of N e w York. "Tome)rrow will take care of
it.self." Will i)ractice in N e w York.

D 0 N O W ^ A , A R N O L D ("Downy").
Pe)rt of S])ain, Trinidad. I'reliminary education
abreiad. Secretary of Junior Dental Class. Undergraduate Interne at Forsythe Dental Ceillege, Boston, Mass,

FAIRCLOUGH, LEWIS.
Re])ublic eif Panama. Prej^ared for IIe-)ward Dental College at Howard University .Acaelemy.
Member eif The Cusj:) and Crown Fraternity.
"Domat cut the Gordian Knot."

G R A N T , B. A. ("Buddy").
N e w Jersey. Pre])ared for Howard Dental College at Alorristown High School. Member of the
Ne)rthwestern Club, Howard University. "Perseverance will win." Will practice in N e w Jersey.

H A M L E T T , H O R A C E ("Ham").
Colon, Panama. Preliminary education at Com
Bermere College and Howard University. Vice
President of Senior Dental Class. Treasurer of
Year Book for Dental Dejjartment. Chairman of
Social Committee 1921. Treasurer of Freshman
Dental Class 1918. Quarterback for So]jhomore
Dental Class Team. "Do good and good will follow ye)u." Will ]jractice in Jersey or Panama.

H A R R I S , A L B E R T , K A ^I- ("Abbie").,
Sewickley, Pa. Prepared for Howard Dental College at Sewickley High School, Carnegie School of
Technology and Howard School of Pharmacy.
Member of Kap])a Al])ha Psi Fraternity, Member
of Freshman Class Basketball and Fraternity Basketball 'beams, "Work like Helen B. Ha])py."
Will i:)ractice in Pittsburgh District.

Class Prophecy
By MISS E. M. REEVE.S.

Los Angeles, Cab, Ju-ne 10. 19:'.2.
Dear Dr, Barrier ;—
A t la.st, your castles in the air have materialized.

The

i-iew Dental

Infirmary, thoroughly ef]ui])i)ed and modernized, is indeed a crown to the
combined efforts of yourself and the Faculty of our beloved .Alma Mater.
I congratulate you.
Rapid indeed have jmssed the ten years since w e reluctantly hade farewell
to Dear Old H o w a r d ,
by the true H o w a r d

Imbued with the enthusiasm areiused and fostered

S])irit each went to his res])ective field of endeavor,

determined to find a w a y or m a k e it.
While in ()hio recently, I attended the Ohio Dental Convention and the
j:)leasure of seeing Drs, Paul Alexaneler and Harvey C o w a n ,
ceimbined offices in Cleveland, with a lucrative ])ractice
quite as stylish and immaculate as in the old days,

T h e y have

Dr, Alexander w a s

Dr, C o w a n still main-

tains his yeiuthful a])])earance, heiwever he has discarded his school-like
ne)nchalant manner and has acciuired a n-iost business-like and professional (tne.
Leaving Ohie), I decided to visit m y

kinelred in N e w

Jer.sey, and

was

delighted to finel Dr. Benjamin Grant a jiracticing elentist in Jersey City,
having obtained the re])Utation of being the best Exodontist in the city.
His little wife claims that he is the best htishand in the world.
Quite a few of cKir boys are located in N e w A-'ork City and Breieiklvn, all
adding credit to the profession.

Desiring to fully acquaint myself with

their activities, 1 devoted two days to the pleasant task of visiting them in
action,

Dr, Dash has a beautiful office, and .so crowded with ])aticnt> w a s

his waiting room that 1 was unable te-i interview hitu at length; however,
])re)m])tly at four o'cleick each day, he ceases his practice and goes heime.
where the evening is ,s])ent in ceiaching yeiung .Ardeneze, w h o .seime (lav will
outstrip his father as a basketball star,

lie told m e that Dr, Heirace IPimlet

hael realized his dream anel was ])racticing in Paris, France, where his riches
hnel far stiqiassed even his imaginatiein and that he had married a charming
Ma(lame)iselle.

Passing Brown's Publishing House, on Broadway near f.'id St,, I saw
an advertisement e)f a n e w editie)n entitled "Ce)nductive Anaesthesia," the
author being none other than our o w n Dr. .Arnold D o n o w a .

Purchasing a

co])v, I hastened to his office to offer m y congratulatioi-is.

I feiund him

dee])ly engrossed in his work.

Pie is a sj^ecialist in Oral Surgery, recently

receiving the coveted

Prize, having

Nobel

]jerformed

many

wonderful

f)j)erations.
Dr. Ferdinand Williams' office was next on m y list.
com])lete in every detail.

His equipiuent w a s

Since leaving Plowarel, Dr. Williams has further

])rei)ared himself for his life's work by additional courses in the University
of Pennsylvania and N e w Y o r k Dental College, until today he ranks as one
of N e w York's most efffcient practitioners.

Before leaving Dr. Williams'

office I was ]:)leasantly surprised by being confronted liy Dr. Lewis Fairclough, w h o had just arrived from Panama, where he has established a chain
e)f offices through the Canal Zeme.

H e is also Preifessor of Dental Pathok)gy

in Colon Dental Ce)llege, which college he was instrumental in founding to
the m e m o r y of his brother, George Ellis Faircle)ugh.
P a n a m a Johnson's success in Panama.

spoke of Dr.

It seems as though Dr. Johnson has

done m u c h credit to He)ward by his wf-rk there.
to date e)ne in the city.

He

His office is the mo.st uj)

So large is his jiractice that he is n o w quite wealthy

and lives with his family in a jxdatial residence.
Together with Dr. and Mrs. Williaius, w e motored to Brooklyn, anel
found Dr, Charles Roach hard at work in his laboratory.

While in some

degree still engaged in 0])erative practice, he is by far the most eminent
])re)Sthetic dentbst in the vicinity, and informed m e that his son is n o w at
H o w a r d , and he)])es seion to enter the Dental Dejiartment,
Recently I received a letter from Dr. John Chiles.

O f course, it is no

sur]^rise that he has m a d e good in Staunton, Va., because it became ajiparent
te) all eluring his school days, that his inelustry, linked with his winning j^ersonalitv could result in nothing less.

While he is busily engaged in his o w n

practice, everv W'ednesdav and Saturday morning he maintains a clinic in
which he gives free treatment to those unable to pay.

H e says his wife,

Annabell, is indeed a heljmiate in every .sense eif the word.
.sessing m u c h

Although, jios-

of this worlel's goods, like the proverbial R o m a n

Cornetia, their real treasures are their two v<nmg sons.

mother,

Before leaving .school, w e arranged that every m e m b e r eif the class would
send m e a letter on our 10th Anniversary reporting his success.

Briefly, I

will recount them.
It is always sur])rising h o w .some of our best m e n are those whei in .sche)oI
appeared as delinquents.

W e were all ])rone to be skeptical of Dr. Douglass

Cami)er because of his a]Ji)arent lack of interest, but he writes m e that during
his Senior Year he began to realize that Denti.stry required real work, so he
^nnlied himself, and today he has a large office in Baltimore, and I have
heard that not a m o r e punctual, carefully dressed or better dentist is in the
vicinity. I rather think though that he owes his ])re;)gress to the efforts of
his wife, w h o is originally a Baltimore girl.
I a m sure you remember Dr. George Chathan-i, "()ld Chat," as w e used
to call him.

H e is located in G e r m a n t o w n , Pa.

is everything that could be desired.

H e reixirts that his ])ractice

For a while he w a s located at his native

city, Catni]), Va., where he w a s rather disa])])ointed at the class of work which
c a m e to him.

Each inhabitant elemanding nothing m o r e or less than gold

crowns or "Kivers."

He

desired tf) jiractice more esthetic dentistry, so

accordingly chose a m o r e j^rogressive fielel.
Dr. Gilbert T h o m a s is le)cated at his |-if)n-ie in Jamaica, B. W . I.
surjirised even himself in his rai)id aelvancement in the jjreifession.

H e has
While in

sche)ol he often remarked that Dentistrv w a s not his calling; teielay he is a
recognized authe)rity in C r o w n and Pirielge we)rk, and I unelerstanel that before
long he expects to retire fre)m active jiractice
W h e n I read the letter fre)m Dr. Taylor Segue, ])leasant memeiries stirreel
m e ; I laughed for nei either reason than that the letter w a s from Seejue
Still maintaining m u c h of his huddling htimeir, he has feiund the meire
serieius asjiect eif life,
in N e w

Orleans.

lie is one of the wealthiest and rneist ]io])ular dentists

Having married a beatitiful Creole girl he is ne)w the

])re)ud father e)f fi\-e Iei\elv chilelren, twei eif v.'hom are twins.

Dr. Segue

n o w ti])S the scales at twf) lumclred anel eight}- ofinnds, but even with such
handicap he manages tei have the major jieirtiem of his clientele consist of
the fairest ladies of N e w Orleans.
Dr. Lionel Verelun alsei is successfttlly located in N e w

Orleans,

shares with Dr. Segue the honeir of being tmsurjiasscel by any dentist.
his every- endeavor he displays the best skill, care ar.d ju.lgmcnt,

lie
In

Dr, Verdun

is n o w the President of the Louisiana Dental Association.

H e owns a man-

sion in A^erdunville and motors to N e w Orleans every day.
W o r d from Mississijjjji, tells that Dr, Pervious Hill is located in his h o m e
town, Yazoo City,

H e is still the polished gentleman and thoroughly prac-

tical dentist as in school, and has done more than any other" m a n of .the race
to create a feeling of harmony and good will a m o n g the people.

Recently

Dr. Hill aj^plied for a patent em his invention, a new'type of dental chair,
which will undoubtedly surjiass any chair n o w being used. ,
Dr. Willis Lillis is located in Jacksonville, Fla.

'

' .

H e is as usual reserved

in speaking of himself, but I do k n o w that he is a dentist to w h o m w e can
l^oint with jaride

H e has raised the standard of dentistry in Florida to a

high degree and is also manufacturing a ]3re])aration which has jjroven successful in the treatment of Pyorrhea Alveolaris.

I would advise that if you

are not using it in the Infirmary you will begin to do so at once.
Dr. James Taylor is quite as deej) and serious as of yore.

His office in

Lexington, Ky., is so equij)ped with every dental comfort that he has no
difificulty in gaining patients and keej^ing them pleased.

Still intensely inter-

ested in athletics, he tells m e that near his h o m e he has established a modern
playground.

It is one of his chief pleasures to watch the little ones indulging

in games that tenel to develoj) future athletes.
chilelren.

Dr. Taylor has three fine

Being of a strict business mind he has invested his m o n e y in real

estate and n o w o w n s some of the most valuable j^rojjerty in Lexington.
Dr. Esse AIcTeer is established in Orangeburg, S. C.

Together with his

large and remunerative ])ractice, he is also president of the M c T e e r Dental
Supjily Co.

H e found atfirstthat it w a s difffcult to interest the dentists.in

South Carolina in buying fre)m his ce)m])any, but because of his honest
dealings he n o w suj)])Iies seventy-five jier cent of the dentists in the State
of South Carolina.

'

'

Dr. Roscoe Lee has achieved his aim and has become one of the foremost
aral surgeons in this country.

In Se])tember of this year he will read a paper

on Plastic Surgery before the French Dental Society in Paris, France.

Iti

this branch of surgery he ranks secotid to none.
Dr. Aaron Russell has .succeeded his father in a large, lucrative practice
in Washington, D. C.

It is useless to say that he is successfttl, but I a m

glad to mentie-in that he has uj)held the excellent rejiutation of his father and
a<lded thereto his o w n laurels.

Dr. Alvin Thornton is also a successful practitioner in the District of
Columbia; his office is located in the Thornton Building, which he recently
erected.

H e has just comjileted a monograjA on " T u m o r s of the Jaw."

His interesting family consists of his amiable wife and four children.
Dr. Albert Harris is located in Pittsburgh, Pa. His offices and o])erating
rooms are equipped with the largest and most modern electrical appliances;
his specialty is Radiography.
ington, in 1923.

H e w a s married to Miss W e b b , of W a s h -

Their h o m e life is ideal, M r s . Harris presiding in a truly

charming manner over their h o m e , which is blessed with two children.
Drs. Eugene Canady and Jo.sejA Johnson, of Norfolk and PorPsmouth,
Va,, respectively, have joint offices fully equii)ped in the Attuck Building in
Norfolk, where they enjoy a large practice.

Besides being most successful

in their chosen profession, they are extraordinarily gifted—Dr, Johnson in
music and Dr. Canady in art.

Dr. Johnson w a s happily married to Miss

Josejjhine Hatchett, of Portsmouth, Va,, .April ."i, 192.5.

T h e y have only one

child, a girl, w h o even at the a.ge eif five shows marked musical ability.
Dr. Canady is unmarried, but claims as his bride his profession and his
art, in which he is so accomj)lished,
Dr, Ravi-nond Jack.se)n is le)cated in Lexington, Va., where he has the
reputation of being a ])reisthetist e)f rare ability.

His jiractice has grown to

such an extent that he ojierates two chairs with the help of an able assistant.
H e w a s oft'ered a j)rofes.sorshi]) in the chair of Prosthetic Dentistry in H o w ard, so I hear, but did not accej^t because he has endeared himself to his
l^atients to such an extent they refused to give him up. H e and his wife,
however, are jilanning a trip are)und the world in the fall, after which he will
s])end some time studying dentistry from the viewjraint of the European
dentist.
T h e writer practices her profession in L o s Angeles, Cab, seeking to do
he)nor both to her /Alma Mater and tei her chosen jirofession.
1 he)])e, Dr, Barrier, that I have neit tired you by this lengthy letter, but
that instead you will accejit our con-ibined ajipreciation for not only your
earnest efforts in our behalf but that of the entire faculty.
y\ccei)t best wishes for a .successful sche)ol year.
Truly yours,
EDWINA RF.EVES.

Can You Beat It?
When a man buys a ca}D for his knee.
O r a key for a lock of his hair,
Can his eyes be called a schoolhouse
Because there are j)ui5ils there?
In the crown of his head what gems are set?
W h o travels the bridge of his nose?
Can he use, when shingling the roof of his mouth,
The nails on the ends of his toes?
What does he raise from the sliji of his tongue
W h o plays on drums of his ears?
A n d w h o can tell the cut and style
O f a coat his stomach wears?
Can the crook of his elbow be sent to jail?
And, if so, what did he do?
I'll be hanged if I k n o w ; do you?
Flow does he shari^en his shoulder blades?

HILL, P U R V I S ("Png").
Yazoo City, Miss. Preliminary education at Alcorn A. and M, College, B, S. ' Member of F, A.
A, M, President of Senior Dental Class, War
work, S, A, T, C. "Not for school but for life."
Will practice in Lincoln, Neb.

J O H N S O N , A L B E R T P. ("Panny").
Panama. Prepared for Howard Dental College at
Dunbar High School. War work, S. A, T. C.
CajJtain Sophomore Dental Football Team. Assistant Manager Medical Basketball Team. Manager and Captain Varsity Tennis Team. President
and Manager Tennis Club. "What's done, let it
be done well." Will practice in Panama,

J A C K S O N , R A Y M O N D ("Jack"),
Lexington, Va, Pre])ared for Howard Dental College at West Virginia Collegiate Institute. Member
of S. A. T, C. Band. "Pride, jierseverance, punctualitv," W^ill ]>ractice in Virginia.

J O H N S O N , J O S E P H A L F R E D , A $ A ("Joe").
Richmond, Va. Prej^ared for Howard Dental College at Corey Memorial Institute and Virginia
Union University, A. B. War work, S. A. T. C.
Halfback, Class Football Team. President Sophomore Dental Class, Business Manager Year Book
. for Dental School, Will practice in Virginia.

M O R R I S , A N D R E W V., X A M ("Andy").
Belmar, N. J. Preliminary education Neptune
High School and Tufts Dental College. Member
of Chi Delta M u Fraternity. President Mt. Jezreel
B. Y. P. U. AVar work. Medical Reserve Corps,
Tufts College, Boston, Mass. "If you have skill,
apply and let the world profit by it." Will practice
in Elizabeth, N. J.

Our Class
By C. A. ROACH.
Alexander of Bridgejoort, Ohio. "Alex," as we call him, is never satisfied
until he gets things lastly.

W h e n these are obtained, the results are com-

mendable.
D. J. C a m p s of Baltimore M d .

C a m p s ' attitude suggests a determinatie)n

to be an alumnus of 1922, come what may.
E . M . Canady of Norfolk, Va.

H e is a good athlete.

Canady is an artist, anel w e k n o w that

his artistic ability counts m u c h fe)r him in his jirofession.
G. Chatham of PhiladeljAia, Pa.
times.

"Chat," as he is called, is jolly at all

H e has been our sergeant-at-arms fe)r four years.

J. Chiles of Staunton, V a . John, as he is called, ha])])ens to be one of
our best m e n . H e is faithful and interesteel in his class and hclel m a n y
executive positions.
H , S. C o w a n of Oberlin, Ohio.

We

preelict long life even te) that e)lel

age with the presence of youth fe)r Ce)wan.

lie measures uj) to the d e m a n d

always.
A . H . Dash of N e w York. Dash is eiur ba.sketball ex])ert. lie loves
ba.sketb.all and also denti.stry. 1 le gives goeid acceiunt of himself always in
everything.
A . D o n a w a of Port of Si:iain, Trinidad. D o n a w a haj)]3ens to be the genius
a m o n g us. W e all agree th;.t he is one of euir best all around m e n , anel his
graduation is an absolute certainty, as he excels ii-i everything.
H . Hamlett of Panama, "llam" m a y be called the secondary wizard eif
the class. H e at one time feiught a fierce battle with an opponent called
"three jioint" ce)ntact, Imt overcame his foe,
A , Harris of Sewickly, Pa, Harris became fameius over night by knocking j^rescrijDtion writing in a ceick-eel hat, W c can elejienel cm hin-i to bringh o m e the bacon,
P. W ^ Hill of Yaze)e), Miss, Plill, our bcleived President for the year
1922, has done m u c h to miti;;-ate i-nineir anel m;ijeir diff'erences an-iong us.
A . P, John.son of Panama,

Jeihn is a basketball fan.

H e also feiught a

battle with "three i)oint ceintact" anel was successful,
J, H , Johnson, Joe is a dear classmate, W c can never feirget his untimely
devotion in the adjustment of class elifliculiies. H e was chairman of the
welfare committee of the seninr class.

/

R, F. Lee eif Washington, D, C, Lee is kne)wn for his historical laugh.
Pie is a wizarel in foregoing per cent se)lutif)ns, but he jirefers the long way.
M . McTeer of Orangeburg, S. C. "Alac" is one of the most lion-hearted
among us, and when one is wanted for demonstration ])ur])oses, even in the
taking of C H CP, "Mac" is on the job.
Mr, A, V. Me)rris, of Belmont, N, J, Unfortunate for him, he happens to
be with us in his senior year. W e regret that it did not suit him to be with
us during our whole scholastic career, lie is, however, keen and sharp
in work.
Miss E, Reeves of Jersey City, N. J,

Edwina, as she is called, is the live

laml) of the flock. She is always being slated for some executive position of
the class, but she knows how to decline,
Chas, H , Roach, of Bridgetown, Barbadoes. "Papa," as he is called, was
our Chai)lain for three years. His mottei is, "If atfirstyou don't succeed,
try, try again."
Tayle)r Segue, "Sig," as he is called, is amusing, and keejis us ha])py until
the ]:irofessor comes,
J. H, 'Paylor, of Lexingtfin, Ky, Tayle)r stands out as the best athlete
of the class, is a fine boy, and we have i-io fear of his success.
A. G, Thornton of Washington, D, C. H e is one who demands the right
irresjjective of everything, and has been heljh'til to his class as a whole,
W . B. Tillis of Arcadia, Fla, Tillis is a hard worker.
wish fe)r the success of such a faithful compatriot?
L, AI. Verdun of Verdun's Ville, La,
kind disposition,

W h o wenild not

H e is dear to us feir his good and

F, W'illiams of N e w A'ork, "Ferdi," as he is called, is haj)py at all times.
W e predict long life for him. Lie is one of our best athletes.
G. Thomas of Jamaica, B. W , I, " T o m " is noted for his unassuming and
conservative attitude. W e believe that he will make good.
R, Jackson of Lexington, Va, "Jack," our beloved contemj^orary, cannot
be forgotten, because he has manifested the spirit of fairness and sincerity
in all his activities,
A, Rus.sel of Washington, D, C. "Dick," as he is called, is a good fellow,
and this is more kne)wn when the e)ccasion demands it,
B, A. Grant of Morristown, N, J, "Bene," we call him, is unas,suming and
considerate, and such characteristics are illuminative.
Lewis Fairclough of Cf)lon, Panama. Lewis is firm and pe)sitive in his
convictions when he decides ui^on a given thing, even if he loses. H e is also
one of our best men.

M c T E E R , E, B. ("Mack"),
Orangeburg, S. C, Prejjared for Howard Dental
College at Claflin University, Member of the
Masons, War work. Corporal U, S. A,, 1st Bat,,
2d Co,, P5-5th De])ot Br,, Camp Lee, Va. Comjsany
Clerk, "Service, cleanliness and courtesy." Will
])ractice in South Careilina.

R E E V E S , E D W I N A M A E , A K A ("Ed").
Jersey City, N. J, Prejiared for Howard Dental
College at Jersey City High School and Hartshorn
Memorial College, Richmond, Va, Y, W . C. A.
Basketball Team, Washington, D. C. "Service."

R O A C H , C H A R L E S A, ("Pajxa"),
New York, N. Y. Prepared for Howard Dental
College at Howard University, Chajjiain of
Freshman, Sojihomore and Junior Classes,
"Service." Will i)ractice in New York, N. Y.

R U S S E L L , A A R O N S„ O * <I» ("Dick").
AVashington, D. C. Prepared at M Street High
School 1912-16. Howard University 1916-18.
Howard Dental College 1918-22. "If you can't
swim, keep out of the water."

S E G U E , T A Y L O R , X A M ("Bear").
New Orleans, La. Prepared for Howard Dental
College at New Orleans High School and New
Orleans University. Member of Chi Delta M u
Fraternity 1919-20. Chairman of Social Committee of Louisiana Club 1922, Vice President of
So|jhomore Class, Alemlier of So{)homore Dental
Football Team, "He conquers who conquers himself." Will jjractice in New Orleans, La.

T A Y L O R , J A M E S H. ("Doug").
Lexington, Ky, Prej^ared for Howard Dental College at Serington High, Kentucky State Normal,
and Howard University College Department. W^ar
work. Naval Reserve. Varsity Football and Captain of Track Team 1921. "Work hard," Will
practice in Kentucky.

Things We Hear Every Day
Brother, there is a June coming—Dr, Barrier,
Skill, care and judgment—Dr, Willbston.
Closing time ! Closing time !—Dr. .Thomas.
I rememher ten years ago in m y office, etc.—Dr. Edwards.
Read your l)oe)k and see what Black says—Dr. Spivey.
O h ! Class, look here—Dr. Lohr.
Y o u don't get it, etc.—Dr. Bre)wn.
Less go ! Less go !—Dr. Walton.
Where is the scraj:i gold—Miss Wainwright.
Gentlemen, are you ready?—Dr, Lamb,
I will tell you now this will be one of your exam, questions—Dr, A, Curtis.
W h e n I was attending the University of Columbia—Dr. Scurlock.
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T H O M A S , G I L B E R T N E W T O N ("Tom").
Jamaica, B. W . I. Prepared for lloward Dental
Colle.ge at Howard University Academy. "Follow
the gleam."

T H O R N T O N , A L V I N G. ("AI").
Washington, D. C, Prejiared for Howard Dental
College at Dunbar High School. Member of the
Masons. Circulating Manager of Professional
Year Book. Track man. Basketball, Baseball, and
Football, "Aim high," Will practice in District
of Columbia,

TILLIS, W I L L I S B, ("Bill Tillis"),
Arcadia, Fla, Preliminary education at Edward
Waters College, W'ar work, Aledical Reserve,
Will Jjractice in Jacksonville, Fla,

V E R D U N , L, M . ("Verd").
Verdunville. La. Prejoared for Howard Dental
College at N e w Orleans High School, Straight College, and Howard University. W a r work, 3C8th
Infantry, C a m p Meade, Md.; Officers' Training
Cam]), C a m p Dodge, Iowa; Central Officers'
Training Camp, C a m p Pike, Ark. "A sunny disposition is the soul of success."

W I L L I A M S , F E R D I N A N D , A <E> A ("Ferdi").
N e w York, N. A'. Prej)ared for Howard Dental
College at Howard University, Member of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Member of Student A r m y
Training Corps. Alember of Football and Basketball Team 1918-19. Varsity Track Team three
years, Cajjtain 1919-20. Varsity Football T e a m
1920-21. Member of Penn Relay Team 1920.
Member of Colored Intercollegiate Mile Relay
Champions 1920, Chairman of Cap and G o w n and
Class Pin Committee, Advertising Manager of
Professional School A'ear llook. Treasurer of
Senior Class. AA'ill practice in N e w Jersey.

Class Will
By L. M,

VERDUN.

We, the Members of the Senior Dental Class of 1922, being eif se)und
mind and bodv and realizing that we are aliout tei ])ass into oblivion, deem
it wise and expedient that we make a last will and testament, in order that
w e might get rid of numerous valued possessions, together with a number
of undesirable belongings.
Therefore, the class of '22 in the Dental Infirmary of Howard University,
Citv of Washington, D, C . in full view of the W'ashington .American League
Baseball Park, do hereby make this our la,st will and testament, and we do
further declare that all wills, legacies and bequests made heretofore by us be
null and void and request that said legacies and bequests be returned to us
in order that we might have seimething to distribute
It behooves us then to make these following gifts, both collectively and
indi\-idually.
Firstly: W e desire to give our sincere thanks to our dear instructors for
what they have done for us. W^e realize the sacrifice of time and money
they have made, therefore we j)romise that their teachings shall not be in vaii-i.
Secondly; W e leave to these aforesaid mentioned instructors the incomingsenior class of one hundred jilus teigether with their Aluli.sh (Kicking)
qualities.
Thirdly: T o the incoming Senior Regiment we leave our infirmary ecjuij)ment, consisting of one chair each, one cusjjidor and sixteen square feet of
floor space on which to stand until someone yells, "Closing time!"
Fourthlv: Taxlor Segue leaves to some deserving Junior his latest book,
"What I Like About Myself,"
Hamlet, the Walking Haberdashery, desires that all interested ones apply
to him and receive full details concerning what to wear, he)w to wear it and
when to wear it.
Hill, the man for whe:)m Diogenes is searching, returi-is all borrowed instruments such as broken glasses, old j^laster, ruined in\-estment comjjound and
other worthless articles. Apply to him when he is no where to he found,
Lee and his Chief Lieutenant, Josejih Johnson, gi\es to the University their
latest song entitled, "Rock M e to Sleej)," and in addition to it Harris, Morris.
McTeer and Verdun bequeath to the autheirities the rock mentioned, consisting of four corners, with which to hit them in order that they might be
rocked to sleep.
George Chatman, the inventor of the exclusive laugh, leaves to the Music
Department a ])honograj)h record eif the said laugh, together with enough
Ptyalin, etc., to dash around on heavers so that it might seem natural.

Taylor presents to the Library his book. "Plow I Succeeded in O u t Jum]>
ing the Flea,"
D o n a w a , the Class Detective, gives and bequeaths to the Dental Students
all things he has found eiut, all he is .going to find out and all he has failed
to find out,
Faircleiugh, 'he owl or wise m a n freim N e w York, leaves—everybody alone.
Chiles and Grant give tei all students free tickets to witness at the Lincoln
Theatre theirfir.stjjerformance in the Characters of H , Anesthetic Mutt
and J. Mocrobic Jeff". During the rendition of the jilay said Chiles will
Anesthetize the Grant jierson both General and Local with his shoes and any
other imjolements that he can find in reaching distance,
F, D, Williams leaves all instruments he bought during his school career
to thefirstone ap])lying to him. W h o will be thefirstone to claim the aforementioned w a x sjjatula ?
Canaelv, Russell and Thornton jiresent to Segue a i-nirror, in order that
he might see the m a n w h o is his ecjual in j^rejjaring cavities,
Paul Alexander gives all the ladies a chance to see him again, after
jjunishing them by remaining eiut of their sight for three or four months.
P a n a m a Johnson, the famous exponent of the tennis racket, gives to the
University all the tennis jiaraphernalia which he posseses and a pair of field
glasses in order that they might look for ground on which to jilay tennis.
C o w a n gives to Dash, Camjjer, Williams and Taylor, the class athletes, his
sincere thanks for the amusement they have presented to him throughout the
four years of their sojourn together, and donates a s u m to them so that they
might follow him to his final location and further amuse him.
Roach, the jilugger of the class, gives this advice to all thejse concerned in
borrowing anything, then try again,
E d w i n a Reeves desires to give this advice to all girls in future Senior
Dental Classes: Don't do as I did, mistake the plaster for face powder, and
don't try to m a k e ii-njjressions on all the young m e n of the class, but m a k e
them in plaster,
Tillis ane;l T h o m a s request that the authorities of the University pttsh the
hill nearer the Dental School, in order that they can easily see the needs and
furnish them rather than talk.
Finally; Listen, world; w e request that you give all future seniors credit
fe)r the four \-ears of toil and hardships they have gone through. Whether
they are about te) elroji eiff' intei the weirld to be bigger, better, brighter m e n
or whether thev dre)p off to sleep, they deserve a great deal of credit, even
more than the outsider might suppose.
T h u s endeth the last will and testament of the Dental Class of '22.
Signed and sealed in the jiresence of Richme)nd C r o w n , Cast Cusp and Three
Point Contact.
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The Dental Class of 1923
As a result of the WAirld War, Heiward Ui-iiversity, like many either institutions, found herself confronted with the difficult ])re)l)lem of accommodating
the host of m e n and w o m e n w h o ajijilied for admission.

W i t h this onrush

the Dental Class of 1923), re])resei-iting twenty-two vSfates of the United
States and j^rovinces of two other ceiuntries, began its career with eine hundred and twelve members, a m o n g them one w o m a n .
These m e n , whose very countenances bespoke j-ierserverance and determination, were destined to attract attention in m o r e ways than one.

Being

the largest class to ever matriculate in any of the ])rofessional schools and
realizing the value of ttnity, the Class immediately became organized ; not
merelv to stress the social activities, but to render what aid it could to
agreeably assist the University in the management of such large numbers
against unfavorable circumstances.
In order to foster more interest in the dental profession, the Class w a s
instrumental in getting the University to invite, as its guest, one of the most
prominent dentists of Chicago and the most eminent of the colored dentists,
Dr, Charles Bentley. whose scholarly and instructive lectures and clinical
demonstrations will long be remen-ibered b}- those w h o were fortunate enough
to be present.
Mindful of the fact that loyalty and faithfulness should extend beyond the
daily routine of classroom work, the Class has been well represented in extracurricula activities, having ei.ght " H " m e n w h o hel])ed to bring honor to the
Lhiiversitv in football, track and baseliall.

T h e social side has not been neg-

lected, for each vear the Class has sjient an evenin.g of ])leasttre with m e m b e r s
of the faculty and friends at its Annual Recejrtions,

This year, as is cus-

tomary, the Senior Dental Class and its friends were included as guests of
the Class.
Quite contrary to what has been the custe)m with e)ther large freshman
classes, this Class entered its so])homore year with one hunelreel and eight
m e m b e r s ; the junior year widi f)ne hundred, anel unless seimething unavoidable ajjpears on the scene to shatter the eleterminatiem begun in 1919, P)23
will m a r k an ej:)0ch in the history of the Dental Scheie)! e)f 1 le)ward Universit}-,
by graduating the largest class ever enrolled in any dejiartment.
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The Sophomore Dental Class
After jjassing the first milestone along the reiugh anel re)cky re)ad to a
profession, and "breaking rank" only for a lirief ])eriod e)f recujieration, w e
returned te) the old Dental School early in the fall e)f '21 tei once again "continue the march" towards the end of our rainbow.

It w a s with m u c h elation

and exi)ectation that w e returned to occujiv that illustrious place which is
becoming only to the)se so wise and otherwise as soj^homores.

But w e fe.)und

out right away that things are not always what they seen-i, and it took only
one or two encounters with our instructeirs, esj)ecially Dr, Brady, k n o w n as
"Kekule," in his Organic to m a k e us fully realize the resjieinsibility and task
meted out to us.

However, as is customary with all "Sojjhs" anywhere, any-

time, and anyhow, w e had to cut our share of "Hogs," play the usual
pranks with the "Penics," and give our jjeck of tre)rfl)le to the faculty before
w e could take life seriously.

P>ut with these maladies out of our system

w e then settled d o w n to some real, con.scientious and eft"ective work.
A thing that is significant to us w a s a thorough reorganization of the class
into a unit structure as a good working basis.

Scholarship of course w e

l^laced foremost, and n o w the class is well balanced by a large proportion of
" A " group members.

But whenever the call w a s m a d e for particijjants in

athletics, w e contributed our full quota, whether in football, baseball, basketball, or tennis.
Although our class baseball g a m e w a s the "climax" in that sjx)rt, and w a s
the talk of the Camjnis, the real hit of the year w a s the annual class entertainment held at the Capitol City Cleft Club,

T h e Sojjhs were truly on

their dignity on that occasion and did themselves jiroud in their selectiem of
the fair damsels.
T h e loyal m e m b e r s of the faculty have been invaluable in their help to us
this year, and w e therefore take advantage of this opjjortunity to show our
ajipreciation for their keen interest and untiring eff'orts.
:

B, B, Y O U N G ,

Class President.
E. C. S M I T H ,

Secretary.

Dental Class of 1925
O n October 1, 1921,fifteencollege students assembled themselves within
the walls of Howard L'niversity Medical School and organized the Dental
Class of 192.5.
If we were to write individual histories of the members of this class,
recording only the salient facts, they would fe)rm a library upon which the
interest of the P^niversity would i)e centered, but lack of space forces us to
record emly a few otitstanding features.
Our class roll contains the following names: Ernest B. Wetmore, President ; Samuel .A, Lindsay, \Mce-President; Harrison E, Meekins, Secretary;
Frank E, Eaverly, Treasurer; Samuel A. Williamson, Chajjlain ; Benjamin
T, Dangerfield, Irving G, Fields, William S, Jennings, John F, Johnson,
Luther L, Lewis, George Lashley, Everett B. .Sin-imons, Thos. D, Gordan,
and W m , Jenkins.
Every Dental Qass of the University has been a large one, but this class
is recorded among the smallest in the history of the school, W'e have come
from various states and countries with the determination and ea.gerness to
make our class the most outstanding one that has ever gone out from the
walls of "Old Howard's" Dental .School.
Our literary foundation is a solid one, for each member comes from a
college of recognized standing. W e are small in numbers, yet, as a class,
w e .stand firm and strong as does the aged rock of Gibraltar, It is our desire and we will endeavor to uplift and maintain the standard ujjon which
floats the grand old "Blue and White,"
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FENTON WHITLOCK

IIOOTII, LL, B,

Professorial Lecturer <in Federal Procedure; l^xecutors, .Vdministrattirs,
and Wills; Dean of the Schciol <if Law.

fudge Fenton Whitlock Booth
Present Dean, Howard University School of Law.

SKETCH OF HIS CAREER.

Born at Marshall, Blinois, in May, 1869, Fenton Whitlock Booth received
his early education in the schools of his home town, graduating from Marshall High School in LS87,

After three years of college work at D e P a u w

University, he entered the University of Michigan at A n n Arbor, where he
received his L L , B. in 1892. Admitted to the bar the same year, the young
attorney began the practice of law at Marshall as a member of the firm of
Golden, Scholfield & Booth,

Durinf^ the period nf this association he was

called to serve a term in the legislature as a member of the Fortieth General
Assembly of Blinois,
CALLED TO T H E B E N C H .
In P)0."), when that masterful arbiter of men. President Roosevelt, was in
search of the right man tofilla vacancy in the federal judiciary, it was to
Marshall, III,, that he went, and on March 1 Tth of that year. Attorney Booth
became a judge of the United States Court of Claims.
From the lieginning the new judge took high rank and constantly drew
attention to himself by his sweeping grasp of facts, the thoroughness with
which he a]:ip]ied a liroad legal learning, and the clarity of style with which
he clothed the opinions of the court the writings of which fell to his pen.
In the Court of Claims cau.ses of prodigious size and commanding importance are the order rather than the exception, and the percentage of cases
going from the Court of Claims to the United States Supreme Court is unusually high.

It has accordingly been a source of great pride to the friends

of Judge Booth to find our highest court pausing on more than one occasion
to cast a bouquet at the scholarly work indicated by the record in cases where
"Booth, J., delivered the opinion of the Court."

Facultv, School of L a w
FENTON WHITLOCK BOOTH, LL, B,
Professorial Lecturer on Federal Procedure; Ivxecutors, Administrators,
and Wills ; Dean of the Schdol of Law,
JAMES CORNI'.LIUS WCVTh:RS. JR., A, B., LL, B.
Professorial Lecturer on the Law of Liens and Ouasi Contracts ; Public
Service C(ir])orations ; Interstate Commerce ; Extraordinary Legal Remedies ; Librarian and Secretary of the School of Law.
DION SCOTT PiIRNEY, A, B.. LL. B,
Professorial Lectiu"er on the Law (if Cimtracts; Instructor in /Vmerican
Cases (in Cdntracts and Cdiiflict (if Laws,
JAMES ADL.M COBbi, PD, I!., LL. M.
Professorial Lecturer (in Commercial Paper, Constitutional Law, and
Bankru]itcy.
WILLIA.M LERRE HOUSTON, LL. B.
Professorial Lecturer on tlie Law of Insurance and Agency; Judge of
the Moot Court,
W I L L I A M H E N R Y RlCIl.VRDS, LL, B,
Professorial Lecturer on E.idence, Personal Projierty, International
Law, and Cases.
J A M E S P. SCHICK, LL, M,
Prdfessorial Lecturer on Crimes, Crim'nal Procedure. T(irts and Cor]5orations,
CHARLES SI.MPSON SHREVE, LL. D.
Professorial Lecturer on the Law (if Real Pr()]iert\-, Pleading and Practice (at Law and in E(^|uit\-).
R O B E R T HEBFRT(^K TERRELL- A, .M,, LL, M,
I'rofessdrial ! ecturcr (in lu.risdic^id'.i, i'ra"lice of Inferinr Courts, Legal
Itthics, and Domestic Relatidus.
ANDREW \\'lLSON, I'M, D,, D, C. L.
Professorial Lectiu'cr on E(iuit\-, Lrief .Making, Use of Law Btx.>ks,
and Trusts.
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T H E LATE DEAN B, F, LEIGHTON.
Nowhere in the city of WAshington was the jmssing of Dean Leighton
felt in the same w a y as it was felt in the Howard University L a w School,
Although those w h o loved Dean Leighton in his lifetime and n o w mourn
his loss be legion in number, even so in no grou]) of hearts did news of his
death arouse such poignant regret as gripped the hearts of the thousands
of colored m e n and w o m e n w h o came under the benign influence of the
deceased during his service for the great uplift at H o w a r d University.
Here alone he was Dean, Here he served both his G o d and his fellowman,
as he served no other cause anywhere. Here he stood his ground for forty
years, giving the best there was in him, holding without apology and with an
unflinching courage a post which others dared not share with him for an hour.
Surely, then, of such a m a n as Dean Leighton, it must be heralded far and
wide that "a hero and a great m a n is fallen in Israel today."

DEAN

MASON

RES(ILUTIO.\-S F R O M

N O B L E RICH.XRDSON,
lUiin', S C H O O L OI- L A W ,

STI'DI'N'I"

W^Hi'RFAS, on the seventh dav of November, in the year of Our Lord, P.)21,
Mason N, Richardson, beloved Dean of the Howard University School of
Law, friend and comjianion of his students, jiersfinification of their ho]ies,
ideals, and as]iirations, has been summoned to appear before the Great Judge
of Eternit}-; and
W H E R E A S , he has devested twenty-seven years of untiring and unceasing
effort to the develoiiment of ,said L a w School, during the best period of his
lifetime, and to the efifective upbuilding of manhood, morality, and legal
abilitv in his students and to the elevation of the said school to its present
high standard of efficiency ; and
WhiEREAS, we desire to indicate our deeiJ gratitude and ai)preciation of his
earnest contributions of time, energy, zeal, and service ;
Resolved, That the sudden remowal of such a man from our Faculty leaves
a \-acancv and shadow that are deeply realized by all memliers of the student
bodv and its friends, and will i)rove a grievous loss to the school and to
the public.
Resohved, That in deep sorrow and orofound regret the .Student Body
of the Howard Univ'ersitv School of L a w joins the bereaved family in mourning the loss of so eminent a scholar, esteemed gentleman, and beloved Dean.
Resok'cd. That we hold in fond rememlirance the lesson of his life and
revere the monument erected to his memor}- in the hearts of the student body,
Resok'cd. further. That copies of these resolutions be transmitted to the
bereaved family, the Howard University Record, the archives of the Howard
University L a w School, and to the press,
STtJDENT CoMAiiTTEE,

Bv hiTix AY, LovE, Chairman.

The Choice
liy LiEEiAN R. SKINKER,
Would you have a task that's noble,
Serve a purpose as you live?
Seek about you.
Seek with Vision,
Seek not to receive but give!
2, Giving is the soul of helping.
Some for self l)ut more for others.
Teach the helpless.
Teach the fallen,
Teach the strong that ".All are Brothers.
3, All professions are an outlet
For the man that good would do.
Just use wisdom.
Just be steadfas*.
Just be helpful, strong and true.
4. Strength there is in doing justice.'.
Being square to great and small.
L a w delves deepest,
L a w lifts highest,
L a w brings strength to one and all.
5. LIei])ing men liy teaching fairness,
Teaching equity and right
Leads to squareness.
Leads to frankness.
Leads to truthfidness and might!
G. Some are shaken in the struggle,
Leave their task unfinished quite.
Start and wai\er.
Start and falter.
Start and weaken in the fi.ght!
7, So, when choosing a profession.
Think of hel]iing mankind most;
Choose the ablest.
Choose the noblest.
Chddse the " L a w " and hdld V(Uir rost.

History of Senior Class
By FRANK S, BLEDSOE,

It was a bleak ()ctober day when eighty-six ardent s]jirits were ushered
intd the .Vssembly RtKim of the School of Law,

It was with some degree

of curiositv and hesitancy that we took our seats to await thefinalmoment
that would send us forth upon man's noblest quest, the study of the law.
Our an.xiety was somewhat allayed when, presently, the Faculty filed in.
The late Dean Emeritus Leighton was introduced and, with words of fatherly
wisdom and kindness, he bade us welcome.

There was also the kindly face

of Judge Robert H. Terrell, w h o m most of us had chanced to know and to
esteem.

Lastly, there were the old landmarks, Prof, Richards and Prof.

Hart, w h o m we have since learned to lo\e because of their knowledge of the
law, their tmfaltering devotion to the race, and because it has been our good
fortune to be the legatees of some thirty years of their unselfish service.
Thus the Class of "22 began its life.
Most interesting is '22 in man\- res])ects. Having begun with eighty-six
members, we come to the end withfifty-eight,the largest contingent ever
graduated from the School of L a w in the history of the University,

A fur-

ther interesting feature is the number of Portias of the class. W e liegan
with seven and end with four,

Cu])id has, perhaps, been responsible in some

degree for the depletion of the ranks of the Portias but, for the most part,
they have held their shields intact and, of some, it may be said that "Cu]3id's
darts have not pierced their hearts but have fallen liroken at their feet,"
The Portias have the distinction of ranking among otu' best students, and
they have demonstrated marked ability in the trial of cases in the Moot Court
work.

It was under the leadershi]j of these voting w o m e n that a Sorority,

Epsilon Sigma Iota, was organized for the young women of the School

of Law.
The war record of the class is one of which it may justly feel proud.
Thirty-se\'en of its memliers "took u]) the quarrel with the foe" in the recent
war. twenty-two of w h o m had been in action somewhere along the WAstern
Front when retreat was sounded on .Armistice Day. four of w h o m helped to
lay down thefinalbarrage in supijort of the 92d Division in its attack upon

the outer defenses of the fortress of Metz,

W e were also reiiresented in the

Navy, having had a Chief Petty Officer on the battleship Vermont,

The life

of a soldier, unhajjpily. having its jiathetic asi)ects, we have some who were
wounded, some maimed, and others disaliled by the rigor of militar\' service,
A grateful government has taken up the task of reconstructing and rehabilitating these young men to the end that they may jirotect, uphold and preserve
the institutions of our government in peace as they have in war.

These are

they w h o m '22 d'^lights to salute as the class' own.
Ourfirstyear was uneventful save for the early cro])])ing out of the Class'
fighting spirit. The life of an organization, like any other institution, is
very largely sha])ed and fashioned liy the times in which it has lived.
two had its inception in war.
the history of the nation.

Twenty-

It has lived through the most trying period of

Like mankind the world over, we have a passion

for justice, undoubtedly rendered more intense by our search for its principles often hidden and obscured.

It is little wonder then, that the spirit of

fight, born of struggle and a love for justice, should remain unaliated to the
end.

If the writer could [lay any triliute to '22 it would be to its fighting

S]jirit, "Peace hath her victories no less renowned than war."
W e began the middle year under fairly auspicious circumstances, though illhealth, misfortune and reverses of one kind or the other had reduced our number to sixty-six. This year will he remembered as one of the most imjiortant
in the history of the School of Law,

Under the leadershi]) of the late Dean

Richardson, the School of L a w was reorganized, its currictdum su])plemented
and rearranged, in order that the rec|uirements of the American Association
of L a w Schools might be met.

This was a great step forward, but, ])erha]js,

a disadvantage to us in the main.

However, the class met the change with

courage and determination, and we managed to pull through somehow, thotjgh
with a reduced average.

W e had the good fortune to be represented during

the year on the Varsity Eootliall ;ind Debating Teams,

O n the former liy

W . A, Haynes and on the latter b}- Oscar C, Brown, Twenty-two has, since
the beginning, played an im]iortant ])art in the life of the Um'versity,
So, the years in their mad rush have brought us to the close of our Senior
Year, the outstanding feature of which is the ])ublication of the Professional
Schools' Year I'ook, The idea of a Professional Schools' Year Book was
originated by Oscar C, Brown,

Under his leadership, backed by the School

of L a w , the other schools of the Universit}' were invited to participate.

A

meeting was arranged, and the Schools of Religion, Dentistry and Pharmacy
gave their consent.

So, w e claim the distinction of originating, fostering and

helping to put across thefirstYear Book of the Professional Schools of the
University,
It would seem that the most interesting feature of the life of '22 is the
increase in membership over that of former classes, particularly so, since
it is only within recent times that race m e n have been conceded any degree
of success in the jjractice of the law.

Perhaps, w e are learning, at last, that

it is political power that has so long been the means of suliverting our liberties and infringing our rights.

Likewise, whatever measure of freedom w e

have enjo}'ed, w e o w e it largely to political power.

I believe the principle of

warfare was initiated by Ludendorfif that w h e n an army is on the retrograde
its line of defense should be btiilt upon automatic arms.
and exacts a greater toll, said he.

It stiffens resistance

It seems to m e that w e could draw a

useful lesson from this simjile, yet striking, truth.

Whether or not w e are

on the retrograde m a y be a disputed question but, government is of the
essence of political power and. if through its imperfections, political power is
abu.sed, it liecomes imirartant to find a means of correction and defense against
its abuse,

W A , of the legal profession, believe that, if w e are to protect

and preserve whatever w e enjoy of liberty and freedom, our line of defense
should be built upon automatic arms, around m e n w h o k n o w the origin,
growth and development, scope, and the limitations of political power under
our system of govenmient.

ALEXANDER, FRITZ W.
Is a ]iroduct of Georgia, A graduate of Hampton
Institute, .Also attended Howard and Columbia
Universities. W a s commissioned Lieutenant at
Des Moines. S a w service overseas with LUi8th inf.
Will Jiractice law in Atlanta, Ga.

P E E K S , L O U I S KliLLY,
"Kemeth," California, Phi Beta Sigma, High
School, Los .Angeles. Three j^ears in Howard University, Sch(xil of Lilieral Arts, Knights of
Pythias. During the war worked at the Washington Steel and Ordnance Co, making shells, "Don't
tread on me," Will practice law in Los Angeles,
Calif,

BLEDSOE. F R A N K S,
"liquity," Texas, Tau Delta Sigma, Booker
High School, Purcell, Okia,, 1!)]1; Paul Ouinn
College, Ji)1(i, B, S. Degree, Member .American
Legion. Alember of Jonathan David Consistory,
Scottish Fiite Masons ; Noble of the Mystic Shrine.
Mecca Temple. Private. F, H , ;hi8, 92d Division.
Class HLstorian. "Patience ceases to be a virtue
when it suffers rei)eated aliuse,"

BLUITT, S T E P H E N BERN.XRD.
• :-teve," Texas, Tau Delta Sigma. Prairie View
State College, Alember Elks' Lodge, Saw service
in France with the .'blOth Field Artillery, Likes
tennis, "Justice and fair play for all," He expects to engage in newspaper work in Salt Lake
eity, Utah.

BROOKS, SAMUEL FLOYD.
Known as "bam,'' He hails from Pennsylvania,
Tau Delta Sigma, Graduated from WAshington
and Jefferson College. A. B.. 19]7. Student of the
Law School of the University of Pittsljurgh, 19201921. Supply Sergeant. oSlst Field Artillery.
"VArsatility—rise to all occasions." Will practice
law in Pennsylvania.

BLOUNT, WILLIE HAZEL.
Texas, Clerk, Epsilon Sigma Iota Sorority,
Graduated from Prairie View State College, During the war worked in Allotment Branch of the
War Department, Likes tennis, "Salus i)opuli
suprema le.x." Will engage in the practice of law
at Houston, Texas.

1922 Law Alphabet
Bv

W.

ARVI'A' AA'(-IOII.

A is for Alex,
W h o leads our roll call;
H e slijjped to Alexandria,
Put over one on us all.
Also
A stands for Alva
Pulliam, you know it;
He's a boy, by heck,
Thoueh his name doesn't show it.

E is for Eagland,
Of philoso])hical fame;
H e wore a Prince .Albert
'Cause Albert's his name.

B is for Bledsoe,
Much given to Ixjoks ;
A^ou can tell he's deej)
By the way he looks.
Besides
B stands for I'duitt;
AA'ill someone please tell
H o w w e can lure him
Out of his slee])y spell.

F is for Frev,
.And forfiddleas well;
AA hen Frey starts fiddling
It sounds like—tomatoes!
Furthermore
F is for Flivver,
.Andfla]5pertoo;
Get the two together
.And what can't \<:m do.

C is for Calmore
Of spectacular fame;
Refused to have a zero
Removed from his name.
Conversely
C is for Cash.
AA'ithout our volition

G stands for Green,
AAry often he's seen
Making eves at Lillian,
()h, he's not so green.
Graciously
G is for Graves,
Tenola. you recall,
AA'ho doesn't mind "opening"
.And quite willing to "call,"

They put one on us
By doubling tuition.
D is for Diamonds
Sparking on hands
O f several \'oung ladies
Since our course began.
Piainctrically
D is for the Dance
l{njo\e<l by us all.
Given liy the Aliddlers
.At Odd Fellows' Hall,

Evidently
E is for Evans,
The boy with the pe]).
Slow down now. lioliln';
P)etter watch your step.

H is for Hill,
Wild tries to arrange
T o \isit his class
N o w and then for a change.
Happily
11 is for I layne.s—
Plavs a wonderful jiart;
Lie's able to survive
.After losing his "I lart,"

I is for Isaiah,
A Bible man of fame.
We've one almost as great
A n d Lisemliy's his name.
Incidentally

M

is for Mazyck,
Holds us all in awe;
That sponge in his brain
.AJisorbs so much law,
Moreoz'cr

Is for Innocence,
Professed by all the boys
AA'hen the good Professor asks,
"AA'ho's making that noise?"

M is for the Masons,
Duane and Roger Q,
They'l make two dandy lawyers
If the test is to argue.

J is for Jones,
AVho showed much distress
W h e n someone proposed
The ugly man's test.

N stands for Neely,
The tall, handsome chap;
D o you think he will ever
AVin Z. A, M , back?

Justifiedly

Neces.wrily

J stands for Johnson,
Campbell C. and Jake—•
A clever pair of chaps,
They never make mistakes.

N is for Norman ,
The suave young dude;
Makes all sorts of money,
Sells all sorts of food.

K stands for Koger
AVho, 'most every evening
The Prof, calls on him
Says, "It's time to be leaving."

O is for Oscar,
Don't be "mistook;"
His master mind
Conceived this Year Book.

Kindredly
K is for Knight;
His time he'll always bide
Till he can find some law
That's on the other side.
L is for Love
By nature and name;
Johnnie will tell you
That love is his game.

Luckily
L is for Lane;
H e wrote on Prohibition,
But 'twas not the kind
That's against his convictions.

Optimistically
O is for Others
AVe've failed to include.
Don't feel offended;
AAA don't mean to be rude.
P stands for Ponies,
Quickly shoved aside
AA'hen Prof, Hart started
U p the aisle to glide.
Parenthetically
P is for Peterson,
George and Gladys, of course;
W h e n they both know the law
AA'ho's going to be boss?

Of which we are scared
Wdien we come to our class
With work unprepared.
Queerly
Q is for Quick,
W^hich w e all have to be
If w e expect to extract
From clients a large fee.

U is for Urgent
Contained in the note
A o u sent back home
Saying, "Dad. I'm broke."
Unanimously
U is for Uncle
The F, B. boys gets ve.xed
If he's a day or so late
In sending their checks.

R is for Riddick,
Tall, lean, and lank ;
AA'hen it comes to the ladies,
All hats off to "Hank."
Ruthlessly
R is for Rowe,
A n d also for ride;
Believe us, his horse
Has a beautiful stride.

V is f(.ir AAnity;
. It's one case we've got
C)ur lad\' members handle
If they Jiractice or not.
Verilv
A' is for Ahgor.
VArve and \alor, too ;
AAA're taught to use them
W h e n our clients want to sue.

S is for Skinker,
Our Portia-queen ;
She thinks a real lady

AV is for AVood,
H e hopes you will not mind,
'Twas in the best feelings
H e wrote these silly rhymes.
Wisely
W is for Waiters,
For AA'aiters and Wills;
Their jovial good natures
AA ill cure any ills,

Q is for Quiz,

Should be both heard and seen.
Similarly
S is for Smith,
Right there with the girls;
A.sk Alice if .she likes
The way his hair curls.
T is for the Truth
AAA're expected to uphold,
'Specially if our client
Lias afistfull of gold.

Truly
T is for Texas
A n d trouble, no doubt;
Let's ask Professor Cobb
W h a t it's all about.

X is for Xams,
That cfime twice a year;
Their arrival we watch
AA'ith much trembling and fear.
Xactly
X is for Xmas,
Means presents galore;
C o m e once a year ,
AAA're glad it's not more.

Y is for Youngster;
C. C's his trustee ;
H e can't draw the money,
His dad is up a tree.
Yea
Y is for You,
Llere's to your success;
M a y you have many millions
A n d lots of happiness.

Z is for Zephyr,
Miss Moore, you know;
W h o most often is wont
With friend Ramsey to go.
Zetetically
Z is for Zero,
The bane and dreaded mar;
AAu can't afford any
If you would pass the bar.

B R O W N , OSCAR CICERO.
"Cicero." Mississippi. Alpha Phi Alpha. Cicero
deserves his place as Editor-in-Chief of the Professional Schools' Year Book, for he conceived
and planned it. He's a fixture around Howard.
A. B., B. S. in Commerce and Finance and graduate of Commercial College, all of Howard, Captain, A r m y of U, S. Served in France and U . S.
as 1st Lieutenant and Adjutant, .351st M . G. Bn.,
during World AAAr. President, ex-Service m e n of
Howard in 1919-20. President, Beta Chapter,
Alpha Phi Alpha, 1921; President, Howard Branch
N. A. A. C. P., 1920-21. Debated for Howard
Varsity against Atlanta, 1920. Cicero thinks
money not the end but a very indispensable means.
H e m a y practice law somewhere.

CALMORE, FRANK DEVENPORT.
"Dolly," Kansas, T a u Delta Sigma, Graduated
from the High School, Pasadena, Calif., 1911.
Studied law one year at the University of Southern
California. M e m b e r Masonic Lodge, Hiram, N o .
4. President B. Y. P. U . "Fight to win." Will
practice law in California.

C A M P B E L L , B E N J A M I N FRANKLIN.
Known as "Ben." A product of the District of
Columbia. Graduated from AI Street High School,
1915. Member of 3(i8th Infantry. Indulges in
athletics generally. "Just as much energy as you
put into this world that is just the amount of
success you will get out of it." Will do postgraduate work.

C H A N D L E R , AVILLIAAl B.
Known as "Chan," He hails from Uie State of
Arkansas, Tau Delta bigma. Graduate of AI. & I.
College, West Point, Miss.; Alcorn A. & M. College, Alcorn, Miss. A ;32d Degree Mason, member
of the Mystic Shrine, Purchased Liberty Bonds
during the war, "Deeds are more powerful than
words," AA ill practice law in Virginia.

EGLAND, ALBERT L.
Louisiana, Attended New Orleans University,
M. A, Degree. Also attended Howard University.
During the war supervised Legal Contact Unit,
Adjutant General's Office, 'vVar Department.
Member of the American Oratorical Staff for the
election of Presidents. "Let justice be done though
the heavens fall." AVill practice law in Kansas.

EAAANS. R O B E R T L,
"Bob," Tau Delta Sigma, A product of Texas.
Attended pubhc schools of Texas, Douglas High
School, Oklahoma City. Okla., and Langston University, Saw service m France with 3G?th Amlnilance Co., 92d Div, Likes all kinds of sport. Is
in the real estate business. Will practice law in
Oklahonm.

FREY, T H O M A S MARTIN.
"Dr. Du Frey," Ohio, Graduated Howard
Academy, College of .Arts and Sciences, A. B.
Degree, During the war was Supply Officer at
Camp Lee; was a Musician in the Fourth Section
Band; al.so an entertainer. "Be thorough in all
thv knowledge." AA'ill practice law in Ohio.

(;ASSA\AAAY, H A R O L D T H E O D O R E .
Known as "Gas." Ohio. Tau Delta Sigma. Completed three years' College work in JAlorris Brown
University, Alember of Ala.sonic Lodge, Doric,
No. 9. Member of American Legion. Served as
a member of 349th Field Artillery. "The safety
of die peo])le is the supremacy of the law," AA'ill
practice law in Cleveland, Ohio,

GIBSON, L L O Y D MILLER.
"Preacher." Indiana. Attended Lincoln Institute
four years ; also two years' work in the Commercial
College of Lloward University. Member ^'. AI, C,
A,; Vice President of the Law School in the
Y. M. C. A. Worked in the AA'ar Department
during the war. Has engaged in debating. "Learn
to do bv doing." He will practice law at Evansville, Ind.

(.R.AVEb, 1 EN( JL.A E D \ A A R D ,

Known as "Kid T," He hails from Texas. Tau
Delta Sigma, .Attended Wylie University and
graduated from Prairie A'iew College, }ileml.ier
Knights of Pythias, Hiram Lodge, No, 4, F, A.
A, M, ; Mount AArnon Chapter, R, A, M, ; Gethsemane Commandery, No, 10; Jonathan David
Consistory, 32d Degree, Mecca Temple; Nolile of
the Alystic Shrine, During the war member of
the 92d Division at Camp Funston, Completed
training as Second Lieutenant, F, A. R,, Camp
Zarhary Taylor, Likes football, liaseliall and tennis, "Let justice lie done though the liea\ens tall,"
AA'ill Jiractice law in Indiana,

H A Y N E S , AVAYAION, A R T H U R .
dAnnessee, Attended AA'alden University and Fisk
University, During the war was emjilov-ed in the
(^r.-erument L'rinting ('flice. Has lieen a member of the AArsity Football Team, "Reach for
higher things." Will jiractice law at St. Paul
Alinn.

SMITH. W I L L I A M E V E R E T T .
"Smittie" comes from Kentucky, Having finished
Armstrong High School, he was just in time to
form a line to jiush the "Bosch" back over the
Rhine, "Smittie" left his left leg in Flanders,
and a casual glance at him shows him to be a
veteran of a cruel war, "Smittie" is a friend of
everybody, and with his motto, "Determination,''
his practice of law will be in the District of
Columbia.

Wouldn't You Like To Know
By W . A R V E Y W O O D ,

W h y Professor Colib likes Texas so well ?
W'hy Frey doesn't sleep at home?
AAliere Everett Lane gets his line?
H o w much Koger can eat?
W h y Gassaway and Professor Cobb can't get along?
W h y Aliss AV'illie jiersists in Texas styles?
AA'ho writes Lark so many specials?
H o w a certain Professor cut Harry Green out one night?
W h y John Love always disagrees with the weight of ojiinion?
Who's going to jjunch?
W h o prints the exam papers?
H o w Mazyck does it?
If Perrin was really selling "medicine?"
W h y Holliday wears his Lab. suit to class?
W h e n "Hank" Riddick studies?
AA'hat Profes.sor Birney means by "bump of logic?"
AA'hat F, A, is going to do when Uncle cuts him off?
Who's doomed to be yourfirstclient?
His fee?
AA'ho let Paul Murray into the Aliddler-Senior Reception?
W'ho won the war?
Your bar examination questions now?
Your future wife's name?
AA'here Graves got his name?
AVIiy I'm writing this junk?
LIow to get rich quick :
A s much law as Knight?
John D, RockefelAr?
If you will ever be a real lawyer?
The political game?
W h y McLemore is late so often?
About ten times as much as you do ?
W h e n we will meet again?
W h o McGhee's girl is?
AAdiy Alatthews is so cjuiet?
•
H o w to make it "wet" again?
If there's a limit to lA.gland's knowledge?
AA'hv Jackson Jones changed his name?
The answers to these d u m b (]uestions?
W h y our class can't agree on any one issue?

Law and Its Call to Women
By ZiCiMiVR A.

MOORE,

Law, '22,

"We are living, we are dwelling
In a grand and an awful time.
In an age on ages telling.
d'o be living is sublime."
These words, though uttered in another age. were never more appropriate
than in this, the one in which w e live, and while this is true, it becomes jireeminently so w h e n civilization with regard to the general status of w o m a n is
m a d e the criterion of judgment.
T h e advantages and djjjxirtunities ojien to the w o m e n of today to prepare
themselves for service in jiractically every branch of social and jjohtical
endeavor are jiotent factors in the develojiment of this present great democracv of which w e lioast.
For centuries there has lieen the widesjiread feeling a m o n g jihysicians and
lawyers that theirs are men's professions and that w o m e n , no matter h o w
well trained in these jirofessions, are outsiders and intruders.

S o m e of the

leaders in each j)rofession have not held this view ; the w a r has done something to shake it, and the n e w jiolitical status of w o m e n is helping to do
a w a y with it.
This attitude on the jiart of jirofessional m e n , however, has jilayed its
jiart in deterring w o m e n from entering medicine and law, together with the
length and cost of training and the difficulty of establishing an independent
Jiractice,
Law

is a jirofession m u c h

medicine.

less c o m m o n l y

entered by w o m e n

than is

It being the most conservative of all professions, its standards and

methods of training are far less well established, and it has been less affected
bv the modern social sjiirit. Yet, in s])ite of the fact that it suffers from
being dominated bv the sjiirit of precedent rather than by the spirit of
scientific incjuirv, there are signs that it is entering ujion a jieriod of reorganization

standardization, and socialization.

It has always (:ommanded the

interest and services of m e n of the highest ability, and its professional contribution to public and social welfare, the securing of justice in h u m a n
relations, has never been.so inij)erati\ely needed.
There is a strong m o v e m e n t within the jirofession for the simjilification of
American legal procedure which is overliurdened with precedent and detail,
and for a clearer recognition of its jmblic and social obligations, a greater
emjihasis ujoon its responsiliilities as the guardian of es.sential h u m a n rights,
and the futherance of justice to every economic and social grouji.
These newer develojmients in the legal jirofession strengthen its ajijieal
to w o m e n .

Their o w n n e w ])olitical status tends to widen their legal ojijior-

tunities, and will enable them to take a more active jiart both in the administration of justice and in the jiromotion of sound legislation.
T h e law needs imperatively m e n and w o m e n w h o are not merely classminded and jiroperty minded, but w h o liring a trained and active intelligence
to bear ujion the difficult jirolilems of justice in modern h u m a n relations.
T h e call to w o m e n for service in the legal j)rofession is undeniable.

Their

relative detachment from vested interests and large projierty transactions
leaves them free to devote themselves to the h u m a n and jireventive side of
law, W A m e n lawyers are esjiecially needed in matters concerning the protection and welfare of w o m e n and of children, 1diey are needed in legal aid
societies.

They are also needed as judges in juvenile courts, municipal

courts, courts of domestic relations, small claims courts and the like. Just at
jiresent there is almost an obligation ujion w o m e n lawyers of sound, liberal
education, through professional training, strong character, and indisputable
standing in the community, to become candidates for judicial and other public
offices.

N e w York has a w o m a n assistant district attorney, and a w o m a n

city magistrate presiding over the women's court and the court of Domestic
Relations,

AAAshington, D, C , has a w o m a n judge of the Juvenile court, and

one in the Alunicipal court.
Common

Pleas in Ohio,

Indians in Oklahoma.

A

Another has been elected judge in the court of
Another has lieen federal jirobate attorney for
California w o m a n

has just lieen ajipointed an

assistant attorney general of the United States, the first w o m a n to hold such
a position.

Without doubt there is a steadily widening field for w o m e n with legal
training, and those w h o wish to enter the law should endeavor to .secure
jirejiaratidu in a law scluidl of high standing in which the training includes
studv bv the case method, jiractice in moot courts, and emjihasis ujjon modern
legal and social jiroblems as well as technical legal jirocedure.

This training

should be based ujion a comjirehensive liberal education, including some Latin
and a course in economics, sociology, jihilosojihy. jiolitical government, and
jisychology with attention to its abnormal aspects.

They should be w o m e n

of robust health, clear and vigorous minds with ability to weigh evidence
imjiartiallv, to handle detail, to reach jiractical decision without losing idealism, and aliove all to manifest an inexhaustive interest in the workings of the
liody jiolitic and the workings of the jiojiular mind.
According to the cen.sus of 1920, there are n o w 1,."'>00 w o m e n m e m b e r s of
the bar.

O f the seven law schools of highest entrance requirements, Har-

vard. Columbia, and AVestern Reserve do not as yet admit w o m e n .

The

Yale L a w School was ojiened in 1919-20 for the first time to w o m e n with a
satisfactory college degree.

T h e University of Pennsylvania L a w

School

has b.een open to them since 1898, and there is little doubt that the next few
years will find the three above mentioned universities opening their doors,
AVlien w e jiause to consider the outlook, the scojie, and opportunity for
w o m e n to engage in earnest professional endeavor, and not the encouragement
given them, together with their correspondingly awakening interest along these
lines, w e are forced to say ours is an age w h e n to be living is indeed sublime,
and whatever m a y be the fault to our democracy, it is still great.

J O N E S , F L E M I N G A D O L P H U S , JR,
Fleming represents South Carolina, Member Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity. Prejiared for law in the
School of Liberal Arts of Howard University.
Likes all kinds of athletics, but makes Track his
specialty. Member AArsity Track T e a m for several years. H e is is admired for his sticktoitiveness and energy in all his jiursuits, AA'ill practice
law in his home State.

J O N E S . J, C O N K L I N ,
"Judge," Tau Delta Sigma, hails from Ohio, Attended city schools of Dayton, State Normal School
of Alabama and Georgia. Had two years' work
in AAAlden University. Graduated from AA'ilberforce in 1903 with the degree of A, B. AAAs Associate JtLstice, Tau Delta Sigma, Has been Class
Treasurer, .A meml.er of Masonic, Pythian, and
Good Samaritan Lodges, "Judge" is a jiolitician,
debater, jiublic sj:)eaker. Motto: "Right will win."
AA'ill practice law in Ohio,

J O R D A N , J O H N L.
Known as the "Kid," H e hails from North Carolina. Attended Gregory Normal InstiUite, Talladega College and Howard University, .Alember
of Doric Lodge, No, 19, F, .A, A, AI, During
the war he was a Corjioral, U , S. .A, AA as also
designated for (Officers' dh'aining Sclwol, Passed
North Carolina liar Examination in his senior
year. Engaged in a debate against representatives
of the L a w School of Frelinghuysen University,
"Ju.stice for all." AA'ill practice law in North
Carolina,

K N l C d l T , JR„ L . A U R E N C E E D A V I N .
K n o w n as "Laurie." California. Tau Delta
Sigma. .Attended Public and High School at Cincinnati, ( )hio : Pcrnin Shortland Institute. Detroit.
Mich,: A'aljiaraiso University, AAljiaraiso, Ind,,
A. P), Degree, Commissioned First Lieutenant,
Fort Des Moines. Iowa, "AArity sans jieur, '
AA'ill Jiractice law in California,

K O G E R , L I N A V O O D G,
Known as the "Horse." .A jiroduct of Baltimore,
Md. Omega Psi Phi. .Attended lloward University ; graduated from the School of Liberal
.Arts, ,A, B, Degree. .Alember of AA'alter Green
Post, .American Legion. Commissioned First Lieutenant, Des Moines, Iowa, 1917. W a s memlier of
the 3(;8di Infantry, AA'as President of the Class,
191l)-l!)2(), "Aloji uji or rij) uji trying to nioj) uji,"
AA'ill Jiractice law in Baltimore, M d .

L A N E . E, EA'ERETT,
"E, R." comes from Maryland, Howard .Academv,
]9i»S-191(); Morgan Prejiaratorv College, 19U19I(;; Alorgan College. 191(;-19]8, Member of the
"AA'hat Good .Are AA'e" Club, AA'ashington, D. C,
Member of the "Frogs." L.altimore, Aid, A'ice
President of the "Players" Dramatic and Art Club,
Baltimore, Aid, AA'as Sergeant in the Signal Corjis,
Comjiany lb Has promoted several liasketball
games, "Full steam ahead," AA'ill jiractice law in
Baltimore, M d ,

The Lawyer Outside of the Profession
By IS.MAH LiSEMBV.
It is a fundamental rule of natural law, that in dealing with the same
subject matter, dift'erent individuals will arrive at various conclusions. It is
equally true, upon examination of a single subject, that they will approach
from entirely different angles, and stubbornly contend for their views, which
m a y be directly ojijiosite. Therefore, should m y opinions run counter with
tlio.se of any reader of these lines, it is with utmost resjiect for the views of
m y opponents that I take the liberty to speak m y sentiments freely and
without reservation.
First of all, success is imjiossible in the practice of law. unless the student
is willing to jierform the laborious duty of long, sy.stematic study and researcn ;
his training must be consistent, thorough and extensive, so that he m a y be
sure of his ground. If a student fails to thus acquit himself, w h o can
measure the offense of jiermitting him to enter and occupy the practical field
of such a lofty, liberal and honorable profession? AAlien the cost of sufficient legal learning has been jiaid, one is said to be learned in the law, and
the discreet lawyer is jirivileged to wield extensive and formidable jjowers,
either for good or for evil.
For the purposes of general jiractice, the study of law is divided into two
great branches, the theory and the practice. T h e first includes the legal
jirincijiles by which questions and controversies are determined ; the second
confines itself to the jiresentation of the case in jirojier form. A s students
of the law. our pupilage has passed and w e are about to enter the ranks of
the practitioners. I'ut for those of us w h o continue as faithful followers of
the learned profession, .study will end only with our professional life.
W i t h the growth and expansion of our jiresent civilization, the jiractical
field of the lawyer has been extended far lieyond the confines of his legal
profession. T h e world m u c h needs the benefit of his superior and legal
training in the establLshment of its jiolitical and industrial institutions and m
the systematic regulation of its social fabric. So that the efficient lawyer
has become as indispensible outside of the practice of law as within.
True indeed the field of opj)ortunity has expanded far and wide, so that
one has but to jjrojierlyfithimself for the grave resjjonsibilities; still in every
case success seems not yet assured. Did the matter ever strike you as
strange, that in spite of fate, a certain class of lawyers apjjarently follow in
the w a k e of fame and success? They ride over every ojiposition without
hinder or harm, like the shadows of a noonday sun; they never look around

nor even think of looking liack, but they forge their w a y onward in the
ranks of the leaders, in thefieldsof law, business, society and jiolitics, Idiey
become an insejiarable j.art of the community life and are welcomed in the
best of homes, indeed the glad hand is extended wherever they m a y go.
But when you observe them closely you are very apt to find that they are the
lawyers w h o deliver the good.-,. 1 lie failures in lite sit around and comjjlain,
that the world has not gi\en them a chance; thev have no shelter w h e n the
rain falls, nor a bank roll to drive away the wolf. Y o u will find them
knocking their fellow lavvyers with their hammers, but very seldom have a
just cause ; they keep the air filled with their woes and sighs ; just search
him a bit and you are ajit to discover that he believes the world is going wrong.
But the lawyer w h o is alert and right on the job, jilaying thefifty-fiftyg a m e
all the while, is the one w h o succeeds and goes rollicking on, because he lives
by his brain and the moisture of his brow,
Emerson says, "14iat the truth is an element of life, yet if a m a n fasten
his attention on a single asjiect of the truth and apply himself to that alone,
for a long time, the truth itself becomes distorted and is itself a falsehood,"
T h e times demand, that, as m e n w h o are engaged in the work of the world,
w e should see clearly that a large portion lies beyond the profession, AVe
should seek to touch m e n elsewhere than on their legal side. It has been
said that the subject of law in its widest sense, comjiasses every h u m a n action
and in its minutest details to measure every h u m a n duty. T h u s it most
naturallv brings the lawyer into the activities of society and jiublic affairs,
AVe must figure in our duty outside of the jirofession and become indispensible leaders in our respective communities. Let us use the training which
comes from our exjierience and jiractice, not only in the courts and office,
but to discourage enterjirises which are hostile to the sjiirit of law and justice.
A s private citizens w e should lie aide to exert our powers in shaping
public ojiinion ; conditions will d e m a n d that w e act aggressively at times and
at others in a conservative manner, but, be that as it m a y , w e should by the
very nature of our training act as a balancing power in public thought. T o
study and to k n o w is the signal of our calling, it is only then that w e can
demand all that law and justice can give, AVith steadiness and sobriety of
mind let us assist in restraining public opinion from wild excursions into the
domain of lawlessness, and m a k e ourselves fit and projier to act in any crisis.
Lastly, w e should be eager and untiring in developing a passion for the
profession of law ; its fundamental princijiles constitute the foundation ujjon
which w e stand ; it is the jirotection and safeguard of all that w e are and all
that w e m a y hojie to be. N o less can be said of her than that her seat is die
bosom of G o d and her voice the harmony of the world.
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Law

and Civilization

'By CHAS, HEK.MAN AA'ILLS, Law, '22.

No abstract terms have lieen used oftener by jurists and statesmen of
m o d e r n times, than law and civilization.

AA'hen w e think of law, w e think

of justice, the foundation ujion which it rests,

AA'hen w e think of civiliza-

tion, w e think of democracy, that ideal .state of conditions to which it tends.
L a w , justice, civilization, and democracy,—to develop and perjietuate the
princijiles which the.se terms rejiresent, jurists have dedicated their lives,
statesmen have exjiended tmtiring energy, soldiers have sjiilled their life's
blood on fields of battle.

AA'hy?

Because it is a jiart of an infinite jilan

that m a n attains to the highest jiossilile stage of develojiment; it is that inate
desire burning within the h u m a n breast to manifest his likeness to God.
A n d without the jiractical ajijilication and actual realization of the jirinciples
represented by these abstract terms, no jirogress towards full develojiment
can be had.
S o civilization means the stage of develojiment and jirogress that nations
have reached in this twentieth century.

'Lhe word became current in the

nineteenth century, under the influence of a n e w world of ideas.
both material and moral jirogress.

It includes

Civilization is, in other words, a label

with which w e tag, for convenience sake, the modern world.
But there can be no civilization without recognized law. uniformlv enforced.
History shows that throughout the ages, wherever this fact has been disregarded, the civilization and governments of nations have tottered and
crumbled into ruined heaps.

O u r .Attorney General has said that "resjiect for

law and order is the one es.sential fact of our civilization,

AA'ithout it life,

liberty and projierty are insecure, without it civilization falls back to the
chaos and anarchy of jirimitive times.

U n d e r such conditions each h u m a n

being is comjielled to attend primarily to his o w n safety and to the protection
of his o w n property, and has neither time nor ojijxirtunity for the intellectual,
moral or spiritual develojiment,"
T o maintain resjiect for law and order and thus preserve civilization, the
laws must be founded ujion and adminLstered according to the immutable

principles of nature.

It is the duty of the lawver to mould and shape the

laws enforced liy the civilized governments ; it is the task of the lawyer to
m a k e the existence of civilization jiossible.
I'f w e would answer the demands of this great calling, w e must have an
apjireciative sense of the majestv of the law ; of its moral dignity ; and of
its historical office.

It is a subject as world-wide as civilization, and limited

onlv by the boundarv lines of h u m a n knowledge.

O n e of the world's greatest

scholars has said of the law that "it is the pride of the h u m a n intellect, the
collected wisdom of the ages, combining the princijiles of enternal justice
with the boundless variety of h u m a n concerns."
Let us not as idealists, dream of civilization only in the abstract sense.
AA'e are too prone to forget or overlook the harsh truth that civilization must
have material resources in order to develoji or even survive.
hang in the air; it cannot exist in the realm of ideas alone.

It does not

It requires jiublic

security and easy conditions of life; and these in turn dejiend on organized
government and healthy finances. Civilization has been described as "a j^lant
that requires careful cultivation."

It is a hot-house flower. It will thrive

only where economic, social, and jiolitical conditions are peculiarly favorable.
Such conditions are maintained in civilized go\-ernments liy jealously guarding and protecting the fundamental rights of each citizen or subject with
estalilished law.
A n eminent American jurist said of our government: "It is m y firm
conviction that the love of liberty—of lilierty regulated bv l a w — a n d a general
and habitual reverence for and obedience to the constitution and laws, are the
only ties which can surely hold together our vast republic.

These are the

courses of our greatness and the foundation of our liojaes."
N o m a n can foretell with any reasonable assurance of certainty what would
become of our Government if it were not for the restraints in the written
constitution.

This written constitution is the "greatest jewel of our liberty;"

it is the "great break-water" against the sudden and imjietuous jiassions of
the peojile "for the hour—against the tumultuous rage of democracy,"
In the outline jirejiared for this article, the writer had planned to picture
the American government as having the possibilities and as m o r e nearly
approaching that ideal state of conditions which w e have termed civilization.
In that the law under the sway of judicial supremacy has spread over this

immense territorial realm jirotecting the inhabitants of the cities "which
have sprung like magic creations from its soil," entering into the formation
of communities whose aggressive industries have conquered acres by acres
the virgin lands from river to ocean ; shadowing and protecting the citizen in
his personal and property rights wheresover his remote h o m e or rude abode.
I had not planned to discuss the shortcomings of our government in enforcing its laws for the jirotection of the Colored Citizens, because this
question is fully discussed daily by every writer or sjieaker of our race.
But this plan cannot in conscience be carried out,
I' have just been forcibly reminded, by glaring headlines in the daily paper,
that our America, "the land of the free and the h o m e of the lirave," that grim
monster, m o b violence, still exists. This monster is grajijiling at the throat
of the civilization of this great government and means its sure destruction.
O u r constitution forbids the taking of life, liberty or propertv of citizens
without due process of law. Again three Negroes. .American citizens, were
deprived of life without due jirocess of law in the State of Texas. They met
an awful death,—burned at the stake at the hands of an angry mob,' 'Tis
too horrible to contemplate. Civilization in this country cannot'hope to long
survive, if such acts of reckless disregard for law'and order continued
Progress is inconceivable where anarchy and disorder jirevail.
Do I mean that we must desjiair of American civilization? Alen should
never despair. Indeed the task is great, but the foundation is laid—we have
the basic law. It only remains for the Negro lawyer to secure its jirotection
to his o w n people. All of the imjiortant statutes that have lieen enacted to
meet every great crisis have been drafted liy lawyers. All the constitutions
that have advanced the liberties of the jieojile have been written Jiy lawyers.
A casual glance of country's legislative and judicial history will disclose that
almost every great and sulistantial and statesmanlike movement that has
redounded to our national honor has sjirung from the brains of m e n w h o
were eminent as lawyers. All the great advancements in the world's jirogress
from the Sargonso f Assyria and the Pharoahs of F,gyjit to .America's W a s h ington and Lincoln, have been accomjianied and fostered by the truths and
philosophy of the law.
So civilization and the law are insejiarable. That is why .Auguste Comte
laid such stress upon the tremendous cjuestion of public order. Let us adopt
his motto, "Order and Progress," and hasten the reahzation of an ideal
civilization.

fustice, the Assurance of Domestic Tranquility
It is to be, indeed, regretted that w e should even be m o v e d to the assumjjtion that any grave and visible irregularities exist, as regards the rights,
jirivileges and immunities of citizens within the territorial confines of a
great civilized and democratic government, constituted, as has been so often
intimated and declared, of, for, and by the jieojile. However, it is inevitable
that w e be guided by the lamjis of exjierience, AA'e m a y well relinijuish our
reluctant assumjition, and base our discussion ujion the plain, but jiainful
truth : for Truth, though denied, still remains the Truth, and though carefullv and cautiously concealed within the remote recesses of seclusion, will
in time reveal itself triumjihant.
It behooves us to resort to a careful study of the Constitution of the United
.States of .America, and w e need go no further than its jjreanilile to ascertain
the Jirincijiles ujion which the greatest union of states w a s founded, and the
manifest theorv ujion which the framers hojied to jierjietuate and exjiand the
Union.
W h a t were those jirincijiles?

"AVe, the peojile of the United States, in

order to form a m o r e perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the c o m m o n defense, promote the general welfare, and
secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution of the United .States of .America,''

Here w e have what

ajijiears to be a collection of principles, but in the midst of that collection w e
find one outstanding jirincijile which might justly be termed the vital princijile of the Constitution, and that jirinciple is the princijile of Justice,

The

other Jirincijiles enumerated are merely auxiliary or explanatory of the principle of Justice, for with the establishment and the proper exercise of the
principle of Justice, the other principles enumerated would be inevitably selfojierating. T h e tmion of the people will be m o r e intact; domestic tranquility
will be insured; the c o m m o n defense will be provided for and the blessings
of the liberty will be secured to present and future generations.
W h a t , then, is this Justice of which w e sjieak?

Justice has been briefly

and concisely defined as the giving to every m a n his due. This principle of
justice has been recognized in h u m a n societv almost from time immemorial.
T h e immortal Cicero, in the course of his writings, interposes the principle
that " N o m a n can say that he has anything his o w n by right of nature; but

either by an ancient immemorial seizure, as those w h o first jilanted uninhabited countries; or, secondly, by coiKjuest, as those w h o have got things by
right of the sword, or else by some law, comjiact, agreement, or lot.''

The

wise American fathers w h o framed the Constitution fif the Lhiited Sta es.
realizing the selfish tendencies wh'ch have characterized humanitv since the
inception of h u m a n history, and desiring to safeguard the equiliiirb.ini ol
American society against anv future controv'ersies a m o n g its citizens, as regards the questions of jirecedency or jiriority. jirovided e.xjiressly in the
Fourteenth A m e n d m e n t that "All jiersons born or naturalized in the United
States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United
States and of the State wherein thev reside, X o .State shall m a k e or enforce
any law which shall abridge the jirivileges and immunities of citizens fif the
^Aited States; nor shall any State dejirive any j.^erson of life, liberty, oi
property without due process of law, or deny to any jierson within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."
T h e language of this a m e n d m e n t is so jilain that he w h o runs m a y read
and clearly understand.

It declares the constituent citizenshiji of the i,'nited

States, It declares, in so m a n y words, the rig!",ts, jiri-.ileges, and imm'niities
of one to be the rights, jirivileges, and immunities of all.

It declares the

c o m m o n right to life, liberty, and jirojierly. A n d , lastly it declares that all
laws, such as conform to the Constitution, shall be general in dieir ajijiiication.
T h e Constitutional fathers endeavored to build wisely.

They k n e w from

their study of past society and from their o w n exjierience that a jilan of
justice w a s the only safe means of maintaining the social equilibrium of the
government.

T h e y k n e w that wherever in h u m a n history there has been a

departure from the plane (if Justice, there has simultaneously, or c(inse(j-icntially, been oppression, su.'fering, dissatisfaction anarchy, rebellion, or revolution. T h e y k n e w that the desire for justice is one of the natural attributes
of m a n .

T h e y k n e w that h u m a n nature will cventuallv militate against con-

stant deception, oppression, and discrimination,
cause he is a m a n ,

Man

desires justice, be-

M r , AVoolsey, in the course of his introduct'on to his

great treatise ujjon International L a w , interjioses the jirincijile that "In order
to protect the individual m e m b e r s of societv from one another, and m a k e
just society possible, the Creator has imjilanted in his nature certain conceptions which w e call rights, to which in every case obligations corresjxind,"
"These," he goes on to say, "are the foundation of the system of justice and
the ultimate standard with which laws are compared, to ascertain whether

and justice, and because the physical, intellectual and moral natures of all
they are just or unjust. They evolve, amid all the inequalities of condition,
a substantial equality of the members of society before the tribunal of law
imply the same cajjacity and destination of man, his rights and powers of
free action must correspond. O n this basis within the state, and often without any direct co-operation of its members, a system of law grows up which,
while it m a y be imjierfect, approaches with the progress of society in knowledge, and moral cultivation to the standard of perfect justice. It grows out
of the nature of man,"
The one great underlying cause of the colonization of America was the
desire for justice and liberty. The tyrannical treatment of the colonists and
their bloody struggle for justice and independence w o n for .America the
admiration of the world. The eyes of the persecuted and oppressed have ever
been turned toward America, as the eyes of the Israelites were turned toward
Canaan, the land of promise and plenty, and as the eyes of Islam turns toward
Mecca, the sacred city of M o h a m m e d ,

Justice is the greatest inducement

that can be offered to h u m a n beings. W e observe that, out of the remote and
little k n o w n regions of northern, eastern, and southern Europe forever
marches a vast and endless army, nondescript and ever changing in personnel,
without leaders or organization, moving on toward the gates of America,
seeking justice and opportunity, and the pursuit of happiness, such as has
been guaranteed to all m e n by the founders of this great Republic.
T h e Constitution of the United States, as one has said, is the greatest and
most complete plan of government that has ever been invented by the h u m a n
mind. W e think itfittingto refer to it occasionally if not often, lest w e forget the great and noble principles which it embodies, and, being reminded,
when w e note around us, situations arising which are in the very teeth of its
express provisions, w e cannot hut look askance upon its principles and consider them simply as vain theories. W e ask ourselves the question, w h y are
m e n unjust?

W e are told that the desire to do justice moves from the heart;

that Justice is an attribute of Religion. Quoting Sir Richard Hooker, w e are
told that "So natural is the union of Religion and Justice that w e m a y boldly
deem there is neither where both are not.

For h o w should they be un-

feignedly just w h o m religion doth not cause to be such, or they religious
which are not found such by proof of their actions?

If they which even

employ their labor and travail about the public administration of justice,

follow it only as a trade with unquenchable and unconscionable thrist for
gain, being not in heart jiersuaded that justice is God's o w n work, and themselves His agents, in this business, the sentence of right God's o w n verdict,
and themselves His priests to deliver it; formalities of justice do but serve
to smother right, and that which was necessarily ordained for the c o m m o n
good is, through shameftd abuse, made the cause of c o m m o n misery."
It cannot but be conceded that the ajiplication of .any princijile is jiroductiv*:
of its attendant and inevitable result. Thus the ajiplication of the principle
of c o m m o n justice is the surest means of develojiing social unity, and social
unity undoubtedly constitutes the strength of a nation. A state or nation is
no .stronger than its organized constituents.

The imjiortance of a social

unitv within the state was recognized in this country even before the formation of the LAited States of .America, In our imagination w e see the ragged
banner of the colonists bearing ujion it the dLsmembered figure of a serj>ent,
and above the serjient that historic inscrijition, "In union there is strength,"
AA'e hear again at a later date those memorable words of Daniel Webster as
he jileaded for the jireservation of the Lhiion, "Liberty and union, now and
forever, one and insejiarable." The Ihiited States of America is constituted
of a heterogeneous mass of human beings, of all races, colors, and nationalities, but even so, with the proper administration of justice we can insure for
ourselves a national unity. There can be unity in difference, Tagore, the
great East Indian jioet and philosojiher, sounded the keynote to the solution
of social Jiroblems when he said in the course of one of his writings: "AVe
want a social unity, within which all different jieople can be held together,
yet fully enjoying die freedom of maintaining their o w n differences, LTnity
in difference as the river, now hurrying along between steep banks, n o w
loitering over the shallow meadow reaches, now flecked with foam in its
swift flow, now dajijiled widi sunbeams in its .smooth and level course, now
lashed to fury by the summer airs, still remains the river—the one.

So the

stream of humanity, whether cxjiressing it.self in higher or lower tyjie, in
white, or yellow, or black, or red, or brown men, whether ru,shing torrent
like through the great ways of modern commerce and industry or .slecjiing
in tl^c back waters of thought and reflection is one,"
If that great m a n meant anything at all. he meant that ju.stice must be
administered to all, w'thout any discrimination as regards race, color, nationalitv or econon::c condition.

However, in sjiite of tlie m a n y visible errors in justice which present themselves from time to time, w e are justified in looking optimistically toward
the future.
l h e various international conferences and the numerous treaties and agreements resulting therefrom evidence the fact that nations have begun to
realize the importance and necessity of justice and unity in their intercourses
with one another. T h e jirovisions of these treaties and agreements, exhibit
invariably a spirit of justice and brotherhood.

Such is the tendency as

regards our relationship with foreign nations. But let us, above all things,
be mindful of the conditions within our gates. Let us m a k e Justice national,
before w e attemjit to m a k e it international. Let us build as w e rise; for any
other course is inconsistent.
A s to the result to this nation, of the full and general application of law
and justice, let us accejit the projihecy of Air. H . G. Wells, one of the greatest
living authorities ujion h u m a n history; a m a n w h o has followed consistently
the history of m a n from its inception to the jiresent time, and w h o , because
of his intimate knowledge of the tendencies and characteristics of m a n , is
able to give us a vision of the future state of society, both national and international : "There can be no question that the attainment of the federation
of all humanity, together with sufficient measure of social justice to insure
health, education and equality to the children born into the world, would
mean such a release and increase of h u m a n energy as to open a n e w phase
in h u m a n history. Hitherto m a n has been living in a slum amidst quarrels,
revenges, vanities, shames and taints, hot desires and urgent appetites.

To

picture to ourselves something of the wider life that world unity would open
to m e n is a very attractive speculation. Life wiU certainly go with a stranger
impulse, it will breathe a deeper breath, because it will have dispelled and
conquered a hundred infections of body and mind that n o w reduce it to invalidism and squalor."
Finally, then, let there be equality before the law, and let there be justice
to all, in all things, and if in the course of our activities w e find the proper
ajiplication of Justice to work too great a hardship or jeopardize the happiness and welfare of the jieople, in that event let Justice be sweetened with
Mercy.
H.

F. A I C G I R T .

l;0BINS0N, S I D N E Y F R A N K L I N ,
"Sid" comes from North Carolina. 'Lau Delta
Sigma, Graduated from Dunbar High School.
1918, Member 'Lrustee Board, Tau Delta Sigma;
also Chairman of Auditing Committee, Vice
President of tiie Class, A member of the 3f9th
F. A,, 92d Division ; jiarticijiated in thefinalbattle
of the great war, 32d Degree Mason, Jonathan
David Consistory, " W e build the ladder liy which
we climb," AVill practice law in North Carolina.

R O A V E , J O H N AV.
"Jack" is a jiroduct of Kentucky, Tau Delta
vSigma, "Jack" attended Kentucky vState Normal
School, Graduated from Howard LTniversity with
tlie degree of A. B, Secretary Trustee Board,
'Lau Delta Sigma. Class Treasurer, Commissioned First Lieute:iant at Des Aloines, 1917,
Served overseas with 317 th Engineers and :)(i."ith
Inf, AA'on "Freshman Flag Rush," 1914, Particiiiated in debate against Frelinghuysen Uni\ersity, "I'll try." AA'ill jiractice law in Ohio.

SKINKER, LILLIAN R.
Delta Sigma I'heta, "Lil" is a product of A'irginia, Comjileted the jirescribed courses in Dunbar High and Aiinor Normal and received the degree of A, Pi, from Howard University, 1919.
Alember. Stylus. Chief Justice, Ejisiloii Sigma
Iota ^(lroritv. Lias been Secretary of Class and
is Class Poet. "Lil," not being eligilile for enlistment, had to content her.self with writing letters to the boys "over there." dancing with and
entertaining them over here. She is fond of basketball, tennis, and svcimming, .Also dramaticallv
inclined, "Ignorantia juris (|Uod (|uis(|ue tenetur
scire neminen excusat," AA'ill jiractice law in
Virginia.

SAIITH, J O H N W E L L A I A N .
"Eyes" comes from Kentucky. Tau Delta Sigma
H e attended Hamjiton Institute. Also Ohio State
University. During the war was Regimental Sergeant Alajor, 8th III, Candidate for Officers'
Training School. ".Aim high." AA'ill jiractice law
in ( )liio.
, '

J O H N S O N , C A A I P B E L L C.ARRlNCxTON.
District of Columbia, O m e g a Psi Phi, Graduate(.\
from Dunbar Lligh School; also Howard University, B, S. Degree. Alember of American Legion,
Veteran Relief Officer. Alember of Negro American A'Aterans of the World W a r , National Vice
Chairman. Commissioned First Lieutenant, O. R,
C„ Des Aloines. Iowa, 1917. Battery Commander,
Battery A, 350th Field Artillery. Senior Alilitary
Instructor, S. A. T. C , Howard University. Commissioned Cajitain, Infantry, U. S. A. Alember
of the Stylus Kajijia Sigma Debating Society,
Alpha Phi Literary Society. "A'iam rejieriam an
faciaiii." Lias not determined where he will jiractice law.

S Y K E S , H O R A T I O C.
Hails from Virginia, Tau Delta Sigma, .Attended
Jiublic schools of Virginia. Also graduated from
Norfolk Alission. AA'as .Associate Justice, Tau
Delta Sigma, Alember of Alasonic Lodge. W a s
employed in the Dupont Powder Plant during the
recent war, Aiotto : "Nothing but the best is good
enough," AA'ill jiractice law in A'irginia.

AA'ILLS, C H A R L E S H E R A I A N .
"Alorgan," 'Lau Delta Sigma, Attended Pidilic
Schools of Texas, Graduated from Prejiaratory
School, Paul Quinn College, 1911. (Aaduated
from Paul Quinn College, 1915. with the degree
of B, S, Chairman of Tau Delta Sigma, Representative in the Interfraternal Council, Has been
Vice President of the Class, AA'as Regimental
. Sergeant Alajor in charge of Band at C a m p Travis.
Has been a teacher in the jiublic schools of Te.xas.
Alember Doric Lodge, F, .A. M , .A Scottish Rite
Alason and Shriner, Leading Counsel for State
in Alock Trial staged at Community Center. " 'Tis
not for mortals to demand success—I will deserve it." AA'ill Jiractice law in the Aliddle AAAst,

AA'OOD, AA', A A ' E R Y .
.Aljilia Phi .Aljiha, "AA'oody" conies from Connecticut, Hart School and the Commercial College, Howard University, Member of the Negro
American Veterans, Secretary of National Committee on AAteran Relief. "Success comes in
cans," AA'ill jiractice law in Connecticut,

JOHNSON, J. B E R N A R D .
"J. B," Virginia, Has attended A^irginia Union
Universitv and the University oi Pittsburgh, AA as
Quartermaster Sergeant, 324th Regulating Corjis,
Served overseas 13 months, "Plav fair and
square," AA'ill jiractice law in A'irginia.

THOAIPKINS, JR., R I C H A R D W .
Tau Delta Sigma. "Dick" is a product of the
District of Columliia. Attended the c o m m o n
scnools of the District. Graduated from AI Street
High School; also attended Wellington Seminary
anel Howard University. M e m b e r Hiram Lodge,
No, 4; a Scottish Rite Alason and Shriner. Put.,
N. S. A. Unassigned. Enlisted Aug. 1, 1918;
discharged Dec, 18, 1918. "Every law3'er needs a
liberal education." Will practice law in AA'est
Virginia.

AA'AITERS, G I L B E R T JAAIES,
"Bert." Tau Delta Sigma. Comes from Texas.
Attended Samuel Houston College; also Riverside
High School. Chairman Social Committee, T a u
Delta Sigma; also rejiresented Tau Delta Sigma in
Interfraternal Council, Scottish Rite Alason and
Shriner, AA'ard R o o m Steward. U . S. S. Vermont.
Saw service in Eurojie and South America, Chairm a n Cap and G o w n Committee, "Fiat jutitia ruart
coelum," Will jiractice law in the Middle AA'est.

AVILLIAAIS, H O A V A R D R O B E R T .
"Bill." Is at home in AA'ashington, and is a product of the AVashington schools. Displays unusual
literary ability. AA'as made famous by his treatise
on the conduct of L a w Class '22 in conducting its
Class Aleetings. H e will practice law in the AA'est.

HILL, W A L T E R ROBERT,
Hill is from Missouri, and you have to "show him"
that it is necessary to attend class other than at
examination time. H e is a veteran of the .scrap
with the Kaiser and will keep up thefightin law.
H e will practice law in Missouri.

Class Prophecy
By JOHN AA', SMITH.

'^fhe bells were ringing out the old vear and ringing in the new. It was
at the close of 1921 and I sat in m y accustomed jiose smoking as usual, but
with a growing mental unrest that 1 could not account for, a strangely pensi^•e
mood,

AA hat had lirought on this ghostlv feeling?

One is liable to be jien-

sive on a N e w Year's LAe and one usually looks into the jiossiliilities of the
coming year.

That is but natural ; but m v thoughts were traveling not into

the possiliilities of 1922, but into the actualities of 1932,
"Holy smoke!"
different,"

AA'as I about to be favored with a vision?

"Nothing

It came to m e from a distance, just as the side of m y room

seemed to ojien uji and I jiushed nivself cleejier in the cushion of m v chair.
A rejilica of the Industrial Savings Bank ajijieared,

"Same old A'ou Street,"

said I. when, behold, the name on the window became clear to m e and then I
did sit up and take notice, "Alexander and Comjiany, Bankers.

Fritz AA'.

Alexander. President, Savannah. Georgia." "Dog gone," I said, "whv didn't
I carry a brief case more?"

But the scene had changed ; 'twas California that

I was seeing now and there were twofigurestalking earnestly as they stood
in the foreground, and would v'ou believe it, they were none other than
Lewis K, Beeks. who was a lawver of the far AA'estern type, and trving to
show Frank S, Bledsoe how come and wherein Bledsoe was doing more good
by remaining a school teacher than he would by getting in the legislature, as
he was contemjilating.

The reason was obvious, as could be readily seen as

they jauntered down the street, I saw jirinted on some cards that the good
attorney lAek had dropjied, "AAte for Beeks." our next legislator.
The scenes did a tall jiiece of shifting at this jioint; fir.st. it seemed to .stop
in Alissouri, then N e w A'ork, then Virginia, butfinallyit jiau.sed in Baltimore,
Aid,, and I found that thefigureon which we had been trvdng to focus was
none other than O, I'rown. who was entering a large stadium to sjieak on
"The Possibilities of the Colored Alan as a Broker,"

The affAir it seems had

been jiromoted by The TV K. Lane Co. of promoters, which firm, from the
placard, was composed of m y good old classmates, L, G, Koger and E, Everett

Lane,

Oscar was being escorted in by two jironiinent citizens, it ajijieared.

one talking rajiidly and the other getting in a word now and then.

Could it

be—yes, it could—I knew it, that rajiid talking brother was Samuel Brooks
and the ",slow and steady," Stejihen Bluitt,

S a m was still teaching it seemed.

This scene slowlv faded away, and behold, there was no mistaking the
jilace—7th and T.

A lady is on the corner asking for Air, L., F, Lark, the

juvenile court expert.

H o w come? I said, how come? lint that is as far as I

got, for the preacherly voice of Rev, Isaiah Lisemby came to m e

Lie was

heard to address |udge J, Conklin Jones on a certain jiolitical situation, and
was interrupted by Attorney E, D, Perrin. general counsel of all Patent
Medical Concerns, who said. "Isn't this Jackson C, Jones?"
answer in no uncertain terms, "J, Conklin, if you jilease"
son C, ju.st the .same, judge or no judge.

Biack came the
But it was Jack-

"Lwas some gang there, for stand-

ing almost in and almost out was AA'illiam B, Chandler, looking just as he
looked in 1921,

It ajipears he was ojierating an emjiloyment office in the

Southern Aid Building, and Benjamin F. Canijibell had yielded to jiersuasion
and was assisting him.

The conversation on the corner was aliout a book

gotten out by Albert L. Eagland and jmt on the market by Robert Evans,
who had acquired a habit of remaining "just within the law,''
Then something did hajijien, for out of the building came Laurence E.
Knight and Harold T, Gassaway arguing—Gassaway aliout why Knight was
always in hot water with the court and Knight about the wrongness of
Gassawav's view on State and Civil Rights.

Tenola (Aaves, very much as

usual in the eye of the jiublic. seemed to have what it took to stoji them, or
was it William Smith, the athlete, when he projiosed a strong argument on
how to rejieal the 18th amendment?
But it didn't seem that we were to hold that focus long, for liefore I
realized what had hapjiened 1 was ".some where down South," and seeing
Attorney John L, Jordan delivering a camjiaign .sjieech for Sidney F. Robinson, the race commercial wizard.

The jirogram also bore the name of

Henry H , Neely. counsel for the Alasonic Order of the AAdrld.

It was also

whispered aliout that Aliss AA'illie LI. I'dount had caused .Attorney Jordan to
include women's rights in his jilatform.

AA'hen the scene shifted I was snrjirised, for again we were in the capital
city, and I saw that Frank D, Calmore had by his magnetism welded together
the factions of Florida .Avenue Lajitist Church, and on this jiarticular occasion was jiresenting Thomas M , Frye. who was to sjieak on " D o w n Home,"
and Llovd AL Gibson, whose function was to arouse interest through the
wonderful carrying jiower of his voice, "Very good," I said, "very good,"
and was about to listen to a religious discourse when "you're out of order"
came to m e

That was queer at a church lecture, I thought.

But it wasn't

a church at all at this stage, AA'e had changed scenes again and we were in
the Stiuthwest somewhere

(more South than AA'est), and

'twas jiarlia-

mentarian AA'aymon .A. Haynes calling down Berry H, Hill, who was crying
for his rights as a child in the wilderness.

It ajijieared that Herbert F.

McGirt had thefloorand was trying to organize a Southwest Business Alen's
League.

McLemore should have been jiresiding, but his heavy civil law

practice had jirevented his attending this meeting,
I heard a whisjier, "AA'e'll visit A'irginia and end uji in D, C,"

And sure

enough there we were in Ivichmond, A'a,, at the offices of The AIcGhee Commercial and Financial Brokerage Concern,
a dozen concerns.

So Norman was still managing

Oh, well, it's awful when a habit gets you.

Then m y

eyes fell on the sign, "The 'Hank' Riddick Alusic Co,," and I thought, "That's
not so bad for 'Hank,' "
The water front came in view with Harry AI, Green, who was following
the traditions of all A'irginians, talking to Horatio C, Sykes, general counsel
for the " D o w n and Out Chdi,"

AAs, Llarry was still in Virginia,

Back to You Street—but such a change from 1921, The whole block from
loth to 11th on the north side .seemed to have turned into a large office
building with an immense meeting room covering the whole of the toji floor.
This jiroject had been jiut through by Walter H , Alazyck, John AA', Love and
Camjibell C, Johnson, and through them had been called a class reunion of
the class of '22.

The class had assembled; Camjibell jiresented Johnnie, who

introduced "Braiiiv" Mazyck to make a rejiort on the activities of the members
of the class of '22,

Having given a resume of the wonderful growth of the

Universitv, Alazyck said: "The Zejihyr .A, Moore-Ramsey firm was doing
great work, with Fred winning the most of his cases on nerve ; the firm of
George 'L, Peterson marks the births of generations to come of international

lawyers, his amiable better half, Gladys L,, being the senior jiartner; the
Mason brothers have become very wealthy in St. Louis, Duane makes the
'Jack' while Roger sjiends it; Alvin L. Pulliam is very successful as general
counsel of the Negro Tailors of America; Arthur AA'. Ricks, a statesman,
scholar and a lawyer of unusual ability, has proved an honor to '22; 'Lib R.
Skinker sends her charming little ones to school and she goes to court, her
practice is more than she can do, that 'gift of gab' is her greatest asset;
John W . Smith holds Judge Terrell's advice in good stead, as he is still with
the Police Court; Professor Cobb has made something out of Richard
Thompkiiis; Gilbert Waiters and Herinon AA'ills have made more money out
of real estate than any other members of the class could have made in the
practice of law; Howard AA'illiams, afterfirstone thing then another, has
ended up in a second-hand automobile business; W . Arvey W o o d has a
splendid jiractice in Hartford; Prexy John AV, Roe and Jacob Johnson are
promoting a successful motion picture firm in Los Angeles; Fleming Jones
has made remarkable achievements by entering jiolitics in South Carolina."
"Great day; what up now?"

'Lhe cigar had burnt so close to m y mouth

that there was not enough room to take it out.

"If we shadows have offended,
That you have but slumber'd here
AVhile these visions did appear.
A n d this weak and idle theme.
N o more yielding but a dream,
Gentles, do not reprehend ;
If you pardon, we will mend
And, as I a m an honest Puck,
If we have unearned luck
N o w to 'scajie the serpent's tongue
W e will make amends ere long;
Shall disturb this hallow'd house
I a m sent with broom before.
T o sweep the dust behind the door."
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CL.VSS OFFICERS,

L, (;, Davis
II, J, Fugett
Mrs, Alyrtle Robinson
AL D, Alarshall
E, B. Weatherless
J, W , Johnson
N. T. Weddington

President
A'ice ih-esideiU
Secretarv
Treasurer
Historian
Class Critic
Sergeant

The Class of 1923
T h e class of 1923, H o w a r d University School of L a w , is indeed proud of
the record it has m a d e thus far. Entering upon the study of the law, October
1, 1920, w e have worked diligently as one, and with a determination to climb
the ladder of success with credit to ourselves and to the school, ()ur first
year of school work w e have been able to come in contact constantly with our
associates, thereby learning to ajijireciate the admirable qualities each member
of the class possesses.
O u r second year of school work has found each member of the class with
a greater amount of enthusiasm to continue the good work the class has so
ably put forth in ourfirstyear, and as a result our motto has been team
work and wonders have come about in maintaining the spirit of the class
which is so essential in school life. AVe are hajijiy to be able to claim the
distinction of being thefirstclass in the history of the School of L a w to
entertain the Seniors, a jirecedent which w e liojie will continue for time
immemorial.
When we enter our Senior year we shall look forward to the time when
w e shall finish the course jirescribed. A s w e go out into life it shall be a
source of great pleasure to be able to look back and review the days sjient
together and be hajipy over the fact that w e have met and enjoyed a hajijiy
career in the study of the law.
E, B. A'A'EATHEKLHSS,

Llistorian,
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

A, A. Greene, Chairman
M. Childs
W . H. Houston

H O W A R D UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF L A W
CLASS ROLL OF 1924.
1,
2.
3,
4.
5,
6,
7.
8.
9,
10,
11.
13,
13,
14,
15.
16,
17.
18.
19,
20,
21.
22,
23,
24,
25,
26.
27,
28,
29.
30,
31.
32.
33.
34.
35,
36,
37.
38.
39.
40,
41,
42,
43.
44,
45.
46,
47,

Name and School.
Home State.
James E. Scott, A, B., President Ohio State University
Washington, D. C.
Cyrus W , Perry, A, B,. Vice President Bennct College
North Carolina
Mrs. L. M . Poe, Secretary .Armstrong Normal
Virginia
Mrs. Etta B. Lisemby, I'reasurer Western University
Kansas
Rev, W , S, French, Chaplain Howard University
AVashington, D. C.
Henry S, Penn, Sergeant-at-Arms Howard University
Washington, D. C
Stafford Banks, Dunbar High School
Washington, D. C.
Lisbon C. Berry, National Training School
North Carolina
Charles Brooks, Howard University
North Carolina
B. Armstrong Claytor, Hampton Institute
Washington, D, C,
Maurice E. Clifford, Cleveland High School
Ohio
Theo, W , Coldcn, Howard University
Washington, D, C.
Mrs, Flora Craig, Lincoln High School
Tennessee
Ernest C. Dickson, State Agricultural and Mechanical College
South Carolina
Clinton Dickerson, Bluelield Inst.tute
AVest Virginia
Albert Eas man. N e w York University
N e w York
Herman E. Gunn, A, B., Biddle University
Virginia
i^oy W , Hunter, Burdett Business College
Massachusetts
Clarence M , Hill, Shaw University
North Carolina
Charles S. Hall, Howard University
Pennsylvania
Woolsey W , Hall, Dunbar High School
AVashington, D. C,
Tally R, Holmes, A, B„ Dartmouth College
Washington, D. C.
Merrill W , Holland, State College
Delaware
Azzie B. Koker, Howard University
North Carolina
Russel A, Lane, Ph. B., Brown University
Maryland
Richard H. Lewis, B. S., University of Illinois
Illinois
Paul E. Murray, Cornell University
Washington, D. C,
Haydee A. Paterson, Central High School
Texas
Perter L. Robinson, Minor Normal
Washington. D, C,
Hilbert L- Rozier. Polytechnic High School
California
Roscoe W . Ross, Cornell University
Washington, D. C.
Joseph H. Nelson, Howard University
N e w Jersey
Shirley C. AVilliams, Shaw University
Virginia
Marshall Watson, M Street High School
Washington, D, C,
Omega J. C. Ware, M Street High School
Washington, D. C,
Charles E. Washington, Virginia Union University
Washington. D. C.
James B. Ward, Dallas High School
Texas
Robert B, Thompson, Minor Normal
AVashington, D. C.
Percy Y, Hamilton, M Street High School
Washington, D. C,
Alfred Church Young, Oberlin College
Tennessee
James Francis Bowie, Dunbar High School
Washington, D, C.
Mrs. Henry P. Jones, Benedict College
South Carolina
Harvey A. Noble, Shaw University
North Carolina
Savannah D, Brown, Talladega College
Alabama
Fred D. Wilkerson, M Street High School
Washington, D. C,
William H, Circey, Jeffersonville High School
Indiana
Horace W , Sparks, A. B,, Howard University
Washington, D, C,
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Lillian R, Woodyard

Lillian R, Skinker

Katy E. Gee

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
The Delta Sigma Theta Sorority is a national organization established in
191^ and chartered January, 1913. Nineteen chapters have been organized
and are situated at the leading universities.
The Sorority observed its second annual Educational Drive the week of
Alay 1st, Each chapter planned a unique programme to suit the needs of
its immediate vicinity.
At the meeting of the Inter-Fraternal Council, held in AVashington April
17, 18 and 19, inclusive, Dr, Sadie Tanner Mossell, our Grand President,
thefirstrace w o m a n to hold the Ph. D. degree of the University of Pennsylvania, was elected chairman of the Executive Committee.
The above are the likenesses of Alisses Lillian Skinker, L a w '32; Esther
Gee and Lillian Woodyard, Pharmacy '22. Miss Skinker received her A. B.
degree from H o w a r d University, '19. Aliss Gee was thefirstw o m a n in her
class to jiass the examinations of the Board of Pharmacy.
Miss AVoodyard represented Alpha Chapter at the third annual Sorority
Convention held at the University of Pennsylvania, December 27-29, inclusive. She was not only elected delegate and corresjionding secretary of
the chapter, but was also made Custodian of the Grand Chapter.

In Aiay, 1921, ujion recjuest of the ladies of the middle and senior classes
of the L a w School permission was granted by the Board of Trustee; of the
UAiversitv to form a sororitv in the L a w School,
Immediately thereafter these ladies met and organized the Epsilon Sigma
Iota Sorority, electing Miss OIlie Coojier, Chief Justice,
O n June 1, 1921, their certificate of incorporation was filed for registration at the Recorder of Deeds' Office the charter members being Aliss Pearl
Beldon, Miss Zejihyr Aloore, Vliss AVillie I'dount, Miss Ollie Coijier, Airs.
Gladys T, Peterson, AEss Lillian Skinker, and .Aliss Bertha C, AIcNeiil.
During the present scholastic year, 1921-22, tlie charter members of the
Sorority have been working out details for the development of their organization. Seven new members have been elected to the Sorority, making the
total membership of thirteen.
The officers elected for the jiresent scholastic year are:

.Aliss Lillian

Skinker, Chief Justice; Miss Zejihyr Aloore, Associate Justice; Mrs. Gladys
T. Peterson, Clerk; and Miss Willie lUount, Marshal.

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
The Aljiha Phi .Aljiha Fraternity was organized in lUUti m Cornell University. It was thefir.stintercdilegiate fraternity to be organized by and
for Negro college men. From one chajiter widi about ten memliers, the
fraternity has grown into a nationally chartered organization with forty
chajiters and a membership of more than two thousand. The L'ifteenth Annual Convention will be held at the seat oi' Lpsdon-Lambda Chapter, ...t.
Louis, Missouri, during the Christmas holidays.
For three years the fraternity has successfully conducted through its
chapters a national educational m o v e m e n t — T h e "Go-to-High-School—Go-toCollege" J^lovenient,
RoEE OF

CHAPTERS,

Undergraduate.
Cornell University
University, and Philadeljihia ColHoward University
lege of Pharmacy
A'irginia L^nion University
Alassachusetts Institute of TechToronto University
nology, 'Lufts College, and Bostod
University of Michigan
LJmversity
Yale LAiversity
University of Illinois
Columbia and .Mew York Universities University of Kansas
Chicago and Northwestern Universi- Ohio University
ties
lAleharry Medical College
' ;
Syracuse University
L'niversity of Pennsylvania
;
Ohio State University
University of Cincinnati
LAiversity of Alinnesota
Talladega College
Lincoln University
Brown LAiversity
AVilberforce University
LAiversity of Southern California '
University of Pittsburgh and Car- AA'est A'irginia Collegiate Institute
negie Institute of Technology
Harvard University. Dartmouth, .^mCase School of Apjilied Science and
herst. AVilliams, and Bates Colleges
AA'estern Reserve LTniversity
LAiversity of California
Jefiferson Medical College, Temple State L'niversity of Iowa
i
Graduate.
Atlanta University and AboorehouseHayton, Ohio
' .
College
Detroit, Michigan
Purdue LTniversity, University of In- Baltimore. Alaryland
diana. Butler and Dejiew Colleges St, Louis. Alissouri
Raleigh, North Carolina
Norfolk, A^irginia
Louisville, Kentucky
LAn.sas City. Kansas
Beta Chapter was established in December. 1907. as thefirstGreek letter
fraternity to be set ajiart at Howard, The initiative and example of this
chajiter has largely jiaved the way for six other fraternities at the LAiversity,
The chapter has a comfortable home adjoining the campus, with a wellequipped dining department. There are spacious grounds and a tennis court.

Chi Delta Mu Fraternity
In order lo jirdtnote tbe welfare of Medical, Dental and Pharmaceutical
the highest ideals of jirofessional ethics and unselfishness to these distinstLidents of H d w a r d Medical College by bringing into close contact m e n
guished jirofessidus, Dr, E, Clayton Terry of Washington, D. C , and Dr.
whose aims were comnidn and whose interests were mutual, by keeping alive
C. R, Humbert of Kan,sas City, Mo,, established in 1913 the Aljiha Chapter
of the Chi Delta Afu Fraternity.
T h e clo.se relationshiji between the allied professions of Medicine, Denistry
and Pharmacy has been acknowledged .since the days of the I lipjiocratic oath
and throughout hist(ir_\- these jirofessions have shown points of ethics comm o n to one another. T h e Chi Delta AIu Fraternity thus justifies its exLstence bv strengthening these bonds of mutual interest w h e n and wherever
the opjiortunity is present, whether it be in the student body or the active
workers in these jirofessions.
In resjionse to lhe demands of this age of sjiecialization, the Chi Delta
M u Fraternity enjoys tbe unicjue distinction of being the only Negro Fraternitv of its kind in the world, in that it accejits for its membership only
those m e n w h o are in active pursuit of ATedicine, Dentistry or Pharmacy
or Doctors w h o have graduated from these professions.
T h e fraternity h o m e owned by the Aljiha Chajiter, located at 301 T Street,
N , AV,, is a building admirably suitable for fraternity life and the traditions
of welcome and bosjiitality maintained at the h o m e are the by-words of both
members and visitors.
The Jiresent oAcers of the organization are as follows:
James A , Gillesjiie
President
Daniel C. Fleming
Vice President
("eorge Little
Recording Secretary
F. C, Henderson
Corresponding Secretary
B. AV. Barnes
Treasurer
T, A , Carter
Chaplain
R O L L OF C H A P T E R S ,

Alpha Chapter
Beta Chanter
Gamma Chajiter
Delta Chajiter
Ejisilon Chajiter
'Zet'a Chajiter

'

,.

Washington, D, C.
Kansas City, AIo.
St. Louis, Mo.
Newark, N, J.
Boston. Mass.
New York, N. Y.

CONVENTION SCHEDULE.

1, AAAshington, D, C
2, Newark, N, J

February, 1922
April, 1923

TAU DELTA SIGMA FRATERNITY

Tau Delta Sigma Fraternity
The Tau Delta Sigma Fraternity is the only Greek letter fraternity in
the world organized at a Negro institution for Negro students and practitioners of the law. This fraternity was organized in January, 1914, by
twelve members of the class of '14, '15 and '16 at H o w a r d University L a w
School, Immediately following its organization a fraternity house was acquired at 407 T Street, N , W,, where it remained for a short while, after
which at 1820 Ninth Street, N . AV. The fraternity grew rajiidly, and in
1920, under the administration of Chief Justice Ray A. Clark, class '21, the
home at 913 Rhode Island Avenue, N. W., was jiurchased, where the fraternity has been permanently domiciled since September of the same year.
The fraternity was incorporated under the laws of the District of Columbia
in April, 1921.
It was the purjiose of the founders of this fraternity to form a nucleus
for a National Negro Bar Association. In this organization the m e n become united by the strong tie of true brotherhood in the law. They mutually
resolve to labor for the good of the fraternity, their country and mankind.
It is its purjiose to promote the well-being of students and practitioners of
A e law, to cultivate the ethics of the profession, and to extend justice to all.
The activities of the fraternity have been demonstrated in a most ardent
manner during this school term. Fifteen new members were initiated into
the mysteries of T a u Delta Sigma by the home chapter. Dr. E m m e t t J.
Scott, Secretary-Treasurer of H o w a r d University, H o n . W m , H . Lewis of
Boston, former Assistant Attorney General of the United States, H o n .
AVilliam Fleming, Cleveland, Ohio, and Attorney R. D. Evans, AVaco, Texas,
were elected honorary members. The Beta Chajiter has been organized in
Detroit, Michigan and the G a m m a Chapter at Chicago, 111. Chapters will
be set up wherever there are a sufficient number of Negro law students or
lawyers.
F r o m a membership of 12 Tau Delta Sigma has grown to a total number
of 137—.51 active, 77 graduate,.4 fraters in facultate, and 5 honorary.
Judge Robert H . Terrell, Professors Jas. A . Cobb, W m , L. Houston and
James C, Walters, also members of the District of Columbia, are fraters in
facultate.
The chapter has a comfortable "Fraternity House" in a very desirable location, with sjiacious dormitory rooms, parlor, club room, library and a well
equipjied dining dejiartment—valued at $12,500. It has been characterized by
our host of friends w h o attended our "at h o m e " in April as a "typical 'Frat.'
house."

A Word from the Cusp and Crown Fraternity
By

ERROLD D. COLLVMORE,

Secretary.

The dental profession has signalized its advance by tb;e mo.st brilliant
work in thefieldof research. T h e various specialties of medic,ne and surgery n o w look hopeftdly to the oral cavity for the solution of m a n v of tie
problems of diagnosis and treatment that have long ] aAed tlie ra ik and
file of the medical profession. T h e full responsibility is being imposed upon
the dentist as a specialist in what is safely considered the most highly specialized branch of medicine
Like the heart, the lungs or the kidney,^, the teeth constitute a definite
functioning ajijiaratus of the h u m a n organism. There are sjiecialists i i
diseases of the heart, of the lungs, of the eye T h e dentist is a specialist in
diseases of the oral cavity, and jiarticularly of the teeth.
Dentistry gave to the world the great boon of anresthesia. This alone
stands as monumental evidence that the profession is awake and hard at wor.c.
There is still m u c h to be done in thefieldof research. T h e problems of
the development of the teeth and the tissues of the oral cavity are not vet
fully solved. There is a challenge for work, real work, being flaunted in
the faces of the youthful asjiirants to the profession of dentistry.
Here at lloward University the educational requirement for matriculation in dentistry have been rabsed. T h e viewjioint of the student is being
broadened. His full responsibility to the world and to his jirofession is
being m a d e more and more apparent.
O n December 9, 1921, the Executive Committee of the Lloward University voted to grant the petition of members of the Denta^ College for the
jirivilege of organizing and conducting a fraternity to be kntiwn as the Cusji
and C r o w n Fraternity of the H o w a r d Lhiiversity,
T h e Cusp and C r o w n Fraternity has accejited tbe challenge of work and
progress.
The following are the charter members: F, D, Morton. A\^ N, Saddler,'
E, D. Collymore, J, L, Davis, L, O , Jefferson, J, T, Phillijis, C. AV. Pb.illips, W . Skinner, J, B, Weaver, B, L, Love, H , AV. Chandler, C. C. Evans,
H , N , Smith, D, E, Smith. W , K. Elliott,
The following are new meml;ers: G. VA'illiamson, J. E, Fennell, S. C.
Holt, F. L. Reed, L. H . Fairclough,
The fraternity stands for high scholarshiji, and an exalted attitude toward
the Dental profession.
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THE SPIRIT OF HOWARD

GEN, O, O, H O W A R D

H O W A R D UNIVERSITY—A/ma Mater
Words by J. H. Brooks, 'IG
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The Howard Spirit
I'.y KKLLY AllLLER.

Everv institution of learning that has a (listincti\e sjihere and function
must have its ideals set forth in clearly defined terms.

It must also have its

o w n shibboleth and rallying cry through which to vent the surcharged energies of the collective mind.

This is often done through the vehicle of silly

jargon or shallow catch-words, which jiossess, in themselves, neither depth
of meaning nor dignity of form

T h e y ajijieal jiowerfully, however, to

those w h o are initiated in the underlying cult. N o n e but those w h o feel it
know.
Overwrought feelings always seek outlet through tbe channel of exclamatory outbursts which transcend the laws of grammatical construction,
" T h e 1 loward Claji," consisting of short, sharji, concerted rythmic clapping of the hands, with the vocal refrain 'Tloward'" at the end, is a uni(jue
device for focussing the feelings and throwing diem off at the point of explosive enthusiasm.

T h o u g h not formally authorized as the official criterion,

nevertheless, the H o w a r d Claji has become adopted, through practice, usage
and acceptance, as the regular device for e.xjiressing "the H o w a r d Spirit.''
It evokes a quick and sure resjiouse wherever H o w a r d m e n are found, and
its reverberations revive and strengthen the bonds of an ennobling fellowshij).

T h e honor of the in\enti(in of this manual and vocal contrivance

is reserved for some u n k n o w n student enthusiast, to w h o m the institution
would gladly recognize its indelitedness by preserving his n a m e in its arcbi\'es, .^ucli, alas, is the fate of the originator, and the irony of history.
Psychic energies, whether of the individual or of the collective mind,
baffle descrijition or analysis.

.Sj)irit cannot be defined; it must be felt. It

m a y be likened unto the electric fluid,

AA'hile w e k n o w little or nothing of

its inherent nature, w e are none the less certain of the effects of its manifestations.

T h e wind bloweth where it listeth: ye hear tbe sound thereof,

but cannot tell whence it cometh or whither it goetli.

O n e school of learned

opinion tells us that sjiirit is but rarefied emanation of the body, from which
it derives its origin and over which it exercises control.

.'Another school,

equally learned, would convince us, that it has a separate existence, and owes
both its origin and control to some e.xterior jiower. T h e level sense of m a n kind leaves the settlement of such intricate issues to those w h o delight to
revel in the region of the abstract and the abstruse, but accejits with satisfaction the sure observation, that the body constitutes the dwelling jilace
of the sjiirit and conditions its quality, temjier, and degree.
Esprit dc corps, or the animating spirit of the collective body, exercises
its influence over a coterie of kindred souls w h o are bound together by the
subtle tie of c o m m o n ideals and are subject to the same code of procedure.
There is no need of labored language or cumbersome machinery of written
or spoken speech.
unto the deep.

Spirit c o m m u n e s with kindred spirit, as the deep crieth

Signs, signals, insignias, tocsins, yells, alarms, grips, and

passwords convey mystic meaning too deep for utterance in formal terms.
T h e appeal is cryptic ; the resjionse instantaneous,
"Freshman up!" startles into exertion the class apjiealed to more swiftly
and effectively than could lie accomplished by any learned or lengthy harrangue on loyalty or collective resjionsibility. O n e strain of "Dixie" revives
the pathetic story of the lost cause, as nothing else can do. T h e heart of
the patriot pulsates with pride when "()ld (jlory" is flung to the breeze.
Under the shadow of the Cross, the devout Christian has only to look and
live!
The college spirit aj^jieals to a group of select youth who for four years
are detached from the vocational incidents of life and are devoted to the
unalloyed pursuit of lofty ideals. This sujierlative advantage is reserved
for the favored few, to enjoy the highest jirivilege which civilization affords
for the choicest members of the h u m a n race. T h e charmed circle of college
life is not an abiding place where elated souls m a y seek jiermanent tabernacle,
but a temporary abode where the sojourner is sujjposed to remain only long
enough to become imbued with the spirit of its transfigtirative influence;
whereupon he must remingle with the world from which he has been temporarily withdrawn, quickened by a deejier appreciation of truth and duty
and inspired with a keener zest for the practical issues of life.

Lloward LAiversity forms a jiart of the collegiate fraternity and partakes
of its general character and tone.

"The Howard Spirit," however, must

have its jieculiar significance and sjiecialty of appeal, appropriate to its sphere
of influence and circle of ojieration.
Behold her grounds, buildings, walks, groves, libraries, laboratories facilities, trustees, faculty, students, alumni, friends and well-wishers.

These

constitute the body, the local habitation for the indwelling and emergence
of "The Howard Spirit," which is awakened into life and power at sight
or suggestion of these concrete embodiments.
Howard University is tbe outgrowth of jiatriotic and philanthropic emotion, so abundantlv manifest in the life and labors of him whose name she
bears. The founders, with unparalleled audacity of faith, dedicated the newborn daughter of their zeal to the principles of sound learning and devoted
her to the mission of quickening into exertion the higher potencies of a race.
Philanthropy, patriotism, race reclamation, are the three pillars ujion which
this temple of learning rests. N o other foundation can be laid than that
which has been laid.

Her kelson is laid in culture and character; her key-

note resounds in consecration to human weal. She is jilanted ujion the basic
principle of equality, in that every human being should have the undisputed
right to develop and exercise the best powers and susceptibilities with which
God has endowed him.

She recognizes no prescribed range of possibility

or limit of outlook. High culture, culture for high service is the Howard
Idea.
"The Howard Spirit"

must epitomize and portray all of the involved

material and immaterial factors and influences, raise them to a higher power
of meaning, to a greater degree of moral intensity, and focus them at the
burning point of enthusiasm.
Such was the spirit of the founders which, w e hope, is living still, and
will still live, to animate the whole, and to quicken zeal and devotion for
alma mater and for the principles for which she stands.
This is "The Howard Spirit" with which every true son and daughter of
Howard must be baptized withal.

CONSERA'ATOL^Y O'S \IV^LC
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ATHLETICS AT HOWARD

Athletics
' ' NORMAN LEROY MCGIIEE, Law '22.

.Vthletic sjiorts at Howard L'niversity for the school year liJ21-22 have
been, from m a n y jioints of view, quite successful. In treating this subject,
a restune of one year will be adeijuate to indicate to what extent athletics
are a jiart of the Lhiiversity, AA'ith the increasing recognition of the need
of training for the body as well as for the mind, H o w a r d has in recent years
sought to encourage larger numbers of her student liody to engage in indoor
and outdoor sports. Intercollegiate and inter-class comjjetition is provided
in football, basketball, baseball, track athletics, tennis, cricket, and various
other games,

b'dOTli.MX,

Beginning with the major sjiort, football, which ended with the annual
"b'ootball Classic" between lloward and Lincoln on Thanksgiving Day,
H o w a r d started out on its jinigram of athletic endeavors for the school year.
AA'ith a heavy .schedule including games with Sbaw. A'irginia Theological
Seminarv, .\ortli Carolina .Agriculture and 'J'echnical (/ollege, AA'e.st A'irginia
Collegiate Institute, A'irginia Xornial and Industrial Institute, and Hamjiton
Institute. Howard's A'arsity went through the entire season uji to the Thanksgiving g a m e without being scored ujion.
T h e classic g a m e of the season lietween H o w a r d and Lincoln on Thanksgiving D a y at Philadelphia, Pennsyhania, because of the success which had
come to H o w a r d in her contests with other schools during the season, w a s
the goal of football enthusiasts for the year, Perhajis one of the hardest
fought gridiron battles ever engaged in between the warriors of Lincoln
and H o w a r d for the season's honors was witnessed that day by thousands
of Jiersons e\en in the face of continuous rain. F e w jiersons had a thought
that H o w a r d could lose the g a m e to Lincoln. T h e first half ended with the
score "i to (i in Howard's fa\'or. Ihit to the disma_\- of Howard's team and
her arniv of rooters, Lincoln in the third (juarter m a d e a touchdown and
goal which changed the score to 1." to L where it remained in sjiite of later
liea\\' onslaughts.

B.\sKt:Ti!,\L.r,.
Howard made a dejiarture in basketball for the school year l!)"^l-<!'^. On
account of the lack of facilities for entertaining visiting teams in AA'ashington, it was decided that the year would be sjient in the develojiment of interclass and inter-club basketball teams. T h e \arious classes and clubs at the
L'niversity were formed into a Basketball League conijiosed of ten teams
di\ided into two di\isions. Regularly scheduled games were jiro\ided for
each division, 'bwenty games were jilayed by each division and it w a s
arranged that the team winning the highest number of games in one division
Jilayed against tbe team winning tbe highest number of games in the other
division for the championshiji cuj). The jiian followed for the year w a s
most successful in causing larger numbers of students to jiarticijiate in the
sjiort and develojied iiian_\' good jila_\'ers w h o will be suitable \arsit\- material
for ne.xt \'ear.

TK.\CK,

T h e success of Howard's Relay T e a m at tbe I'enn Relay G a m e s last vear
increased the interest of the student liod\- in track events. T h e three successful meets wdiich have been held at I loward have also tended to m a k e this
a favorite sjiort. This year Howard's Relay T e a m was given a higher
classification for entry in the Penn Relay G a m e s , In addition to sending a
A'arsity relay team, lloward also sent a b'reshman relav team and a m a n to
enter the Javelin and Discus throws. .Although Howard's rejiresentatives
did not meet with success in the events at the Penn Relav (ianies, her spirit
is not daunted and she will enter again next year,
(iwing to tbe increased interest at H o w a r d in track events, and in order
to give larger numbers the jirivilege of jiarticijiating in this sport, an InterL lass Track Aleet was held on the Camjius, ,AjiriI S, ]\):>2.
On Alay 14, tbe Third ,Annual Howard 'brack Meet was held on the L'niversity Camjius. It jiroved to be a most successful meet. Representatives
from a large n u m b e r of the colleges and institutions holding membershiji
in the Colored Intercollegiate .Athletic .Association. Special events were
engaged in by a number of track chamjiions.

B.VSER.VLL.
Baseball has always been the engrossing collegiate sjiort in the sj^ring.
b'or thefirsttime in the history of this sjiort at Howard, in addition to the
regular A'arsity team, a Freshman team was equipped and trained and provided with a regular schedule of games. The Freshman baseball team won
jiractically all of its games, jilaying against the Dunbar High School, A r m strong Manual Training School, Alorgan College, and a number of other
teams. The Varsity team's schedule included games against Lincoln L'niversity, Lhiion University, A'irginia Theological Seminarv, and Morgan College.

TKNNIS.
In recent years much interest has been taken in tennis on the jiart of
both male and female students at Howard. Tennis tournaments liaxe been
held at the L'niversity for a number of years and rejiresentatives have been
entered in tournaments held in Baltimore and N e w York City.

CRICKET.

The game of cricket is engaged in by a large number of students, .Sjiecial
games have been staged and star jilayers have been develojied. Interest is
increasing in the game and comjietitive games with other institutions are in
contemjilation.
The one great need at Howard in order to foster athletic activities is a
stadium. Nothing could more surely ojierate to increase the interest and
jiarticijiation in athletic sjiorts than the jiroviding of amjile facilities. Training in athletics have come to be regarded as a matter of importance in the
LAiversity curriculum, Howard's steadily increasing student body has longsince outgrown the modest athletic facilities which once were considered
adequate, and jilans are under way for a (gymnasium and Athletic Field to
jirovide ma.ximum accommodations for this modern concejit of athletics.

M A J O U MILTON T, D L A N
Director of Plivsical Education

DR, WILLIAM E. MORRISON
Coach
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Advertisements and Scenes in and
around Howard

n r O the Students, Friends and Well-wishers
of Howard University are commended
the Enterprises advertised herein as reliable
and worthy of their patronage.

To the Enterprises advertised herein are
commended the Public, among w h o m these
pages are distributed, as deserving of the
very best their business can afford.
"INITIUM"
FERDINAND D. WILLIAMS,
Advertising Manager.

t'LKASE .MENTION "INITIUM'

KIRD'S 1-;YE V I K W O K ( W M I T S

FREEDxME.WS Hosi'l'JWE

ABSOLUTELY DEPE>iDABLE
P R O M P T AND EFFICIENT SERVICE

Maurice J. Colbert
PLUMBING and HEATING
621 F STREET, N. W.
PHONE MAIN 3016-7

A
Gas Ranges and Water Heaters

Get Our Advice on Heating Your Home or
Reconstructing Your Plumbing

I'LEA.SE MENTION "INITIUM

LINCOLN 1178-W

PROMPT SERVICE

ESTIMATES FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

HIGH

GRADE

PRINTING
fAMES A. BROWN
16 E STREET. SOUTHEAST
WASHINGTON, D. C.

THIS BOOK A PRODUCT OF MY SHOP

ARTISTIC WORK

MODERATE PRICES

I'LEA.SE M E N T I O N "INITU'M''

THE

WEBER

STANDARD

MODEL

UNIT

Tnis popular model emoraces only the most important utilities sucn as

ENGINE, FOUNTAIN CUSPIDOR. DENTAL LIGHT, INSTRUMENT TABLE.
BUNSEN BURNER, PIPES FOR AIR AND GAS.
PRICE NOT INCLUDING THE ENGINE

$190,00

Any Electric Engine, either overnead or wall-bracket type can be attacnea.
A set OI beautiful illustrations of other models which w e make will be sent to
you cheerfully without any obligation on your part if you drop us a card.

THE WEBER DENTAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Canton, Ohio

I'LEASE M E N T I O N "INITIU.M"

Washington, D. C.
523 9th St., N . W .
Howard Student.s:
Gentlemen and Ladies:—
W P offer you an opportunity to make some expense money by workinij for us at
spare time. Haven't you a few spare moments each week that you would like to use
proHtabl^V W h y not sell a few books among your friends? W e publish Emmett
Scott's W a r History, Kelly Miller's W a r Histoi'y, Dunbar's l.ife and Poems. Floyd's
Flowers by Silas X. Floyd, National Cajjital Code of Etiquette, Hurlburt's Story of the
Bible, Darkwater by DuBois, the Life of Douj^Iass, Life of Lincoln, Life of George
Washington, also we have on hand at all times the largest, and most complete line of
Bibles and Testaments, W e shall be pleased to have you call and see us regarding
purcliasing books or taking the agency,
AUSTIN JENKINS CO,

Compliments of the

UKIAu CI^OTUKS SHOP
Stores All over the Land
TWO
920 F Street, N. W .

WASHINGTON

STORES
941 Penna. Ave., N. W .

Our O w n Popular Theater

The Dunbar
FIRST RUN >
< MOVING
•
< PICTURES >

7th and T Sts., N. W .

PLE.\SE M E N T I O N '•INJTII.'.M'

Kollege Klothes for KoUege Fellows
Headquarters for Everything in Men's Wear
CLOTHING

HATS

FURNISHINGS

Sol Herzog & Co., Inc.
9th and FSts.,N.W.
THK W A S H I N ( ; T O N H O M E F O R

Styleplus Clothes
Manhattan Shirts

Stetson Hats
Manseo Underwear

^. ^arns Sc Cmu|jmty
Manufacturing Jewelers
Special Trophies of Every Description
Class Pins and Athletic Medals
in Gold, Silver and Bronze
Corner 7th and D Sts,, N, W ,

N. W. WALFORD
Sporting and Athletic Goods
Fine Cutlery, Guns and Rifles
Kodaks and Photo Supplies
909 Penn. Ave., N. W. Washington, D. C.

1225 New York Avenue, Northwest

Professional Building Washington, D. C.

E'LEASE MENTION "INITIUM"

Interwoven Sox
No-tear Sweaters

THE PKKSTDKNT'S HOUSI

/

^;* X

THE LONG \\'.\LK

"•jm^^^^WT^^miJW

HARVARD
New designs and unsurpassed features of beauty and utility
mark the Harvard accomplishments of the season.
The above illustrates the utilities of the new Harvard platform.
For artistic effects, convenience to yourself and comfort to your
patients, see Harvard Chairs, Cabinets, Electric Engines and have
them demonstrated to you.
Write for Catalog.

THE HARVARD COMPANY
CANTON, OHIO

PLEASE MENTION "INITIUM"

Under the Big Tree

PASSON
Cleaner & Hatter
Special Rates to Students

2243 Georgia Ave., Northwest

Phone N. 8399

THV. MAGNET
I. Dino"witzer
SANDWICHES
COFFEE

ICK CREA.M
I'ASTKIES
SCHOOL

SUPPLIE:S

2221 Georgia Avenue

The Shoe
641 Florida Ave.

Shoes Repaired as they Should he
Work Called for and Delivered
LEROY

JONES, Prop.

Phone Franklin 5577

JAMES T. MATHEWS
Jlcntal ^upplipB anii ^quipuunit

612 Fourteenth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

I'LEA.SE MENTION "INITILM"

Newcorn & Green
MERCHANT TAILORS
Makers of Reasonable Classy College Clothes
1002 F Street, N. W ,

We Furnialied the Home

J'Jconoiitics cnid Dinivg Hall lUiUdhig

EQUIPMENT FOR

Office, Bank, Home
BALLARD'S
/\ to :Z BUSIINESS BUREAU, Ino.
FRANKLIN 3690

1340 G Street, N. W .

PLEASE MENTION "INITIUM"

Washington, D. C.

CLARKE H.VLL

MINER HALL

One of America's Oldest Papers

Established 1870 bv W . Oalvin Chase

©If^ WaBlftngtnn TMt
C. Lucien Skinner EDITORS
H. H. Price
Articles Contributed By
Special Features
OTTAWA J. SAUNDERS
SPORTS BY CONWAY
THOS. FORTUNE
SOCIETY BY MRS. VIVIAN TURNER
R. E. ANDERSON
CRITICS BY BILL JENNIFER
SPOODLE
DINKS
PHOTOS BY COSBY
$1.00 PER YEAR

3 CENTS PER COPY

CAPITAL

SURPLUS

$100,000.0(1

U]NITP:r> S T A T K S S A V I N G S

$100,000.00

BAXK

14TH A N D U STREKTS, N. W .

3 PERCENT INTEREST PAID O N

A U E N E R A L BANKING BUSINESS

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

TRANSACTED

CHECKING ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

A Quality Known
Throughout the South—

ata ifSPtTCf*

C R E A M OF ICE C R E A M
Chapin-Sacks Company
Phone Franklin 4800

Washington, D. C.

PLEASE MENTION "INITIUM"

IF IPS MADE OF PAPER YOU
CAN GET IT AT ANDREWS

School and College Supplies
OF NEARLY EVERY DESCRIPTION

R. P. Andrews Paper Co.
JLar^fest iPaper and Statt'onGri/ J^ouse
South o/ Tfew 2/or/c

WASHINGTON, D. C.
BRANCH—YORK, PA.
FIFTY-SIXTH YEAR

National Savings and Trust Company
Corner lath Street, and New Yorlv .Ave., Wasliiiitfton. 1). C.
I n c o r p o r a t e d b y Special Act of C o n g r e s s , J a n u a r y 2 2, 18G 7
C A P I T A E *LO(iti,0(K)
E.\Pw\KI) s r i U ' L P S «L00ii.()nn
OFFICERS
William I). Hoover, President
Woodlmrv lilaii-. Eit-st Vie(- Pi-esident
Frank W . .Stone, S(>cond Vice Pi-esident
Er'ank Stetson. Tiiist (Jlticer
Charles ('. Laniborn. Treasurer
!•;. IVreival Wilson, ,Sec]'etarv
Prank U. rilnier. Assistant 'J'reasurer
Bruce Baird, .Assistant 'J'l-ustOfticer
David Hoi-net, .Assistant Trust Officer

Qluinpltmetits uf

917 Jl Street, A\^ortI|&icat

P L E A S E M E N T I O N "INJTIP.NP'

FOR

EVERY

OCCASION

Menus
Invitations
Dance Programs
Fraternity Stationery
Visiting Cards
Diplomas
Engrossed Resolutions
Crests and Coats of Arms

On^ravers and Stationers
611 Twelfth Street

WasHiiTLgton T r i b u n e

It's a Fact
A proven one, that good
clothes always have been
and will always be, the
best investment on earth.
Our Tailored=to=JVleasure
clothes insure perfect fit= =
long wear—style—every=
thing that good clothes
should have—at
prices
you can afford to pay.

Capitol Haberdashery and
Sales Agency
C. E. H O W A R D , Manager
1019 U St., N.W.

Washington, D. C

Special Reduction to Students
FOUNTAIN PENS

Washington's Newest
and Best Newsjjaper

OPTICAL WORK A SPECIALTY
Phone North 1522

F. R. HILLYARD
1832 7th Street, Northwest
OCCULIST PRESCRIPTIONS
CAREFULLY FILLED
Office . . 920 U Street Northwest

All Work Done on the Premises

Murray Bros. Building

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

PLEASE MENTION "INITIUM'

Good Equipment is a
Powerful Asset
Do not view high j^-rade equipment as a mere luxury and never as a liability ; ne.xt to your personal
talents it is your most valuable business asset.
A
tirst class operating- outfit not only enables you to
do your best, it inspires your best efforts, and it
promotes the confidence and respect of your patients.
A complete S. S. White Equiinnent can be installed
on a small initial cash payment and the balance m a y
bo paid from the current proceeds of your practice.
The deferred payment plan will enable you to own
an up-to-date equipment and start your practice
right.
ASK VOUR DEALER FOR DETAILS
Uli WRITE US DIRECT

®l|C ^. ^. 31i|ttE ^Bcntal ^anufacluriny (da.
"Since 1844 the Standard"
^tJliiln^rlpIna

THINK OF

W H E N SEEKING

T b National Benefit Life Insurance
Company

W A S H I N G T O N , D.C.

609 F ST., N. W.

1 N C<^ K P<> K A T !•: 1 > 1 Mi tM

Industrial

Ordinary

Paid Up Capital of $100,000.00
Assets Over
$650,000.00
A very select
O L D LINE LEGAL RESERVE C O M P A N Y
operating in
Pennsylvania
Deleware
Ohio
Rhode Island
Kentucky
Virginia
Maryland
West Virginia
New Jersey
And District of Columbia
AND OFFERING

10, 15, 20 Year Endowment; 10, 15, 20 Payment Life;
Whole Life and Health Policies
Witli Superior iienefits and Privileges
EMPLOYMENT ALSO OFFERED TO GOOD, LIVE, COMPETENT AGENTS
FOR INFORMATION ADDRESS

S. W. Rutherford, General Manager

PLEASE MENTION "INITIUM'

Dr. W , E. Hamilton
Office Hours: 9 to 6 P. M. Every Sunday 9 A. M.
205 NICHOLS AVENUE

R. H. SHIPLEY, Phar, D,
Owner and Proprietor of the Douglass Hall Pharmacy and Apartments

Cigars and Cio-arettes
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Ice Cream and Mineral Water
PHONES: LINCOLN 4015=4016

Nichols and Howard Aves. 5. E.

Anacostia, D.C.

HIGH GRADE

HIGH GRADE

Diamonds

, The Emblem
. 0 3 4 Tells the Story
at a Qlance

Jewelry

Largest Assortment
in the city at very
reasonable prices

Watches

Watch and
Jewelru
Repairing

Buttons, Rings, Pen=
dants, C h a r m s and
Jewels

and

Estimates Cheerfully
Furnished

Optical

"^^^^

Sil verwar e^

Department

D. A L P H E K , Jeweler

907 G ST. N. W .

GREGGS'
San/tary barber Shop
Latest Styles of Tonsure
Experienced Hair Gutters
Electric, Hand, Pace and Scalp
Massagein>T
All Kinds of Shampoos
1905 Tth Street, N . W .

H o w a r d ' s Oldest

Advertiser

Hro"wii^s Corner
Jrfats, Cotlars, J'urn/shinys
J'or 97/en
Prices Very Reasonable

T h e Students Old Stand B y
7th and T Streets, N. W.

Capitol Tailoring C o m p a n y
1853 7th Street, Northwest
Cleaning and Repairing

W e Cater to the

Satisiactorily

Otuaents

The Hair-Vim Chemical Company is making a specialty of the toilet
articles used by people wno are particular, if you are tne particular kind you
\vill like

Hair Vim Pomade
Hair Vim Tonic
Hair Vim Soap
Beaute-Vim Cream
Vim-o-Complexion Cream
Vim-o-Complexion Powder
Tne use ol tnese preparations will bring
back the bloom of youth. Get them
from your nearest Druggist, or at the

Hair- Vim
118 West 130th Street, N e w York City
1103 Penna. Ave., Baltimore, Md.

JULIA P. H. COLEMAN,

P H A R , D.

President and Manauer

Home Office : 1234 You Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

COPYING

ENLARGING

COSBY'S

STUDIO

Fine Portraits and Groups Our Specialty
Special Rates to Colleges and Fraternities

WHEN

THINKING

OF

PHOTOS

Phone North 6150
Southeast Corner Seventh and Florida Avenue

PLLASK MKNTION "I \ ITI I'M"

(Ilxiinpltincttts xtf n ^fvitn^

Y o u get what you want and want what you get

UNIVERSITY LUNCHEONETTE
A n Up-to-date, Modern, Sanitary Cafeteria Operated by Students
Ask any one who has been there

Telephone booth service

Opposite Science Hall

Phone Col. 8888

2300 6th St., N. W .

McGhee and Bell, Props.

The Gibson Company, Inc.
WHOLESALERS AND RETAILERS
917-919 G STREET, N. W.

"WASHINGTON, D. C.

Telephones ; Main 1085 and Franklin 5077
Drugs, Surgical Instruments. Sui-jj'ical SvJi)pli(>s, Hospital and Physicians Kurniture
Klectrical Kquipment
Scientific Apparatus'
Student Supplies
Edison Diamond Disc, Brunswick and Aeolian Vocalion Plionog-i ajilis and Records
(I R. S , Music Rolls

University Supply House
2014 Georgia Avenue, Northwest
!

N. D. HIGHTOWER, M. D., Manager

What w e have not w e get

Our Motto: "Service"

Dental Supplies, Surgical Instruments, Stationery, Etc.
Normal, College, Medical and Law Textbooks

I'LKASK M E N T I O N

••IMTiUM"

MAIN HIMLDING

THIRKIELD SCJEiNCE HALL

v ^ ^^/YfAat

p'rotvs

D E A R L Y every m a n
in practice has in
mind as the most
essential item of equipment a complete, efficient
Operating Unit. But conditions m a y not permit
him to realize his ideal
immediately. Usually he
contents himself with the
purchase of cheap substitutes, meaning to scrap
them w h e n fortune favors.
T h e Electro Dental
Units are built on a different principle. T h e Junior Unit, by the addition of
certain items, grows into a Senior. T h e Junior Unit
consists of:
Engine, Fountain Cuspidor, Bracket
and Table, Gas and Air Outlets,
Bunsen Burner, Pedestals and Base

Install this, and gradually add parts and accessories,
and soon you will have the most modern, the most
efficient and the most complete Operating Unit that
any dentist can purchase.
Ask any dealer or salesman
to give you further details
of "The Unit that Grows"

1-LECTRO DKNTAL MANUFACTURING CO,

^J hiladc'lphia
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Howard

A. French &

Co.

PHONE FRANKLIN ()1()4

SPORTING

FusselVs
Real Cream

GOODS

Ice Cream

G U N S
A M MUNITIO N

Indian Motorcycles
Fussell-Young Ice Cream Co.

424 9th Street, Northwest
Washington, D. C

1306-8-10-12 Wisconson Ave.

To Insure your Life is to prolong
your own influence and
usefulness

^taitLiarit '^ifp ^litsxtraitrc OIn•

OF

ATLANTA

i
B R A N C H OK PICE
1107 YOr ST. N W., WASHINGTON. D C.
J. P. BOND, AGENCY SUPERVISOR
Policies Issued:

SIOOO to $10,000

NESBY'S

SHOE

2213 GEORGIA AV£., N.W.

PLEASE .MENTION ••INlTlUM"

REPAIRING
PHONE NORTH 665

1-1

3

(rJkotO'Sn^jratnna
The illustrations in th s issue ol "INITIUM " were all made by the PKotoEngraving Process and are specimens of the work turned out
ment.

T.he older processes oi reproduction, such as w o o d

by

this establish-

engraving and

steel

engraving, have b e c o m e obsolete so that practically every illustration n o w

seen

in magazines, newspapeis, catalogues, etc., .s produced

by the photo-mechanical

m e t h o d k n o w n as Photo-Engraving.

The Maurice foyce Engraving Company
operates the largest establishment for the production of this class ol w o r k south ol Philadelphia.
Students or graduates from the high

schools

ol W ashington will always be w e l c o m e

visitors

at our plant.

It will be a pleasure to explain the

interesting m e t h o d s in use.

H. C. C. STILES, General Manager

Evening Star Building Washington, D, C.
''aco
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U. S. CAPFTOL

^]

J

LIBRARY OF HOWARD UNIVERSITY
Washington, D. C.

Please note date on which this book is due.
1. A fine of one cent a day will be charged on all books
overdue,
2, Reserved Books m a y be taken out only at 8 P.^L
and must be returned before 9 A. M. the next day,
3. A fine of ten cents will be charged for Reserved
Books not returned at 9 A, M., and a furtherfineof five
cents per hour for each additional hour such liook is retained.

.-.

